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Delta Tunnelling Symposium
Amsterdam,
16-17th November 1978

The purpose of the Delta Tunnelling Symposium is to give delegates an understanding of
the problems in choosing between the various types of river and canal crossings (ferry,
bridge, tunnel) and, should !he choise be a tunnel, to provide background information on
the imrnersed tube method.
On 16 November 1978 various speakers will discourse on these subjects on the basis of
their own experience.
We realize that delegates will not be able to remember everything that is said, nor will this
be neoessary in most cases. Nevertheless they may wish to go through certain papers
again at their leisure or to pass on information to colleagues who were not able to attend
the Symposium.
We are grateful that the speakers have been willing to provide written versions of their
papers, and we hope this book wil contribute to the sim of the Symposium.
Finally, we wantto express our thanks to Mr. P.Kieft for his contribution to the organization
of !he symposium and the realization of this magazine.

The Board of the Tunnelling SectIon of the
Rayal InstitutIon of Engineers in the Netherlands
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~i~~:~~~~era' ofthe National Public Works 0 pen in9 Speec h
Department

Teehniques have been improved in many res-
peets since then, as will be evident from the
papers to be given this afternoon. I ahould like
to mention a few features now: the method of
linking the units in such a way as to provide a
watertight seal, the omlssion of the waterproof
lining, the sand flow method tor foundations
and the use of longer units.

Holland nas influenced tunnel building in ot-
her countries, where rectangular cross-sec-
tion relnforeed concrete immersed tunnels are
now also used. These countries include Bel-
gium, West Germany, Canada, Cuba, France
and Japan.

As I said earlier, this method can be used not
only tor road and rail tunnels but also tor pipe-
line tunnels, tunnels to carry water and so on.
Small-diameter tunnels of this kind can be
round in cross-section. though still made of
reinforced concrete.
The designs of immersed tunnels in Holland
were produced by the Rotterdam and Amster-
dam municipal authorities and the Locks and
Weirs Division of the National PubIic Works
Department. Although one would not think so
from the name, the Looks and Weirs Divison
was responsible tor designing the majority.

The development of immersed tunnels -
which incidentally is still in progress - nas not
been brought about only by the government
bodies I have mentioned. Dutch contractors
and manufacturers of certain components
have also played an important part in develo-
ping and perfecting this type of tunnel con-
structlon. Representatives of five of the con-
tractors wil! speak to you this afternoon, and of
the manufacturers I should like to mention one
firm - while not in any way detracting trom the
achievements of the others - :Vredestein in
Loosduinen, who have not only provided ef-
fective sealing between the units with their
rubber proflies but have also introduced the
charrn of more southern climes into hydraulic
engineering by giving them the name 'Gina'.
Dutch laboratories, some internationally
known, have also made an important contribu-
tion to this technique: Delft Hydraulics Labera-
tory, the Soil Mechanics Laboratory, also in
Delft, and the TNO Applied Scientific Re-
search Organization.

In this way a large group of public bodies and
firms have jointly developed something thai
can be used not only in Holland but also in
many other countries where land and rivel
traffic have to cross and where the grounc
consiste of sedimentary deposits as in delts
areas.
Holland is ready and wiUing to pass on itl
know-how and to help with similar projects ir
other countries. Help can be obtained, for in
stance, from Nedeco (Netherlands Enginee
ring Consultants) or Amsterdam Publi~
Works. Nedeco draws on the know-how ar»
experience of the Locks and Weirs Division c
the National PubIic Works Department an
Rotterdam Pubhc Works. Help can also b
obtaJnedfrom the contractors. who do not onl
build but also have their own design offices
This Symposium is being held to show you th
potentialof the immersed tube metbod. Sir
king in this case, as you will see, is not
disaster but a deliberate operanon aiming .
conneet two river- or canal banks.



S.C.Hardy, C.Eng., B.Eng., FICE, FIStruetE.
World Bank

IntroductIon
The World Bank is a multinational Institutlon
devoted to helping the poorest countrles of the
world realize thelr development goals. After
careful study of proposed development pro-
jects and development strategles, the Bank
lends funds· for suitable projects of high eco-
nomie prlority. Commitments of funds to deve-
loplng nations now exceed US $ 8,000 million
annually. In the foliowing remarks, I wUI at-
tempt to give you a brief descnptlon of the
World Bank's organlzation and operations, a
summary of the recent trends in Bank lending,
a review of the typical Bank project cycle from
ineeptlon to completion, and an introduction to
some current Innovative Bank studies on con-
struetion technology and tender evaluation
which may be of interest to you in your parnou-
lar field.

HI.tory and Purpoee of the Bank
The World Bank is now slightly over 30 years
old. It was founded in 1944, along with the
International Monetary Fund, at a conference
of the allied nations of World War 11in Bretton
Woods, New Hampshire, USA. lts original
purpose was to provide loans tor the recon-
struction and development of the war-torn al-
lied natlens of postwar Europe. Hence its orl-
ginal and tormat name of 'The International
Bank tor Reconstruetion and Development'.
Around 1950 the Bank began to turn attention
more to the actlvities it pursues today - ma-
king loans te promote development in under-
developed natlens.
The Bank is rl:lally a group of lending instituti-
ons each with slightly different focus. In 1956
and 1960 the Bank was enlarged by the esta-
blishment of 2 further development lending
institutions, the International Finance Corpo-
ration (IFC) and the International Develop-
ment Association (IDA). The IFC was esta-
blished to make loans which would stimulate
the growth of private enterprise in developing
countrles. IDA was founded to make loans to
the poorest nations of the underdeveloped
world on very liberal terms. The repayment of
loans by the Bank and IDA must be guaran-
teed by the government concerned.

Organization of World Bank
The Bank has lts headquarters and principal
operating base in Washington DC, USA, and
resident representatives with their supporting
staff In some 30 other member countries. It is

The Financing of Infrastructure
Projects by the World Bank in
Developing Countries

headed by a President who normally serves a
fixed 5-year term; VIce-Presidents and other
staff serve on regular appointments. The of-
fice of President Is currently fUled by Mr. Ro-
bert MeNamara who was recently elected to
his third term. Through an unwrltten Internati-
onal understanding, the President of the Bank
has always been an American, while the Pre-
sidency of the International Monetary Fund
nas always gone to a European.

The Bank is an International corporate organi-
zation controlled by its 131 membarcountries.
The governments of these countries have de-
legated !heir powers to a more effleient deel-
sion maklng body - a Board of 20 Executive
DIrectors. 5 Executive Directors are appoin-
ted singly byeach of the Bank's 51argest sha-
reholders, and each of the remalnlng 15 re-

.presents and carrles the voting rights of a
group of countries. Each member country's
voting rlghts Is determined by its share of
stock held In the Bank.
A staff of some 5,000, of whlch about half are
professionals such as engineers, economtsts,
flnancial analysts, agronomists, sociologists,
etc., is drawn from over 100 different coun-
tries, and carry out the decislons made by the
Executlve DIrectors. The Bank is organized
Into 6 geographie, reglonal operating depart-
ments, and acentral unit handling administra-
tion, research, and policy formulatlon. Each
reglonal department carries specialists in the
more Important sectors of the Bank's operati-
ons, namely agriculture, power/energy, tran-
sportation, Industrial development and ft-
nance, water supply and educetlon.

Fundlng and OperatIon.
A. Bank
The Bank is a specialized agency of the Uni-
ted Nations, and toan agreements with mem-
ber countries are reglstered at the UN as In-
ternational treaties, but its source of funding is
not the UNo Funds for lending by the Bank
come from 3 main sourees. The first and most
important is the bonds that the Bank floats in
world capital markets. The second source is
member governments' capital subscriptIons
which are determined upon entry and are ba-
sed on the applieant country's economie and
financial strength. Member governments pay
in 10% of their capltal subsuscriptions, whHe
the remaining 90% remains on cal! to meet the
Bank's obligatlons if necessary. Of the 10%
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that is paid in, 1% Is freeJy usabie for loens,
and the other 9% may ba used for loans with
the contributing country's consent. The third
souree of funds tor lendlng is the Bank's own
profits, which with the agreement of lts share-
holders, are not paid out In dlvldends but are
used to help in the development of member
countries. •
The Bank's charter spelIs out the basic ru les
which govern its loan operations. The borro-
wing government bears general UabiUty tor
toans, and earnlngs from a partleuter project
are not earmarked tor loan repayment. The
terms of toans vary, but on the average loans
have a total term of about 20 years, whîch inclu-
des a grace perlod (or moratorium) of 3 to
4 years to enable the project to be completed
before caphal repayments commence. The
lending rate also varies and is set at a level
related to the rate of borrowing that the Bank
must pay in the capital commercial market; it
is flxed, however, tor the Ufeof any partlcular

. toan, The Interest rate on Bank loans in 1978
was about 7'/2%.

B. IDA
IDA differs from the Bank In lts maln souree of
funds, qualifications tor borrowers and the
terms of its loans (or 'IDA credits' as they are
sometimes called). The souree of funds tor
IDA in order of importance are: contributions
trom rlcher members, members' suoscrlptl-
ons, and part of the Bank's net earnings. Ru-
les for the payment of subscriptions to IDA
differ from the Bank, and vary between 'deve-
loped' and 'underdeveloped' IDA members.
As to the difference in borrowers, IDA credits
go only to the poerest nations. The criterion
currently used Is countries with a gross nati-
onal product per capita beiow $550. Even wi-
thin this category IDA concentrates on the
poorest nations, and In fiscal1977 85% of IDA
loans went tot nations wlth per capita GNP
less than $280.
The long terms of IDA credits - 50 years - are
designed to meet the special needs of its bor-
rowers. No interest is charged, and borrowers
are required to pay only an annual 314 % ser-
vice charge. A 10 year grace period is granted
before repayment begins at the rata of 1% for 10
years and 3% for the followlng 30 years. IDA
credits are often termed 'soft loans' bacause of
the liberal terms of lending.
There is no differenee kom the Bank in the
type of infrastructure projects for which IDA



Table 1
Projects financed by Bank/IDA, fisealyear 1977
(US $mil/ions)

may lend: the appraisal and processing of pro-"
jects is the same and is carried out by the
same Bank/IDA staff.

Trends In World Bank Lending
A. Philosophy
Taking Bank and IDA operatioos together, the
totat volume of lending bas undergane consi-
derabie growth and changes in composition
over the years, partly due te a change in the
Bank's development phUosophy. The original
concentration on large intrastructure projects,
trom which bene fits were expected to diffuse
throughout the whole oh natien's economy,
hasbeen shifted to an emphasis of more di-
rect aid to the poerest 40% of a nation's popu-
lation. Thereason was, in Bank President Ro-
bert McNamara's words, 'we learned that the
economist's triekle-down theory of growth is
an insufficient basis on which to expect hu-
man needs to be met in areasonaote period of
time'. Hence the need to identify, design and
finance projects which directly benefit the .ru-
ral and uroan poer, in addition to 'old-style'
traditional infrastructure projects. The practi-
cal effects of thls change in Bank/IDA policy is
the increasing number of projects sech as the
rehabilitation of urban slums, agricultural pro-
jects for sm aU farmers, rural development,
education and smaU scale industry, which are
now being financed.

B. Trends in Total Volume
In fiscal year 1977, ending June 30,1977, the
Bank/IDA made commitments to 228 projects
for a total of over US $ 7,000 million. This was
an inerease ot close to US $ 400 mlllion over
the prevlous fiscal year. The projected total
commitment for fiscal 1978 is close to US
$ 8,500 million, of whieh IDA credits wiJl ac-
count tor about US $ 2,300 million.
We normaUy finanee only the foreign ex-
change component of cost of a development
project, and require the borrower to finance
most of the local costs from domestie sourees.
Thus the total cost of projects we finance is tar
greater than the amounts we lend. Referring
10 table 1, you wiJl see that the average
Bank/IDA participation in project financing
was 40% in fiscaI1977, and the total eest of
projects was about $17.5 bUlion. In fiscal
1978, the total cost ot projacts is expeeted to
be about US $ 20 bUIIon.
The other major multinationallending instltu-
nons are the Asian Development Bank (ADB)

Tabla 2
Bank and IDA lending by principal sectors
1967-77
(US $ miëions, fiscal years)

Total cost
of Projects

Bank and/or
IDA loan

% of total oost
fundad by
Bank or IDA
toan

Ag riouttu re
Irrigation
Development Finance Companies
Education
Electric power
Industry
Nonproject
Population and Nutrition
Technical assistanoe
Telècommurucations
Tourism
Transportation
Sector Urbanization
Water supply
Total

5,360
1,895
762
630

3,267
2,089

242
94
23
583
204

3,084
354
802

17,493

2,308
760
756
289
952
737
217
47
17
140
99

1,048
158
301

7,067

43
40
99
46
29
35
90
51
74
24
48
34
45
38
40

Note: Details may not add to totals due to rounding.

and the lntèr-Amenean Development Bank
(IADB). They are organized and operate along
similar Iines to the World Bank Group, but
have fewer membars and focus their lending
on certain ragional areas. Compared to World
Bank lènding of US $ 7 billion last tiseal year,
ADB committed about US $ 0.9 billion and
IADB about US $ 1.7 blilion.

C. Trends by sectors
The Bank and IDA currently finance prolsets
in the following principal sectors: agriculture,
transportation, power/energy, development
tinance companies, industry, water supply,
education, urbanization, telecommunicati-
ons, population and nutrition. The sectors re-
ceiving the largest amount of tinancing are
agriculture, transportation, power/energy,
development finance companies and indus-

try, which together absorb about 80% of total
Bank/IDA lending. With the exception ot deve-
looment finance companies each of these
sectors has undergone substantlal changes in
the amounl of tunding ánd their relative irnpor-
tance over the past 10 years (sea table 2).
The most dramatic change has been in the
agrieultural sector. In mooetary terms the
amount of toans te agricultural projects has
increased more than tento·ld trom 1967 to
1977 to reach over US $ 2,300 million in 1977.
Moreover, the sector almost doubled in rela-
nve importance as a percentage of total
Bank/IDA loans - trom 17 % in 1967 to33 °lc, in
1977.
The other major sector enjoying substantial
growth from 1967-77 was industry, which in-
cludes such projects as the construction of
fertilizer, cement, steel, aluminium plants, etc.

1967-71
average
$294Agriculture

Development finance
cernpenlee 179
Education 69
Industry 50
Non project 109
Population 2
PowerlEnergy 403
Technical asslstance 2
Telecommunications 86
Touri$m 6
Transportatlon 457
Urbanization i 1
Water supply & I'

sewerage 54
_T_ot_a_1 1$_1,712

%
17

3
100

1972-76
average

$1,163

0/0

25

11
4
3
6

434
230
451
320
28

613
12

141
32
955
66

24

5

27

197
$4,643

Note: Details may not add to totals due to rounding.
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1977
amount

$ 2,308

%

33

9
5
10
7
1
13

756
289
737
217
47
952
17

140
99

1,048
158

2
1

15
2

11
4
10
3
1

14

3
1

21
1

4
100

301
$ 7,067

4
100
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The monetary amount of loans 90io9 to this
sector mcreased more than 10 times, and the
proportion of total Bank/IDA lending it recei-
vee! rose from 3% to 10%.
The large civil works sectors (stlch as tran-
sportatlon, power/energy, and water supply)
in which you will be primarlly interestee!, have
recelved a relatively decreasing share of
Bank/IDA attention over the past 10 years, but
still account for about one-thirdof total len-
ding. Due to the substantial increase in total
lending, tha monetary amount commited to
these works has continued to increase annu-
ally, from about US $ 800 milUon in 1967, to
about US $ 2,300 milllon in 1977. Tunnels of
varying shapes and sizes are often included in
projects which the Bank ffnanees in the tran-
sportanon, power/energy and water supply
sectors. Civil works projects finaneed last
year by tha Bank/IDA in those sectors amoun-
ted to about US $ 7,000 mmion in total cost.
The following are a few examples of tunnels
recentty financed by Bank/IDA which may be
of interest
Highways: Yugostavia, Peru, Korea - up to
800 m long;
Railways: Congo 4.5 km;
Power: Chile 9,0 km 13 km, Bolivia 3.5 km 0.8
km;
Water Supply: Colombia (Bogota) 28 km, 3
km, 2 km, Syria (Damascus) 15 km, Portugal
(Lisbon) 5 km.
Reverting again to the trends in lending there
have also been noteworthy changes over the
past 10 year pertod in some of the minor sec-
tors financed by tne Bank/IDA. Urbanization
projeets have received a growing proportion
of funds, mainly to help improve the lot of the
urban poor by upgrading squatter settlements
and installing essential water supply and sani-
tation facilities.
The World Bank has atso turned attention to
energy projects, after the sharp rtse in interna-
tionaloll prices in 1973, and for the first time is
making loans for 011 and gas production. Emp-
hasis is likewise being plaeed 00 developiog
the oon-oll sources of eoergy generation -
hydro, coal and geothermal power projects -
in addition to traditional sourees of energy,
such as firewood, for rural areas in developing
countries.

I

The Project Cye!e
A. General
Despite the variation in the magnitude and the
character of the projects finaneed by the Bank
and IDA, aU projects go through a common
'project cycle' which the Bank' has estabUs-
hed as a matter of routine procedure. The
cycle has 6 major stages, namely:
• Identification
• Preparation
• Appraisal
• Negotiations
• Supervision
• Evaluation

'tha term 'Bank' in tha subsequent text is
deemed to indude IDA also

B. Identification
In tha first stage of the cycle, the Bank applies
the following 3 tests to prospective proiects:
• is tha sector of theproject and !he project

itself of high priority for development?
• is the project technically and economically

feasible?
• wilt the govemment support the project by

financial and other means?
There are several sourees from which project
identification may spring. A project may be a
repeater loan to an old borrower, may be ths
outcome of a study done as part of a previous
loan, or may be suggested by a government to
a World Bank representative or mission in the
country. Once a project is identified tsntatl-
vely, it enters the 'project pipeline' to await
further actten.

C. Preparation
The next stage of the project cycle is prepara-
tlon, which can vary in length trom a few
months to a few years. The purpose of this
stage is to reach decisions on the technical
requirements of the project, to explore syste-
matically alternatives aod to analyze the fi-
nancial position of revenue earning projects.
The detailed preparatory work is usually eorn-
pleted by consultants and not by Bank staft.
The Baok may ofter guidance to borrowers on
terms of reference and specialists in a parnou-
lar field, but tha borrower nas tha responsibi-
Iity of selecting and hiring suitably qualified
consultants.
The Bank initiates tha selection of consultants
when services are financed under UNDP (the
United Nations Development Programme)
with the Bank as the executing agency. The
selection process than consists essentially of
inciting proposals trom 4 or 5 consuIting
engineers suitably qualified to undertake the
project. and then negotiating a fee with the
consultant who subsequently submits the
best technical proposal. When borrowers are
financing the services of consultants, the
Bank suggests the use of lts selection proce-
dures, but cannot insist. There is a growing
tendency amongst some borrowers - unfortu-
nate as it may be for the consuiting community
- to carry out some form of competitive tende-
ring and to award the consuIting services to
the lowest tenderer.

D. Appraisal
The preparation stage is followed by the ap-
praisal stage, in whicn systematic and com-
prehansive examination of tha project is un-
dertaken. The study usually covers up to 6
aspects of a project. First, is the technical
aspect. In this part of the study all features of
project design, cost estimates, and the con-
struction schee!ule are examined to ensure
that the proper technical solutions have been
found. The second aspect covers the econo-
mic analysis, where the focus is on the relati-
onship between the project, the sector and the
economy. The third aspect of an appraisal
study is the commercial aspect, which re-
views the buying and selUng arrangements of
the project, and evaluates the market demand
for the project's output. the marketing mecha-
nisms for tha output, and the supply of inputs
needed for the project. The fourth dimension
of a project is financial. In this area the apprai-
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sal team pays particular attent ion to two con-
cerns (i) whethar there are sufticient funds for
oonstructlon. and (ii) whether the enterprise
wil! meet lts financial obligations. The fifth as-
pect is the managerial aspect. This part of the
study covers the adequacy of alle levels of
stafting in a project. The last dimension is
organizational. Issues of partlcutar interest to
the analysts coverinq this area are whather
pubUcly owned enterprises have a sufficient
degree of autonomy to administer thair affairs,
and whether tha decision making process and
implementation capability of an organization
are efticient. The studies of these 6 aspects of
the project are drawn together in an appraisal
reportby a team ofBankstaff, and tha report is
then submitted to a Loan Committee of senior
Bank management for consideration of len-
ding.

E. Negotiations
In the fourth stage, Loan Committee approvat
of tha proposed lending is sought. If approvat
is given, the borrower is invited to send a ne-
gotiating team to the Bank's headquarters to
discuss the legal and financial obligations
contained in a draft loan agreement, and the
technical and organizational aspscts of carry-
ing out the project. The draf! loan agreement
and supporting documentation are then sub-
mitted to the Board of Executive Directers for
consideration, and if approved, the loan
agreement is signed and the commitment ma-
de.

F. Supervision
The project then moves into the stage of irn-
plementation involving the award of contracts
for construction, goods and services. This
stage is closely monitored by Bank staft and is
termed 'project supervision' . The Bank has
adopted a policy of international competitive
bidding. (tendering) tor almest all preeurement
neads to ensure fair and equitable treatment
of contractors and suppliers from all member
countries. The procedure to be followed are
set out in the Bank publication entitled 'Guide-
lines for Procurement under World Bank
Loans and IDA Credits' to which reference is
made in allioan agreements.
Tender advertizements for all projects finan-
ced by the Bank and IDA are published in a UN
publication 'Development Forum', a copy of
which is avaliable for your perusal. Contrac-
tors and suppliers from all member countries
and Switzerland are eligible to offer tenders.
The borrower is responsible for evaluating the
tenders, but a major contract award cannot
normally be made without first seeking the
Bank's concurrence.

In keeping with our development philosophy
that the stimulation of local industrial enter-
prise is important for the growth of an under-
developed country's economy, the Bank al-
iows borrowers to give a margin of preference
to Domestic manufacturers in the evaluation
ot tenders. Domestic manufacturers are given
a preferenee of 15% or the prevailing import
duty, whichever is Iower, whan comparing
tenders trom a foreign supplier. For civil works
projects, domestic construction and building
contractors are not gene rally given a margin
of preference over foreign tenderers. Howe-



ver, the Bank's Executive Directors approved
a policy in 1973 whereby in countries with per
capita GNP less tban US $ ;280 in 1976 prices
(36 in number), the government has an option
to give a 71/2% margin of preference to do-
mestic contractors when tendering in cornpetl-
tton with foreign contracters. This policy is on
a trial basisuntil JanuarY1979,when it wil! be
reviewed again.
ether important parts of the $upervision stage
are progress reporting, supervision mtssïons,
disbursement and' accounting. Periodic pro-
gress reports are submitted by borrowers ac-
cording to a sched ule establïshed at the nego-
tiatlens stage. Supervision missions of Bank
staff are sent periodicalty to the borrowing
country to evaluate the: progress of the pro-
ject, and make adjustments in project details
when changlng circumstances dictate their
necessity. Disbursements from the loan ac-
count are made only as certified expendltures
for goods and services are incurred.

G. Evaluation
The final stage of the project cycle is evatu-
atlon. The Bank has recently established an
intemal auditing capacity independent trom
the units directly responsible for financial,
admlnlstrattve, lending and other actlvities.
The Operations Evaluation Department
(OED) makes a crltical review of projects aftel'
completion to evaluate whether they have met
their objectives, and whether the manage-
ment and lending procedures of the Bank
were applied in an efficient and effective man-
nel'. OED's annual review of project perfor-
mance audits was published for the first time
in 1978.

Innovate Bank Studies
A. Labor/Equipment Substitution
The Bank continually responds to the needs of
developing countries, and seeks te adapt its
policies and procedures to meet tnose needs,
Among the innovative work being carried out
at the Bank on its project procedures are stu-
dies of construction technology and bid eva-
luation. A research project, started some
years ago, studied the possibilities for the
substitution of labor and equipment in civil
construction. It responded 10 the fact that
many developing countries have a relatively
abundant supply of labor which is available at
low economic cost. The civil construct ion in-
dustry was an appropriate sector for study
because it provides a Jarge proportion of the
employment opportunities in developing naU-
ons, and construction projects can usually be
executed using a range of technologies, many
of which are relatively labor-intensive.
The study found that tlle substitution of labor
for equipment in a number of discrete con-
struction tasks was practical, and economi-
cally competitive at daUy wage rates of about
US $ 1.00 to $ 2.00 equivalent in 1977 prices.
The minimum dally wage for unskilled labor in
a developing country may be higher than the
$ 1.00 to $ 2.00 range, but in conditions of
substantial rural unemployment the 'shadow
priee' or opportunity cost of labor (which is the
price the input wou!d command in its most
remunerative aJternative use) may be iower
than this artificial ceiling, and may still justify
labor substitution on economic grounds.

The study produced about 30 Bank technical
memoranda, which are availableon request.
Some of the subjects whicn have been co-
vered in the memoranda are the design and
use of hand toels, haulage by manual, animal
and motorised methode, and various techni-
ques of excavation. The findings of the labor
suostitution study are being implemented
practicallyon low cost road projects in Kenya,
Rwanda, Lesotho, Benin, Chad, Mexico,
Hondurassnd Colombia, using Bank-sponso-
red management teams.
Many developing countries have a political
and social commitment to keeping unem-
ployment low, and are earrying out large pu-
blic works programs by departmental torces
(force account) merely to absorb the surplus
taoor, These programs are often undertaken
without proper planning or due regard to eco-
nomyand efficiency. Competitive tendering
on such public works projects would ensure
more realistic prloes, snd the surplus Iabor
problem could be alleviated if contractors,
partk:ularly domestic contractors. were en-
couraged to use more labor and tess equip-
ment. The Wortd Bank is seeking to refine lts
project design snd procurement methods so
that contractors using widely different techno-
logies over different construction periods
might compete tor the same project.

B. 'Neutralization'
Designs and contract specifications tor civi!
works projects are normaUy biased in tavor of
contractors using equipment based techno-
logy, due mainly to their preparation in sc-cal-
led 'developed' or mechanised countnes, and
the influence of those countries in overeeas
training and advertising. A recent Bank study
examines the causss and possible solutlons
to this probIemand suggests a prooess called
'neutralization' to identify and counter the bias
towards the use of equipment. A spectrum of
possible technology is considered, the oblec-
tive of which is to pro vide alternative designs
having a basic stuctural 'equivalence' so that
contractors in developing countries, who tra-
ditionally tend to usa more Jabor-intensive
methods of construction than their foreign
counterparts, might tender on an equitable
basis with contractors using more equip-
ment-intensive methodsofconstruction. Neu-
trallzation would not be appropriate for some
countries and projects, and a prior screening
process is desirabie toeliminate countries
and/or projects whieh appeal' suited for con-
struction by only one type of technology.

C. 'Present Value' Tender Evaluation
Another refinement of the procurement pro-
cess which would reduce some of the bias
against labor-intensive contractors is the use
of a present vaiue tender evaluation proce-
dure. This method would be appropriate for
any project in which tenders could be offered
with different payment sehedules resulting
from different construction technologies or ot-
her factors. The current tender evaluation
procedure customarily involves an examina-
tion of the total payment required by the con-
tractor, and the rough 'balance' of those pay-
ments over the construction period. Award of
contract is made on the basis of the lowest
responsive total tender amount.
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The present value procedure would requlre
tenderers to give a detailed program of con-
struction and a schedule of their expected
progress payments throughout the projected
construction PElriod. The series of penodtc
payments would be discounted at an approp-
riate interest rate to yield an amount repressn-
ting the present value of eaen centrector's
tender. Labor-intensive techniques may have
higher total financia.l costs but would involve
lower payments man. equipment based tech-
nology in the early periods of construction. A
present value evaluation would appropriately
weight these lower costs in the early psrlods,
snd would also take longer construction peri-
ods intoaccount (see sketch anc comments
on table 3). Discussions with contractors in
developed counmes, all using equipment-ln-
tensive methcos, have indicated a positive
interest in a ratlonal tender evaluation proce-
dure which provides flexibility in construction
perlods and eompetition in mobilization ad-
vances.
A madification of the present valueprocedure
would take into account tOe expected price
rises in factor inputs Iikely to occur over the
construction period. A procedure along these
lines has been tried out recentlyon the evalu-
ation of construction projects in South Africa.
An assumed increase In the price of labor,
equipment and matenals is used to inflate or
escalate the tender amount over the construc-
tion period; The escalated tender amount can
then ba used as a factor in evaluation, or more
rationally, the streamof periodicescalated
payments can be discounted back to present
value for the companson between tenders.

D. Discounted or 'Shadow' Wags Rates
Another procedure under study in the Bank
would further remove some of the bias against
contractors using tabor-mtenslve construc-
tion technologies by shadow pricing the con-
stituent inputs of construction in tender evalu-
ation. Market prices in developing countries
often do not represent the real economic or
'opportunity cost' of labor, equipment, or con-
struction materiais. The minimum wage rate
for labor in developing countries often over-
states the opportunity cost of labor because of
high rural unempioyment, while prices for im-
ported equipment and materials often under-
state the opportunity cost of foreign ex-
change. Three possible alternatives of taking
thisinto account in evaluating the economie
cost of construction are lhe shadow pricing of:
• the foreign exchange component
• the equipment component, and/or
• the labor component.

Shadow pricing of the labor input presents the
fewest conceptual and practical problems. In
developing countries with surplus labor re-
sources, tenderers would be given an approp-
riate discounted rate of shadow price for uns-
killed labor (Iess than the official minimum or
urban market wage rate), and would price
their tenders using this rate. Other inputs
would be priced by them at perceived market
rates. Tenderers offering more labor than
equipment would have a lower tender price.
Clients would award the contract on the basis
of shadow tender prices, but contractors
would be paid the full financial cost oUhe labor



Tabel 3
Simulated ExampJes trom East African High-
way Projects

and other inputs. A simple example of tender
evaltlatien by shadow pricing is shown in the
attached table 4. To discoura~ potential ab-
use of the procedure by eontractors. a Rumbar
of disincentives and sanctions esn be introdu-
ced.

Concluslon
This presentatien has attempted to give you a
short introductien to the WortelBank'shistory,
activities and procedures. Trends In the vo-
lume and composition of theBank's lending
over the past 10 years have been examined,
and the cycle of project identification, apprai-
sal, execunon, and post-completion evaiu-
anon has been described. 1 have also referred
briefly te eerrent innovative· Bank studies
which could result in some changes in tende-
ring and evaluation procedures in the future.

Summlllry
The paper gives a brief introduction to the
activities of the World Bank, more formally
known as the 'International Bank tor Becon-
struction and Developmenf, and its aftiliated
lending institutions the 'International Deve-
lopment Associatien, and the 'International
Finance Corporation'.
Thepaper first describes the history, objecti-
Yes, funding and operations of the World
Bank group, and then surveys the trends in
the total volume of lending for development
projects, enä the changes in the relative pro-
portions commited to various sectors, over
tne past ten years.
The principaJ sectors tor World Bank lending
in developing countries are agriculture, tren-
sportation, powerlenergy, development fi-
nance compenie», industry, water supply,
educatien, urbanization, te/ecommunicati-
ons, population and nutrition. Last fiscal year
(to June 30, 1978) the Bank approved loans
of ebou: US $ 8,500 mil/ion te assist in finan-
cing deveiepment projects with a totaJcost of
over US $20,000 milJion.
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Contractor Tender
Price

Duration Present Total
Value (PV) benefits
à 15% lost
per annum

PV EffectÎVe
benefits Tender
lost Price

A (Equipment- 13.0 44 10.67 0 0 10.67*
intensive)
B (Labor- 13.4 52 9.93 0.6 0.38 10.31
intensive)
ûeciston: Contractor B, with higher tender price, obtains award on the basis of hls
lower effective price,

Note: 11contractor A bidding $13.0 million, had required only a $1 mil/ion rnobülsatlon
advance instead of the $2 mittton shown, his affective tender (assuming a
similar payment curve) would have been $10.20 rnlllion and he would then have
been the lowest effective tenderer.

The paper a/so describes the venou« stages
in the routine procedure tor handling all pro-
jects in the Bank, through identification, eo-
praisa/, execution and supervision.
FinaJly, several innovative Bank studies re/a-
ting to construction technology and tendering
are discussed, including laborlequipment
substitutien, the evaluation of tenders by net
present value, ena the shadow pricing of
construct/on inputs. lIIustrative examples are
provided.

Table 4
Bid Evaluation Using Discounted Wage Ra-
tes (lnustrative ExampJe), Breakdown of Bid
Price

Contractor Constructien Labor Discounted Incrementa!
Methods Bid Overhead Mate- Equipment 1) Skilled 2) Unskilled at (Shadow) Wage

Price & riais 50% discount Bid Prioe Bill

A Equipment- 100 20 20
intensive 0 (5) + 5 (95) + 5

B Intermediate 100 20 20 30 ...-/30"
= (10) + 10 (90) 1010 20 +

C Labor- 100 20 20 20 ...-/40"

intensive 10 30 = (15) + 15 (85) + 15

1)
Usage only i.e. depreciation, servicing, repairs, etc.
2)

The skilied labor component wiU remain roughly constant for the different technolo-
gies, as drivers, mechanics, operators, etc. in the equlprnent-tntensive operations are
substituted by supervisors, foremen and middle echelon site managers in the labor
based operations.
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Ir.G.Plantema
Managing Director of the
RotterdamPub!ic Works Planning and Organization of

River Crossings

Through my work with the Public Works Department of Rotterdam I have been involved for more than
thirty yaars in the growing development of the harbour, the city and the industrial area and in the
design end construction of river crossings tor road- and raiJway traffic.
This has been tong enough for me to realise that the problems conneeted herewith in the technical
field - difficult though they may be - are often easier to solve than these in the fields of planning,
management and finance.
Still it is with pleasure that I comply with the request made by the organisors of this conference to
restrict myself to the non-technical aspects of river crossings in my discourse.
I shall impose upan myself yet another restrietion. For a river crossing the following solutions are
possible:

• a ferry conneetion
• a bridge, movable or fixed, and
• a tunnel

Ferry conneetions I shall not consider .... although I may mentIon them in so far as they enter into the
historica! developments. My story comprises short sketches conceming:

• the origin of the land around Rotterdam
• Rotterdam when permanent cross-river communlcations for road- and railway traffic came into

existence (appr. 1875)
• Rotterdam in appr. 1975 and in particular the decislon-making in connection with two river crossings

which are now under construetion: the Botlektunnel and the Willemsbrug. The first a road tunnel to
the new harbour area and the latter a new bridge in the oentre of the city.

The Land around Rotterdam
In dea!ing with this subject I may thus name the land where the rivers Rhine, Meuse and Scheldt run
into the sea, without being suspeeted of Rotterdam chauvinism or nefarious plans tor annexation.
The area where commerce, shipping and industry could blossom is also called the golden delta of
Europe. These 'Lage Landen', the Low Lands, Pays Bas, are really 'hand-made', they were laid out
aecording te a plan.
The soli on which we live has formed itself in the last millennia. Originally there was a lagoon, a stretch
of salt water behind a !ine of dunes, which came Intobeing about ten thousand years ego. The rivers
which ran into the lagoon have slowly flUed·it with layers of clay In addltlon to which thlck layers of peat
ware formeel.
The bottom of the lagoon slowly sank, while the water-level of the seas rose. The layers of clay and
peatinereased to a twenty metres thick and often very soft stratum, on whieh our technieians have to
craate their public werks.
About 2000 years ago people in this area started to defend thernselves against inundation by the
construetlOn of dykes.
Ina later stage the inhabitants began to make thelr land suitable tor agriculture and cattle-breeding by
dlgging drainage ditches.
In same places they dog oft !he peat to use as fuel. The stretehes of water whlch resulted ware later
reclaimed by msans of windmills amongst other thlngs.
People began to pay organised attention te roaë- and waterways. There was yet a laek of technlcal
means, necessary to prevent the nver-estuanes from silting up and rlver-banks from being dispiaeed.
The strugglebetween land and water continued. Every piece of land gained by man was challenged
by nature. In hls strup man sometimes had to sufter hard blows.
The most recent major eftort by man was the construetion ofthe Delta-works, which closed off deep
sea channels with large dams. In tIlis region it was not before the 19th. century that the inhabitants
thought it necessary to reptace the ferry connection eerces the large rlvers by a bridge (fig. 1).
This develOpment was stimulated by the arrival of the raliway. Thus the first bridges were railway
bridges.

Rotterdam 1875
In the 1st half ofthe 19th century Rotterdam had grown into a town of over 100.000 inhabitants. There
was a need to extend the town and the other side of the river was taken into consideration.
In 1849 the first plan for a bridge was made. This plan did not result from a govemment initiative but
trom a competition run by private persons.
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Ie Delta area of Rhine and Meuse around

Rotterdam in appr. 1850; the shipping connee-
tion with the sea had a depth of about 3metres.
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e banks of the river were by na means con-
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And what did !he Municipal Council say: it is a Iousy plan! Shipping hindered by the bridge would try to
avoid Rotterdam and prosperity would dwindle.
Rotterdam found itself so closely related and bound to the water that the Municipal Council even
opposed to having Rotterdam connected by a railway and of course also against a railway bridge.
This oppositIon was of no avallance, hewever; the Centra! Autherities put the plan through: the
railway bridge was to ba constructec!!
With the same vIoïence, as the question whether a bridge or a tunnel sheuid ba constructed is
discussed nowadays, the questIon if a high or a !ow rallway bridge ought to ba built was discussad in
these days.
The importanee of extending the city to!he Southem river bank won: the Govemment approved of the
territorial extenslon of Rotterdam as a compensation for its demands with respect to the railway.
Once it was settled !hat a railway bridge would ba built, the opposition to a road bridge was also
broken. The financingof this bridge with the aid of private persons still had to ba arranged. In these
days the decislon-making tor a river-erossing still was so simpte in our eyes.
Apart trom the bridge in Rotterdam more large railway bridges were constructed over other branches
of the river in this delta in these years. Rallway trains can hardly ba taken across by ferryboats.
In the North-South communicatlon \argebridges were built at Dordrecht and Moerdijk, but it was to ba
a long time bafore bridges for raad trafftc were taken into consideration.
Around 1920 na more than three road-trafflc bridges couid ba counted in Delta area, nameiy the one
in Rotterdam over the New Meuse and these in Spijkenisse and Barendrecht over the Old Meuse.
The latter two ware aetuaUy built for the steam-tram which ran there at the time.
Between 1914 aod 1940 road-trafftcbridges ware constructed at Moerdijk, Dordrecht and Hendrik-
Ido-Ambacht. In 1938 the constructIon of !he ftrst roed-trafftc tunnel began in Rotterdam.
After 1945 an important extenslon of the Nationai Raad Netwerk fol!OWed (fig. 2),inclucling the
following large bridges with movabie sections:
A bridge at coastal navigation height (25 metres above water level) at Brienenoord: a tunnel was too
expensive;
a bridge at Rhine navigation height at Papendrecht;
a motor/rallway bridge to the westem harbour area in !he Botlek connection.
When the Maastunnel wascompleted in 1942, na more raad trafftc tunnels were built untll 1965,
namely these at Schiedam, Heinenoord and Dordrecht.
In Rotterdam a1so a metro-tunnel was constructed.
The tunnel at Heinenoord replaces the Barendrecht bridge, which has been demolished meanwhile.
The Spijkenisse bridge was replaced by a new bridge with two ralsable spans, which al!ow the up-
and down river shîpping trafflc to pass through simultaneously.
The Willemsbrug and the Botlektunnel are under construetion.

The Choice between Bridge end Tunnel
Before I enter more speciftcally into the decision-making for the Botlektunnel and the Willemsbrug, I
would like to mention a numbar of gene.ral aspects and to elucidate these which are important in the
choice batween a bridge and a tunnel.
The demands made on a river crossing are partially derived trom legal regulations, often based on
intemational conventions. In addition mere are the demands of shipping trafftc, road traffic and
rallway trafflc.
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A network of motorroads crosses the shipping
routes by means of bridges and tunnels. The
large sea-arms were closed oft trom the North-
sea with dams
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In the decision-making we are govemed by the technica! possibilities and aspects in the field of
finance, planning and environment. These aspects cannot all be measured in terms of money. In
decision-making the financlal considerations and In particular the building costs usually weigh
heavily.
The probiems and inconveniences, which are sometimes called 'social costs', though not expressed
in money, should nevertheless carry a considerabie weight as weIl.
It may ba premised that the question bridge or tunnel will only arise, when there is possible conflict of
interests between water- end land-traffic during bridge openings.
When there is no shipplng-traffic, the traffic over land may be provided with a !ow bridge or even a
raad over a dam.

The more important and intensive shipplng-trafflC is, the greater a conflict will arise with road-trafftc,
It is obvious that this conflIcts between water- and land-traffic didnot arise untilland-traffic began to
demand bridges.
On the grounds of historical privileges water-traffic in Holland still holds priority over road-traffic.
Bridge-keepers are shipplng men who recelve their commissions from the controller of the waterway
or harbour in question.
With the comingofthe rallway bridges a change occurred. Trains have 10 run aceording to schedule.
It follows that tor international train services there are international agreements. The result of this is
that movable rallway bridges have fixed opening times; in other words: ships that are too high to pass
under aclosed bridge must sometimes wait. Furthermore this means that the train schedules must be
adjusted to the flxed opening periods, which, in the case of seagoing vessels, are often lenghty.
Everyone wilt understand that thisconflict of interests has grown conslderably since it arose a century
ago.
One only has 10 look at the change In the nature of inland shipplng.
In the Fifties a large 1Ieet of Rhine vessels was operatlng, most of them still in private hands.
We have seen a development whereby smaUer, wage-Intensive ships were replaced by larger units,
which required a relatively smaUer crew.
Thisled 10push-boat navigation. Four large rectangular barges are coupled to form one unit, which is
propelled by aiarge powerful pushboat.
ene coupled unit is capable of transpàrting appr. 9000 tons, which is ten times as mucn as the cargo
of a ship twenty years ago.
In the old days a shipper's family lived on board; durlng the dey they sailed, during the night they
rested.
Nowadays the shipper's wife lives on shore and the ship salls with the aid of radar day and night, even
in fog.
Thebulk of these pushboats forms, in case of collision, a danger to bridges, and if the bridges are high
enough, 10 the bridge plers. For these reasons bridges are preferably constructed without piers in the
river, even if this must raise the costs of bridge-construction.
In my brief sketch about the deveiopment of traffic in the Rhinedelta I have mentioned that road trafflc
outside the cit\e$ did not really require bridges over the large rlvers until flfty years ago.
In that period - and in particular since 1945 - road traffia has increased to $Och a degree that th€
conflict with water traffic manifested itself clearly, tor example, in the cocurenee of iong traffic queues
and senous delays due to bridge openlngs.
There are two means to put an end to this conflict: !ow bridges with movable openings must bE
replaced by high bridges, al!owlng passage to all ships; er tunnels, allowing theerossing of all ships.
Bridge or tunnel: that is the question (fig. 3-4)1
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stllf1nel in Rotterdam under construe-till" sinae 1960 the traffic intensity
.r. 100,000 vehicles per 24 hours
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'ge with. a headway of 60 metres was
,• . riously as an altemative solution for

unnel
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In aoy case present-dav authorities have the aclvantage that, balanclng one possibility agaiost the
other, they na longer have to consider the tunnel as a IUxurious and more expensive solUtion.
The technical developments- upon which others will discourse - have had such a profound influence
on !he reduetion of costs in theconstruction of traffic tunnels tha! the price dtfference between a high
bridge and a tunnel na langer forms a restrictien to the liberty of declsion-making.
About the environmental aspect I would like to say briefly that in countryside areas high buildings
above ground level are increasingly experienced as being unnatural eiements. A tunnel has the
advantage of being 'invislbie' (fig. 5). As to this last point the ultimata in deveiopment has been
reached by making use of the modem ventilation techniques, which require no longer ventilation
towers.

I
I FinaHya word, particularly concerning the choice between railroad tunnel and railroad bridge. Talking

about a bridge I think of a bridge at Rhine navigation height(9.10 metras aoove waterlevel). A bridge
at coastal navigation height (25 metres above water level) Is in more than one respect unaoceptable
in this urban area.
Railway materials have been designed to be used on flat terrain, with a maximum inclination of 6.5 %
for bridges. Should this apply to tunFlèls, these would consequently be very iong and expensive.
A thorough analysis has now demonstrated that an inclinationof 25% may be adopted for tunnels. A
favourable deveiopment for tunnel builders, but na iess for planners.

Inkentube under a nver su/ted tor seaships.
dJkes were resituated so that the tllf1nel is

• pletely outs/de the dikes

lopen trench, b = sunken part, c = land part,
aid weir, e = new we«, f = tidal river

I
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6
The hundred years oki traffic bridge and rail-
road bridge in Rotterdam; the traffic bridge will
be replaced by a new rape-bridge under con-
struction now; the rai/raad bridge wiN be re-
placed in the near futura by a 4-lane tunnel.

The Willemsbrug .
The cholce between tunnel or bridge in the centre of the city of Rotterdam.
The one hundred years old bridges of Rotterdam are in naad of replacement (fig. 6).
When the railway bridge and the Willemsbrug were built, the Koningshaven was dug, parallel to the
New Meuse, in order to enable the building of movable bridges in quieto Once swing-bridges were
constructed there, tixed bridges could be built over the wide river.
Raad traffic to the Southem bank graw tast and soon was seriously hindered by the frequent
bridge-openings. The road traffic bridge lay in fact orily a few metres above water level, almost five
metres lower than the railwaybridge.
In the twenties the Willemsbrug was raised by 3.50 metras and the swing-bridge was replaced by a
fasterworking bascule bridge. In the same time the swing-bridge in the railway line was replaced by a
lift-bridge.
Even then these measures were considered as temporary, since the bridge would have to be
replaeed in the not too distant futura. In 1956 a working group was tormed, composed of representati-
ves ofgovemmental, provincial and municipal services and the railways, whose task it was to advise
the Minister.
The advice given in 1959 was as follows:
instead of the two bridges, construct:

• a tunnel for raad-traffic wlth 2 x 3 lanes and
• a raiiway tunnel for double track.

This advice was based on studies of what would be necessary in order to pre vent conflict sltuations
between interested parties that might arise in the long run.
Why was no decision taken upon this advice? The money required was not available.
But Rotterdam could not watt.
In the anginal plan the railway tunnel and the traffic tunnel were coupled in technical respect.
A method of de-coupling was looked tor and found.
In 1969 the Municipal ordered the elaboration of plans for the traffic tunnel aecording to new insights.
A tunnel was designed with a capacity of a 100,000 cars per day. However, the course of events was
different from what had been expected at the time.
in order to assess the situation in Rotterdam it is important to know that the 1 ,000,000 inhabitants of
the agglomeration have a tendency to leave the urban centresin order to live in sateilite towns. Since
1950 the city of Rotterdam saw lts number of inhabltants decrease from 730,000 to 600,000.
However, employment remalns in the city as weil as in the narbeur and in the industrial areas along
the waterways.
Mass-motorisation due to the rise in the standerd of living and !he increasing distance between the
plaees of dwelling and working areas. This increase beoomes evident trom the number of cars which
cross the New Meuse daily.
In 1950 their number was 30,000; in 1960 100,000; in 1970200,000 and according to torcasts made
in 1970, their nurnber would increase to 600,000 per dav by 1990.
This last forecast has meanwhile been abandoned because of the decrease of the population growth.
As regards the water traffic 'Rijnmond' is an exchange area between sea- and in land navigation (fig.
7). More than 30,000 ships per year enter trom the sea and more than 400,000 and 500,000 vessets,
bath large and smalJ. sail to the hinterland across rivers and canals.
We see sea-navigation sailing landward and inland navigation bringing and fetching cargo to and
from sea ports,
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~ Delta area of Rhine and Meuse erouno
,tterdam in appr. 1975. By dredging to a wa-
rdepth of at least 8metre« with large besms,r rivers around Rotterdam have been made
rgable for seaships
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For an analysis of the conflict to ba expected between shipping and road-traffic with a bridge or a
tunnel in a particular location, it is necessary to investigate the draught and the headway.
Inland navigation requires a river-depth up to 5.50 metres and sea-going vessels up to 60,000 tons a
river-depth of 13 metres. Vessels with a greater draught such as super tankers remain west of the
city.
As to the headway, the Act of Mannheim is in force, with !he condition recognized by all Rhine-bank
States that new bridges over the Rhine must lie at least 9.10 metres above the highest known
water-Ievei.
The category of vessels higher than the Rhine headway is relative/y smalI, but does determine the
number of bridge openings in Rotterdam. To this category belong coasters - up to 25 metres high-,
work-shipping such as dredgers, which maintain the required depth in the waterways and floating
gantries and cranes to lift cargoes (up la 800 tons) tor ship yards, for construction industries and for
loading ships at ever changing places in the harbour area. Aiso sea-going vessels and off-shore
installations are of special importance. They are built or repaired at yards which have a historical
position east of Rotterdam.
Ofthe 200,000 ships passing Rotterdam yearly, appr. 5% - more than 1"0,000 ships - could not pass
under the fixed bridge in 1970, which at that time was at 7.80 metres above Ordnance Datum. After
the bridge was raised by another 1.50 metres, the numbar of these ships in the queue decreased to
7,000.
If the fixed part of a new bridge is laid at 11.50 metres above Ordnance Datum, their numbar will
decrease la appr. 3,000, leaving still ten ships per dav for which the bridge has to ba opened.
Waiting costs money in our modem society. Especially for larger vessels waiting-hours are extreme/y
expensive.
The repalr-yards east of Rotterdam experience tha harmful influence of this situation upon their
chances to compets.
The tact that their complaints are taken seriously is evident from tha decision of the Minister in May
last year when, after a serious comsion of a vessel with tha rallway lift-bridge he postponed the
resumption of the railway traffic over a temporari/y constructed bridge-section, giving precedence to
!he finishing and sailing of a ship which was belng built at one of !he yards. These facts seem to urge
for measures which free road trafflC from the hindrance caused bybridge openings.
From the manner in which Rotterdam was rebuilt after the war - with roads of ample proportions, one
can see that the willingness to make the necessary provisions for the increasing traffic was there.
Since 1974, however, the policy of a new Municipal Council has taken clearly a different direction.
They wish to caU a hal:! te motorized traffic in the inner city.
It is tha intension of the Municipal Council to enhance tha quality of life in the centre of the city:
expansion of the office area must ba found on the outskirts, old quarters of the town must ba
renovated. Olher measures which fit into this vision are tha abolition of free parking places in the
centre, the restriction of driving speeds, the provision of pedestrian zones and the construction of
separate cycling paths.
Through and semi-through traffic must be eliminated from the city. Public transport must be tostered.
Symbolic of this policy was the replacement of tha plans for a 2 x 3 lanes Willems Tunnel by a design
for a WiUemsBridge with one lane tor either direction and a centre lane. The bridge will have two free
bus lanes for Public Transport.
In this case the Rotterdam river will not lose its bridge - entirely according to the haart's desire of tha
modern city architect, who cried out that tha umbilical cord which unites the two halves of our city must
never ba buried underground.
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8
Botlek tunnel under construction. Beside the 15
years old bridge, a traf/ic tunnel is under con-
suuetion, because the bridge nes to be opened
mucn too often tor sea-traf/ic

The BatIek Tunnel
The Botlek communieation is the link with an area of appr. 4 x 25 square kilometres west of
Rotterdam, whieh in the last thirty years has recelved a totatly new appearance.
Where there lay an almost exclusively agrieultural area in 1950, nearly every square metre is in use
now as harbour- orindustrial grounds.
This thorough transformation began in the Fifties when a number of deep-sea harbours were dug in
the Botlek area with the object of offering possibilities there for the establishing of heavy and
semi-heavy industries.
The purpose of this activity was to broaden the economie basis of tne port of Rotterdam. During the
economie depression of the Thirties it became more than evident how the existence of a harbeur
whieh serves prineipaJly as a transit and staple port is susceptibie eyelieal influences.
The trend towards industrialization existed even before World War 11: at that time there was already
an Oil refinery on the Sluisjesdijk, whieh had 10 be removed later tor safety reasons.
For the opening up of the new industrial area communications to the hinterland were necessary.
There were suffieient waterways available in thls Delta area. Raad- and railway communications had
to be created,part of whieh was the Botlek bridge, built in 1953 (fig. 8).
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IThenatDutch country consists of a peat layer of
appr. 18metres on top of a diluvial sand-Iayer
(section I)
Locally this peat was removed to be used as

Ifuel; the canals remained on the old level (Sec-
tlon 11)
A typicalfy Dutch landscape in which tunnels
end/or aqueducts (sectIon 11I) fit better than

Ihigh bridges (section IV)
. a = Nonnal Amsterdam Level, b = black soil, c
= peat, d = difuvial eend, e = aqueduct, f
bridge

I
I
I
I

~\

In anticipation of future developments of the new harbour area a bridge with a modest traffic capacity
was designecl. It was a lift-bridge with room between the maln girders for a rail-track and a two-Iane
motorway. Outside the maln girder, cycle- and peclestrlan paths were eonstructed.
The expected industrialisation took place at a surprising pace. The harbeur- and industrial areas
were expanding contlnuously and were also taken lnto use.
For the increasing road trafIic the Botlek bridge soon proved ta be too smal!. In addition, the bridge
had to ba opened more and more frequently for increasingly larger ships.
Gradually a säuation arose that raad traffic had to put up with queue forming and consequently
serious delays bacause of bridge openings.
In our harbour town where the reliability of the communications must be proverbial, thls was
unacceptable. Within ten years after the opening of the Botlek bridge studies began to replace this
bridge.
If we cast our minds back to the manner in which a hundred years ago the decision was made about
the construetion of the first fixed cross-river communication in Rotterdam, we will see mat today both
authoritles and technicians have considerably more difliculties to face than their predecessors,
First of all a forcast was made of the various future traffic streams: raad traffic, shipplng traffic and
railway trafflc. After that an investigation was carried conceming the necessary provisions to cope
with these streams.
The resuIt of this investigation showed that a choice had to be made between:

• a 2 x 3 1800 tunnel;
• a 2 x 4 1800 bridge at sea navigation height;
• a bridge at Rhine navigation height with 2 x 3 lanes.

From the beginning of the investigation up to the time that the decision to construct a tunnel was
made, the demand for an optimal solution of the conflict between road- and railway interests on the
one hand and navigation on the omer, has run Iike a red ribben through the process of decision-ma-
king.
To this end the interests in question were thoroughly analysed.
A decision about a new cross-rivercommunication need not be made in naste, since in the meantime
emergency arrangements had been made to keep the traffic streams on the bridge on the move.
In addition the railway track on the bridge was modified for use by road traffic during rush-hours:
during these nours the bridge was not Iifted for inland navigation: at a later date the bridge was [acked
up to agreater height.
I shall now eluck:late a number of aspects which have played an important rele in the consultations.

• From an investigation it soon became clear that a bridge at Rhine navigation height with a movable
seetion would not offer an acceptabie solution for capacity problems, walting times tor raad traffic and
delays. The choice was now between a bridge at sea navigation height and a tunnel.

• The safety, vulnerability and capacity of a tunnel show up to advantage in comparison with a bridge.
If the cross-river communication consets of a tunnel, shipping has na need to reekon with local
narrow passages and obstacles which exist with bridges. There iS na danger of coälsion.

• In case of a bridge at sea navigation height, the long approach slopes will reduce the traffic capecity
because of the large amount of cargo transport (fig. 9).
In case of a tunnel this may be easily avoided by the construction of an extra crawling lans on the
approach S!ope.

• No exceptionally tall transport may pass through a tunnel and na dangerous substances may be
transportecl.
In connection with the latter I would Iike to make a point. Although in Holland, in comparison with
abroad, relatively many tunnels have been built, the tunnel here has to contend with the handicap
impassed upon it by nationallegislation that na dangerous substanees may be transported through
the tunnel. Since precisely these transpoets oeeur very often in the Rotterdam harbour area, it was
very important te know if in a tunnel one tube with one lane could be constructed so strongly toot the
rest ofthe tunnel traffic would run no danger in case of explosion or fire. The fact is that in our country it
is easier te build a tunnel than it is te change a law.
The Botlek tunnel will not have such a tube. As long as the old bridge exists dangerous transpons
may use it.

• Finally I mention the costs as a last aspect. It is certainly nat the least important aspect - on the
contrary!!
When calculations showed that in this case a tunnel construetion would be cheaper than the
construction of a bridge, this argument was added to all the ethers which plead in faveur of the
construction of a tunnel: this was - as it ware - a starting signal to commence building.
In the beginning of my disoaurse I have already said that the organisors of thÎs conference had
imposed upon me restrictions with respect to the contents ofthis narrative. Ncw, at the end, I am very
weU aware of the fact that I have had to impose upon myself even greater restrietions.
There still remains so much which has not been said.

Summary
Rotterdam is a classical example of a har-
bour that developed due to its positfon in a
river delta. Cargo imported by sea is distribu-
ted to the hinterland by a system of inland
waterways, canafs and natura{ waterways
such as the Rhine and the Meuse. Reads
and railways also serve ta distribute the car-

goes, but these inevitably cross the water-
ways.
These Intersections lead to cont/icts of inte-
rest, tor the avalfable land and funds, and
trafflc movements. The approach used by the
authorities in sofving these connlcting inte-
rests will be presented.
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lntroductlon
In July 1972, the 'Centrale Bond van SCheeps-
bouwmeesters in Nederland' (CEBOSINE; Cen-
tral Association of Shipwrights in the Nether-
lands) requested the Netherlands Economie In-
stitute to investigate how the realisation of a new
connection between the two river banks in Rot-
terdam would affect the shipyards east of it. The
new connection would replace the existing brid-
ges across the Meuse, vil. a railroad bridge and
a road bridge, both consisting of a fixed and a
movable part.
The commission to the Netherlands Economie
Institute was actuated bya Memorandum issued
by the Department of Public Works in Rotterdam
about the ehoice between bridges and tunnels.
This Memorandum held a plea for railway and
road bridges of the Rhine-shipping levei, viz.
approx. above O.O. (Ordnance Datum) to be
raised for the sake of shipping between 0.00 and
6.00 hours only. It was the latter part of the
proposal that caused concern to the shipyards
situated aast of Rotterdam, because it would cut
the present number of raisings to about one
third.
To analyse the problems involved, the method of
the social cost/benefit analysis was ohosen. In
eost/benefit analyses, a form of policy analysis,
the advantages and disadvantages of altema-
tive policy measures are reviewed as much as
possible in quantitative terms, over a considera-
bie length of time.
The usuai procedure in cost/benefit analyses is
to compare a project with the so-called zero
aitemative, i.e. the situation that would exist if
the project ware oot carried out (the do-nothing
aitemative). In principlethe same procedure can
be applied to cases withseveral altemative pro-
jects; each of these is then compared to the zero
altemative.
In the present situation in Rotterdam the zero
altemative is not considered realistic, however.
The road bridge is so old thal it must be replaced
anyhow. Moreover, a reconnaissance into the
future growth of raad-, shipping- and especially
rail transport has made it abundantly clear that
the existing bridges and the present bridge-rai-
sing regime cannot be maintained without incre-

Thanks are due to Mrs. A.C.A.Elderson-De Boer
for her translation of the orig.inal Dutch texi.

The Economics of River
Crossings

asing difficulties. For that reason it was assumed
in the analysls that it would not be realistic to iet
the present situation continue and the cost/be-
nefit analysis was adjusted accordingly. The al-
temative solutionsenvisaged ware not compa-
red te a zero altemative, butranked by means of
the costlbenefit analysis. To that effect the alter-
natives ware compared pair-wise, and bene-
fiVcost raäos derlved from the differences in
costs and benafits. !he question is not whether
or not a connection of the river banks is desira-
bie, but which of the altemative types of connee-
tions is socially preferabie.

The SItuatIon aUhe Timeofthe Investigatlon
The Bridges
At present the Meuse is spanned by a double-
track railroad bridge and a three-Iane car bridge.
!he car bridge is also used by pedestrians, cy-
clists end motorscooters. The height of the
(fixed) railroad bridge is9.15 m above O.O. and
thal of the (fixed) ear bridge 7.80 m above O.O.
Each day the bridges are raised 14 times lif
necessary) at fixed hours. The road bridge is
about one hundred years old.

Shipping
The ships passing under the Meuse bridges
form a mixed batch. Lacal counts have registe-
red seaships (> 500 GRT), coasters « 500
GRT), derricks, fIoating eranes. and other tlo-
ating equlpment, as weU as barges, yachts, and
tugs. In 197112,600 passing objects were coun-
ted, 60 per cent of which were barges, 20 per
cent coasters, 10 per cent derricks and eranes,
and 10 per cent other objects.
Most of the seagoing vessels sail te or from the
shipyards east of Rotterdam on the New Meuse,
The HoUandse IJssel and the Noord, for repaÏf or
dernolition, or baing newly constructed. The co-
asters passing have various motives; their pas-
sage may be due, as with the seaships, te repair,
dernolition or new construction, but they may
also carry goeds te or from places in Germany
and the Netherlands. The derricks and cranes
are mostly used for construction and repsir at the
shipyards east of Rotterdam.

It can be observed that, as far as seaships and
coasters are concerned, most vessels pass
when the bridge is up from 18.40-19.00 hours,
while few of them use the opportunities during
the night. DerrickS and cranes pass mostly in the
course of the moming or aftemoon, in connec-
tion with the work hours at the yards.
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The Shipyards tnvotved
At the time of the investigation there ware 19
shipyards in the area that would ba affected by
the choice of connection. Their turnover arnoun-
ted te some f 91 mln in 1971 ; the yards employ
1,600 workers and indirectly provide empioy-
ment to another 1,400 men in supplying indus-
tries. Ships stay but a short time at the yards, 6-9
days being the average length.

Road Traffic
Road traffic is not hampered too much by the
Meuse bridges. For one thing the traffic flow is
modest: at the time of the study 40,000 private
car units ware crossing the bridges in 24 hours.
For another, the bridge does not always stay up
tor the full 20 minutes. Moreover, the times of
bridge-raising are widely published, so that it is
not unraalistic te assume that drivers anticipate,
choosing an alternative route or start their trip
sornewhat eartier or later than they would if tnere
were no impediment.

Rail Traffic
The rallroad connection crossing the New
Meuse is one of the busiest in the Netherlands
railway network. It is also one of the most impor-
tant, used not only by commuters batween Dor-
drecht and Rotterdam, but also a large portion of
the interregional and intemational rail traffic.
Apart from that, lots of goeds trains roll across
every day.
The problems of Netherlands Railways spring
from the system of guaranteed opening times.
The guaranteed duration (approx. 20 minutes)
naad by no means ba the raal duration; actually
that is often shorter. But the time tables have to
ba drawn up a long time in advance and cannot
be based on daily ftuctuating limits the frequency
of trains on the link Dordrecht-Rotterdam, which
is the more frustrating as this link is very much
like a metropolitan line.
The unfortunate accident in May 1978, when the
bridge was seriously damaged by collision pro-
ved how vulnerable a railroad connection is
when there is a lift bridge to ba crossed.
So naturally the Railways Administration assu-
med that the present rail bridge was to ba repla-
ced with a tunnel. Rail and water traffic would
then no longer bother each other at thls impor-
tant crossing of various traffic routes. The tunnel
solution, though still thought optimum, is not the
only one considered, an a1temative baing the
construction of a new bridge and the introduction
of a new regime, the bridge to be raised only



during night bours. That would leave the pas-
sage free for trains in the daytime, and improve
the quality of the railrosd connection.
Quite probably, however, there would ba losses
to otber sectors of the economy (shipping, shi-

I·pyard activities), and they would have to ba im-
puted to thls solunon.

The Growing Conflict

I..
From the studies available in 1973 (lntegral Traf-
tic and Transport Study; Freeman - Fox - Wilbur
Smith Study), and our own analyses of shipping
traffic it coud ba inferred thaI cars, ships and

I
trains,would to an increasing degree make con-

tradictory demands on the bridges' raising re-
gime and that serious conflicts were inevitabie. A
few solutions had already been suggested,
some otners could be envisaged, and finally, the

I.NEI-study set out to identify all altematives, to
find out how they would affect the parties con-
cerned, and rank them the help of a cosVbenefit
analysis.IThe Altematives Retalned
To connect the rlver banks in Rotterdam, four
combinations of tunnels and/or bridges and va-

l.rlous regimes of bridge-Iifting cao be envisaged,
viz.:
• rail bridge - road bridge
• rail bridge - road tunnel

I··rail tunnel - road bridge
• rail tunnel - road tunnel.
Four variants bridge-raising regimes were cho-
sen for the analysis, viz.:

I.·the existing raising regime (14 times per 24
beurs);
• 9 times per 24 hours (6 at night and 3 in the
daytime);
• 6 times per 24 hours (during the night);

I·raising by request (a variant only applicable to
the combination road bridge - railroad tunnel).
The number of altematives involved in the ana-

I
lysis thus came to 11, symbalised as follows:
(1)Tl+T2
(2) Tl + B2 (14)
(3) Tl + B2 (9)
(4) Tl + B2 (6)

I(5) Bl + B2 (14)
(6) Bl + B2 (9)
(7) Bl + 82 (6)
(8) T2 + Bl (14)

I(9) T2 + Bl (9)
(10) T2 + Bl (6)
(11) Tl + B2 (raised on request)
Legenda:

ITl railroad tunnel
T2 == road tunnel
81 rail bridge
82 == road bridge

IThe figures batween brackets behind the com-
• bination symbals refer to the number of raisings

per 24 hours.
The technical specification of bridges and tun-

Inels was that of the plans in existance at the
. time. These plans assumed that ships which can
pass the Baanhoek Bridge naar Sliedrecht wiU
not ba hampered by the Meuse Bridges. For
road bridges and road tunnels 2 x 3 lanes wereIenvisaged, for the railroad bridges or tunnels
four tracks, dimensions that followed for the road
connection trom the study by Freeman, Fox, and
W. Smith, for the railroad connection trom the

INEl's integrai Traffic and Transportation Study
in 1972.

I

The Coats of the various Rlver-Bank Con-
nectlons
In accordance with the guidelines laid down for a
cost!benefit analysis of the COBA (interdepart-
mental committee for the development of policy
analysis), costs are understood to represent the
costs made for the express purpose ofthe pro-
ject; banefits are all remaining effects; they may
ba positive or negative. In the cost/benefit ana-
iysis discussed here the costs are composed of
two elements:
• costs of investment in the road and railroad
connectlons;
• the exploitation costs, consisting of mainte-
nanee costs tor bridges and tunnels and opera-
tion costs for the bridge.
Investment and operating costs are presented in
the table below. lt may be reealled that the
amounts given are based on estimations at the
time of the study, i.e. the year 1972. The costs of
the road connections are derived from the Syn-
thesis Report drawn up by the Department of
Public Works in Rotterdam, those of the railroad
connections trom a Memorandum of the Nether-
lands Railways of May 1972. All amounts are
expressed in Dutch guiklers of 1972 and have
been discounted la the 1st of January 1973 with
the help of the respective investment sobernes.
They take into account the costs of access and
egress connections, including traft'iCprovisions,
on bath banks of the riYer Meuse.
In table 1 the 11 altematives of sectIon 4 could
be compressed into four, because the bridge-
raising regime does nol affect the costs.
N.B. The building of Ihe raad connection (bridge
or tunnel) has been synchranised with that of the
railroad connection. Because a railroad tunnel
takes a year longer to construct than a railroad
bridge the effect of the discount factor leads to
different outoornes for the road connectlon in
combination with a railroad tunnel or a railroad
bridge.

Tha Beneflts
As pointed out earäer the bene fits inctude all
'other' effects. Because in our analysis benefits
were defined as differences in cost between the
altematives, it was necessary juS! to trace the
costs of each aitemative in absolute figures.
In the study the following cost elements (i.e. all
remainlng effects apart trom investment and
operation costs) ware identified; naturally they
are closely associated with the users (direct and
indirect) of the bridge or tunnel:
• losses to raad traffic;
• Iosses to railroad traffic;
• losses to shlpping;
• losses to shipyards.
Below we shall discuss in some more detail how
each of these categories of Iosses was rneasu-
red for the individual altematives.

Losses to Road Traffic
It shoukl be polnted out first of all that for aitema-
tives featuring either a road tunnel, or a road
bridge raised only at night, Ihe Iosses to road
traffic can be put at zero. That appIies to six
altematives. viz, (1), (4), (7), (8), (9), and (10)
(see paragraph 4). In the other four altematives
with raising regimes tnere are losses, due to
private cars and lorries being compelled to wait;
the waiting times in terms of money can be ex-
pressed as an economic loss.
The following elements were taken into account
in computing the loss:
• daily pattem of river-erossing road traffic;
• average total time the bridge was closed to
road traffic per 24 hours; thls penod varies with
the number of raisings;
• average waiting time;
• travel motives; their composition varles
through the day (home-to-work, business,
shopping, olher);
• travel-time valuatlon by motive in guilders per
hour.

Table 1
Investment and operat/on costs, discounted to January 1, 1973, for poss/ble variants of river-span-
ning connections, expressed in mln guilders of 1972

Homogeneous tunnel variant
Road tunnel investment

exploitation costs

railroad tunnel investment

Heterogeneous variants
A. road tunnel investment

exploitation costs

railroad bridge investment
exploitation costs

B. railroad tunnel
road bridge

investment
: investment

exploitation costs

Homogeneous bridges variant
raad bridge investment

exploitatlon costs

railroad bridge investment
exploitatlon costs

142,6
7,2 149,8

253.9 403,7

153,9
7,8 161,7

210,5
2,2 212,7 374,4

89,4
2,9

253.9

92,3 346,2

96,5
3,1 99,6

210,5
2,2 212,7 312,3
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I
I Thus the present value per January 1, 1973 of

the waiting-time losses over 30 years cou!d be
determined for two bridge-raising regimes:
• at 14 raisings per 24 hours: Of!. 7.5 mln
• at 9 raisings per 24 hours: Ofl. 6.2 mln.
lt may be recalled mat the variant with 6 raisings
per 24 hours does not cause any tosses to road
traffics, because all the raisings would be at
night.

I
I

Losses to Railroad Traffic
Railroad losses refer mainly to passenger traffic,
which is impeded by bridge raisings in the day-
time. The losses incurred in the bridge variant
with only (6) raisings at nlght have been put at
zero.
In the same way as for road traffic, the losses
calculated represent money valuations of pas-
sengers' time losses. When the bridge has to be
ralsed in the daytime, traios will be droppecl trom
the time table on the link Rotterdam-Dordrecht in
both directions. The waiting times have been
calculated on the basis of the time elapsing be-
tween the desired moment of departure (= the
moment of departure that would be chosen If the
bridge ware kept down) and the actual moment
of departure (= the moment of departure de-
layed by the bridge being up).
With the help of passenger-transport forecasts
tor the relation Rotterdam-Oordrecht vaäd at the
time, and/or the assompton of a certain distrlbu-
tion of travellers by motive and a certain value of
time relevant to each motive, the present value
per January 1, 1973 of waiting-time losses were
computed. They amount to:
• Ofl. 34.0 mln tor 14 raisings (of which 8 in the
daytime)
• Of!. 12.7 mln for 9 raisings (of which 3 in the
daytime).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Losses to Shipping
Economie losses to shipping are defined as the
money valuation of time lost in waiting under the
various raising regimes of a bridge. The folio-
wing objects may have to wait before a raised
bridge.
First, newly èonstructed seagoing vessels laun-
ched from the shipyard.
Second, seagoing vessels which are sailing to
the shipyards for repair, or leaving the shipyards
after repair. Third, the category of so-catled 10-
ading and unloading coasters with various des-
tinations and origins. Finaily, derricks and cra-
nes recruited by the eastern shipyards for repair
or construction activities, or passing under the
bridge for other reasons.
For the four categories together the foUowing
waiting-time losses (discounted to January 1,
1973), were found:
• 14 ralsings: Ofl. 8.3 mln
• 9 raisings: Ofl. 5.3 mln
• 6 raisings: Ofl. 21 .2 mln.
That with the transition trom 14 10 9 raisings the
money value of time losses goes down rat her
than up is due to the fact that fewer raisings lead
to a considerable portion of the repair work being
lost to the shipyards; in the next section this
aspect wîll be highlighted.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The Impact of the River-spanning System on
the Costs and 8enefits of the Upstream
Shipyards
The shipyards established upstream trom the
brIdges across the Meuse in Rotterdam are at a

I

disadvantage compared with their competitors
downstream, as is argued extensively in (2). For
one thing, seaships destined tor those yards for
repair have a longer stretch to sail, and for ano-
ther, they have to pass three obstacles, viz. the
old raad- and railroad bridges (both raised 14
times in every 24 hours to let ships pass) and the
modern Brlenenoord bridge (raised on request).
The longer route and the obstacles make the
accessibllity of the upstream shipyards extre-
mely vulnerable. The old road- and railroad brld-
ges are due for replacement; the various combi-
natIons of brIdges and tunnels that can be envi-
saged have, of oourse, different impacts on the
business results of the upstream shipyards. In
fact, by the system they wil! choose for spanning
the river, the public authomies controI directly
the prospeets of these shipyards. Their turnover
would expand if tunnels ware 10 replace the brid-
ges, or if the 14 raisings ware replaced with a
system of raising on request; it would contract if
the raising regime were to be tightened 10 9 or
even 6 raisings per 24 hours, The public authorl-
ties wil! have to base their investment decision
on a costlbenefit analysis, comparing the rela-
tive mems of varlous river-spanning systems.
If a comblnation of tunnels or a comblnation of a
railroad tunnel and a bridge raised on request is
taken as the base for oompartson, both the se-
wal decreases in turnover due to a tighter re-
gime and the increases foregone because a
system more favourable to the upstream ship-
yards is not chosen, should be represented in
the oost/benefit analysis in terms of national-
economic costs.
On the other hand, when the mems of new sys-
tems are considered in relatIon to the present
system of brIdges raised 14 times a day, actual
tumover increases have to be represented by
national-economie benefits.
In (2) a simulation model was presented to esti-
mate the gains and losses in tumover that are to
be imputed to the various river-spanning sys-
tems. To that end, a kind of 'price'-varlable was
introduced, indicating how much the oompetitive
strength of the upstream shipyards is weakened
or strengthened as a consequence of additional
time losses or decreases in time losses due to
different rlver-spanning systems. The price vari-
able is in fact used as a varlabla of economic
resistance: a tighter regime raises the 'price',
rÈlising on request or a set of tunnels lowers it.
Analogously, the price-elasticity coefficient is to
be interpreted as a structural coefficient of eco-
nomic resistance. The value of this coefficient
could only ba derived for the present situation of
14 raisings, by comparing the present trequency
distributIon at upstream and downstream yards
acoording to duration of repairs. How that was
done and how the price variabIe was construc-
ted is explained in detail in (2).

Table 2
Estimation of actual changes in tumover in 1983

The structural coeffieient was found to have a
high (minimum) value: 40.32; it reflects, apart
from the calculable time losses aiready referred
to, additional delays that are impredietable ano,
therefore, incaieulable. Such delays, due to ver-
tieal and horizontal movements, fog, and strong
winds, contront shipowners who want to have
their ships repaifed at upstream shipyards, and
cannot be compensated for by the shipyards.
TheY $peil uncertainty to shipowners, and thus
waaken again the oompetitive strength of the
upstream shipyards. If the struetural coefficient
of economie resistance is high uIlder present
circumstances, it can be expected to go up if the
brIdges were to be raised only 9 times a dav
(which means 4 bours' waiting insteac! of 1.5),
and will certainly soar dramaticaily if bridge rai-
sings are to be restricted to only 6, and that
during night hours; shipowners will no doubt an-
ticipate on the additional burden and thus help
the coefficient 10 rise. In the quantification of the
actual decrease in turnover to be expected un-
der a six-raisings regime the deterioration in the
upstream shipyards' position was expressed by
raising the structural coefficient to 60.48.

Let us now consider what happens when tunnels
are built 10 replace the bridges. In tabla 2 only the
eleminationofwaiting before the bridges and the
corresponding reduetion of sailing time are ta-
ken into account; because the value of lhe struc-
tural coefficient has not been reduced, the in-
crease in turnover asslgned to the indroduction
of tunnels represents a minimum.

Tunnels would substantially improve the acces-
sibility of the upstream shipyards; tor one thing
they cao be reached faster, and for another the
oonnection becomes less vulnerable with only
one obstacle 10 pass instead of three. It is, more-
over, a navigational advantage that ships would
no longer have to pass through the Koningsha-
ven, which is the part of the river that is spanned
by movable brIdges.
The competitive position of the upstream ship-
yards would become almost equal to that of the
downstream ones if the last obstacle - the Brie-
nenoord bridge, were also replaced with a tun-
nel. Unhampered by obstacles in the rlver, they
could hope to realise the potential turnover oor-
responding to their capacity and skii!.
From the estimated actual turnover changes can
now be derlved the turnover deveiopments to ba
imputed to each river-spanning system such as
they are required for a cost/benefit analysis, on
whieh the investment decision is to be based
(tabIe 3, page 22).

River-spannlng systems In 1983
tunnels
bridge raisings on request
14 bridge raising

9 bridge raisings
6 bridge raisings

mln gullders of 1972
at least 16.1

9.7

19.3
86.9
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I
I Table 3

Changes in tumover dependent on the investment decision of the public authorities

I
River-spannlng systems In 1983
tunnels in relation to 14 bridge raisings
14 bridge raisings in relation to tunnels
9 bridge raisings in relation to tunnels
6 bridge raisings in relation to tunnels

I bridge raising on request i.r.t. 14 bridge raisings
14 bridge raisings i.r.t. bridge raising o.r.

9 bridge raisings l.r.t. bridge raising o.r.
6 bridge raisings i.r.t. bridge ralsing o.r.

I

mln gullders of 1972
at least 16.1

- at least 16.1
- at least 35.4
- at least 103.0

9.7
9.7

- 29.0
- 96.6

I
On the assumption tnat an improvement in the
competitve position of the upstream sllipyards
means an equal improvement In the competitive
position of the Netherlands as a whoIe, as tar as
slllps' repair works are concemed, it can be said
that the benefits gained by the upstream ship-
yards owing to the elimination of obstacles on
the river count as national-economlc benefits. It
the greater share in the European reglonal ships'
rapair market can be maintained for, say, ten
years, the tata! national-economic benefits to ba
reaped will add up to ten times the yearly tumo-
ver growth of the upstreem shipyards.
By malntainlng the present regirne of 14 bridge
raisings per 24 hours the national economy fa-
regoes those benefits. Tightening of the regime
to 9 or 6 raisings moreover costs the economy
the losses in turnover the upstream shipyards
are bound to sustain. In (2) the loss in tumover is
fixed at one year. To it are added the toss of
capital ensuing trom the under-utilisation of capl-
tal goods due to the loss in tumover.
Table 4 shows what the national economy
stands to gain or lose in the way of shipyards'
banefits or iosses according te whether the go-
vemment decides to invest in tunnels or in a
bridge that will ba raised on request, or in bridges
that are up to let ships pass 14, 9 and 6 times per
24 hours, respectively.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Ranking the Altematlves accordlng to Bene-
flt/Cost Ratio
From the figures now obtained a tentative ran-
king can be derived. lt is tentatlve bacause It
rests only on effects in terms of money, while
qualltative aspects, which ought to be taken ioto
account as weU, migllt alter the ranking.
It win be remembered that 11 possible altemati-
yes were distlnguished (cf. section 4). These
altematives cao be arranged as in the table be-
low, which is based on the f1gures presented in
the previous sections. In table 5, alternative 1 is
compared to each of tlle other altematives.

I
I
I Tlle figures in the bottom row, comparing the

combination of !wo tunnels with tllat of a railroad
tunnel and a road bridge raised on request, eaU
tor some comment. As benefit difference for
raad traffic, the amount found for 14 raisings nas
been fmed in. The benefits to shipping have been
put at zero, but wil! probably a bit of an underes-
tirnation.
From the benefitlcost ratios tound, the alternati-
ves may tentatively be ranked as follows (> '"
better than):
11>1>6>5>2>3>7>4>9>8>10
The ranking impUes that trom the effects compu-
ted 50 far, the combination railraad tunnel- road

I
I
I
I

bridge raised on request, appears preferable to
a combination of tunnels for both road and rail-
road traffic. For a road tunnel an addItiona! in-
vestment of Ofl. 57.5 mln is required, against
beneflts to road traffic and shipyards of 011. 27.5
(at a minimum), the deficit being 011. 30 mln. It
couid be argued, however, that the risk ot da-
mage to the bridge due to navigationa! errors
should be taken into account as weil, a risk that
corresponds w1th the costs of repair plus the loss
in tumover suffered by the shipyards. The
amount of 011. 30 mln could then be looked upon
as a risk premium for undisturbed dispatch of all
traffic for many years to come.

Referencea
1. De Nieuwe Willemsverbinding, Een socl-
aal-eeonomische Studie (The New River-Span-
ning System to replace the Willem Bridges), NEl,
1973.

2. De Nieuwe Willemsverbinding: (sequel). De
raming van de sociaal- en natlonaal-econornt-
sche werfkosten en -baten ten behoeve van de
investeringsbesiissing van de overheid (Tlle
New Rlver-Spanning System: (Estimation of 50-
cio-eeonomic and national-economlc shipyards'
costs and beneflts for lhe purpose of tlle Go-
vemment's investmenl decision), NEl, 1975.

Summary
Bridges, so utterly indispensable in a country so
rich in rivers and cana/s as the Nefherlands, yet
have an untortunate GapaCÎty tor being in the
way. Up, they obstruct land traffic, down, tnev
obstruct na.vigation. When, as in Rotterdam, the
river is a major shipping route enä its crossings
are vitallinks in important highways and rai/road
connections, whi/e moreover the interests of
shipyards upstream are at stake, the situation is
rite with conflict, and the govemment has to
tread wearily in changing regimes or making
new investments.
Tunnels, of course, can bring rellef, but they
take a lot of time and money to construct.
In Rotterdam, the 100-year-old roeä bridges
and ths ofd-fashioned narrow railroad bn'dges
are overdue for replacement. In making en in-
vestment decision, the govemment wiN have to
take into eccount aN the effects on the various
sectors involved as weN as the cost of the alter-
natives trom which it can choose.
This paper presents the altematives with their
advantages and drawbacks, and explains how
a cost/benefit analysis nes provided the go-
vemment with the data on which to base its
investrnent decision.

Table 4
Shipyards' costs and bene fits (in mil/ions of Dutch gui/ders of 1972) depending on the government's
investment decision

Shipyards' beneflts and national-eeonomic benefils

River-spanning systems in
1983

1983 up to 1992
inciusive

present value on
January 1, 1973

at least 50.0
30.0

tunnels
bridge raising on request

at least 161
97

Shipyards' costs in relation to tunnels as national-economic costs

14 bfidge raisings
9 bridge raisings
6 bridge raisings

45.1
202.8

at least 161
at least 161
at least 161

at least 50.0
at least 69.4
at least 137.0

Table 5

alternative oost difference benefit d1fference (mln 011.) for B
(mln 011.) raad railraad shipping shipyards C

(1H2) 56.5 7.5 0 8.3 50 1.14
(1H3) 57.5 6.2 0 5.3 69.4 1.41
(1H4) 57.5 0 0 21.2 137.0 2.75
(1H5) 91.4 7.5 34 8.3 50 1.09
(1H6) 91.4 6.2 12.7 5.3 69.4 1.02
(1H7) 91.4 0 0 21.2 137 1.73
(1H8) 29.3 0 > 34.0 8.3 50 3.15
(1H9) 29.3 0 > 12.7 5.3 69.4 2.98
(1H10) 29.3 0 > 0 21.2 137 5.40
(1H11) 57.5 7.5 0 0 20 0.48
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The Design of Immersed
Tunnels

Introctuotion
Pfevlous speakers have a\ready dwelted upon the tact that the immersed tube method ean be
used tor all kinds ot sub~aqueous crossings. These loclude road tunnels, nûlway tunnels and
metro tunnets, butalsopi-p&line tunnels and tunnels to carry water and so on.
tn the Netherlands, a deitaregion, Meen of the 22 sub~aqueous crossings completed or under
construction have been constructeduslng the immersed tube method. These are: 10 road~, 1
rallway- and 1 metro tunnel,2piP&Une tunnels and 1 tunnel to carry water.
However, the imrnersed tube method need not be restricted to the construetton ofriver- and
canal crossings. For instance. in Rotterdam it was found to be an attractive financialproposition
to use the immersed tube method tor theconstructlon of a 1,600 metre~long metro tunnel on
land. A.temporary canal W8$ oog tor the purpose, protected by steel sheet piting.
I have 100 little time to talk about all the different types ot tunnelS. se I shall speak only &bout road
tunnels.



Horizontal Atlgnment
A tunnel mayalso have to be curved in the horizontal plane if the location so demands. The
dimensions of the horizontal radii have to correspond with those of the road, and in the tunnel the
motorist has to have a sufficient view of the rOM ahead, in order to be able to pull up safely. in the
Drecht Tunnel (the horizontal radius is 800 m) which was built by the immersed tube method, it
was necessary to increase the lateral clearance at one skie of the carriageway. lt.this had not
been done the motorists' view would have been 100 restricted,
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navigation chamel, and wlth a shield-driven tunnel it would be about 20 metres below it. This
difference of 12.5 metres means the tunnel would have to be no less tnen 555 metras longer (if
the longitudal gradient is kept at 4.5%). With an average tunnel length in Holland of 1130 m
(including the trough structures) this wauld mean an extra 49% in length.
If we take these factors inta account, we find that a shield-driven tunnel, in spite of having a
better shape for withstanding the water pressure, wil! be more expensive than an immersed
tunnel. It only becomes competitive if the tunnel diameter is smaller. However, even a shield-
driven tunnel with an inside diameter of 4 metres as a river crossing was found to be more
expensive than an immersed tunnel likewise with a round cross-section.
In genera I the immersed tube method is economically the most attractive method, especially
where there is sedimentary soi! (sand, clay, silt etc). Another point in tavour of the immersed
tunnel is that during construct ion the water flow is not affected and shipping only very Iittle so.

In this connecuon, the pressure head of the groundwater below the tunnel base may lag behind
the water level in the river. At low tide this may result in an additional upward force. To
compansate effects of this kind the design criterion is often adopted that at th is stage the weight
of the tunnel must exceed the water displacement by about 600 kgf per m2 tunnel base,
correspondirlg to an addltional aliowance of 7.5% for an extern al tunnel height of 8 m. The
safety margin is later Increased because the dredged trenchln which the tunnel is immersed is
filled in again. This results in the first place in friction on the walis but atsc in a load on the roof.
Depending on the longitudinal section of the tunnel and the cross-section of the waterway the
latter factor may be very slight in places or even disappaar altogether due te erosion of the river
bed.
Assuming, in erese-sectionat terms, that the area of the required 'holiow' space is H m2, thst of
the structural concrete S m2 and that ofthe ballast concrete B m2, we arrive at the foliowing two
equations (fig. 5):
At the transport stage:
Weight = 0.99 maximum water displacement or
2.46 S + 3.0 = 0.99 (B + H + S) (1)
In the final phase:
Weight = 1.075 water displacement, or
2.42 S + 2.25 B = 1.075 (B + H + S) (2)

N.B .
• A value of 2.46 has been taken as the specific weight of reintorced concrete in equation (1),
and a value of 2.42 in equation (2). Experience in the Netherlands has shown that safe working
Hmitscan be obtained if it is assumed that the specific weight of concrete (without reinforcement)
varies between 2.34 and 2.37 tf/m3. This disparsal range not only allows tor variations in the
specific weight of concrete (which generaily fluctuates around a mean value of 2.355 tf/m3) but
also tor dimensional deviations in the concrete strueture (eg. thlckness of structural compo-
nents) in relation to the theoretical dimensions shown on the drawings. The high specific weight
nas been taken at the floating stage and the lower weight in the final phase. The calculation atse
aHows for 120 kg structural and reinforcing steel per cubic metre of concrete.
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• The surface area of the ballast concrete has been multiplied by a specific weight of 2.25 (the
compaction of ballast concrete is generally less good than that of structurat concrete).
• A weight of 3.0 tf/m1 has been used in equation (1) tor the immersion equipment and
bulkheads.
• In the equations it has been assumed tnat the specific weight of water is 1.0. This must be
checked in each individual case. Ina tidal river it is quite Iikely that a value of 1.0 must be taken
for equation (1) and a higher value for equation (2) as a result of the salt strip penetrating along
the riYer bed.
• A number of mean values have been used in the equations. This means tnat in specific cases
more accurate data must be used, e.g. for the quantity of reinforcing and structural steel, the
dimensions of recesses, the shape of the unit, the immersion equlprnent, bulkheads etc.
Furthermore, specific weights have been used that relate to concrete manufactured in the
Netherlands.
SolUtion of the equations gives the foUowing results (in mi):
S = 0.728 H -1.154 (3)
B = 0.081 H + 1.319 (4)

SolUtion (3) is partlcularly important because it shows the relationship between the area
available for constructional purposes and the 'hollow' space which must be taken as the starting
point tor the design. The area H is the sum of the required traffic clearance profile and the areas
needed forequipment and ventilation as described earlier. This also includes the area of the
road surtace, about 0.07 m thick which is te be applled later.
The structure must be strong enough in the final phase 10 withstand the toads due to water and
ground pressure and lts own weight, taking into account the stresses caused by temperature
changes. In the case of tunnels built up to now in the Netherlands, it has been found that a
reinforced concrete structure of sufficient strength can be built with the area calculated from (3).
The deepest units of the 2 x 2 iane Benelux Tunnel were an exception to this rule; here
allowance had to be made for a pressure of almost 21 m of water on the roof. In this case the floor
and roof sections were partlally prestressed transversely.
If a greater araats required tllan suggested by equation (3) owing to the water pressure on the
tunnel or the width of tlle traffic tubes, a cheicë must be made between the following sotutlons:

a. Full or partial transverse prestressing of the tunnel; in this way a lower structural height man
with re·inforced concrete will be sufficient;

b, Use of lightweight concrete for the entire cross-secuon or parts thereof (e.g. roof and floor
sectiona):

c. Increase in the hollow space H.
The final cnotoe must of course be made on the basis of an economie study.

Rectangular or Clrcular Cross-sectlon?
In the above I have worked on the basis of a rectangular croes-seeuon. But is this correct?
Older than the rectangular reinforeed concrete design first used for the Maas Tunnel in Rotter-
dam, which was opened in 1942, is the circular design developed in the USA, consisting
(working outwards) of an inner shell of reinforced concrete, a cylindrical tube of thin steel plate
(e.g. 8 mm thick), an outer jacket of reinforeed concrete and an outer membrane of tllin steel
plate (e.g. 6.3 mm thick) usually atmost ootagonal in shape. The steel structure is built on a
slipway.
The concrete is applled in the consecutive stages of construetion. The steel structure acts as
waterproofing and as formwork for the concrete. As wlth the shield-driven tunnel, owing to the
shape there is a relatively large amount of unused space, wllich can of course be used tor air
ducts if a transverse or semi-transverse ventilation system is included, but very Iittte of wllieh is
required for modern longitudinal ventilation with booster fans.
It will be clear from the above that the extra empty spaee wW have to be compensated for by extra
weight (in the shape of concrete) to prevent the tunnel from 1IoaUng in the final stage.
A oost esUmate based on Dutch prices for a two-Iane road tunnel (one bi-directional tube) has
shown tllat a circular cross-secäon is 40% more expenslve than a rectangular one, taking the
'hollow' spaee as shown in figure 4 and in the left tube of flgure 1 and an immersed tunnellength
of 600 m.
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In addllion tothese extracosts W$should note tnose caused by the lower position of the raad;
owing to the clrcular snape It wil! be 1.1 m lower than If a rectangular cross-sectien were used
Wnh agradient of 4.5% tnis meansthat the tunnel (in particular the open trough structures) wil!
beaboUI 49 metres longer.
Tne dlfference will be greater ifit is a 2 x 21ane tunnel (tne entire eross-sectlon of fig. 1) and
considerably greater with a 2 x 3 lane tunnel (the type commonly being built on Dutch motor-
ways).
The entirely reinforeed concrete design hes siso been found advantageous tor smaller cross-
sections: tor a relatlvely small int$rnal diameter of 4 mareinforced concrete tube was tound to
becneaper than a steel tube wei9nted witn concrete. This was the case with two pipeline tunnels
built under the Honands Diep and the Oude Maas (1770 and 566 m long respectively).

The Length of the lmmersed Part
It nas a!l'eady beenpolnted out that the closed part of the tunnel joins up with a trough structure
somewnere onthe bank and that tne location of the join is generally determined by economie
consJderations unlesslt Is neceseary to continue the closed structure in order to simpUfy the way
roads er railways can cross the tunnel. The trough structure is constructed together with a short
closed secäen (min. 15-20 m long) in an open excavation. The ciosed section is needed so that
tne immel'sed section nas something to join on to, In all, tnen, we have an immereed part and a
closedpart witha trough structure on eech bank. Where tnen does the immersed tunnel [oin the
closedpartbuiltin situ? It is difficult togive a genaralrule, but it is often worthwhlle to commence
the open excavation immediately behind the dlke. Thelocatlon of the closed part built in situ is
then determined by the gradient the slope (seebroken Jinein fig. 2) can have without endange-
ringthestability ofthe dlke.lfthe join beîween the immersedpart and the runnel built in situ were
to becloser tot the rlver, theopen excavation would have to be strengthened with steel sheet
piling wallsat the end, which is often expensive. Once the location of the parts built in situ is
decid$d, the length of the immersed tunnel is also known. All this meerrs, however, that the
dredQ$d treneh into whicn tne units aresunk has to be continued beyond the dike, which
th&rlijfore has to be temporarily removed, and se another temporary dike has to be eonstructed
roundthe end ofthe trench. It may be worthwhHe toconUnue the immersed part further inland, tor
instance if a weU-point system were to cause damage to buildings. A weU-point system is net
needed for theimmersed part (the doek iegenerally located elsewhere) but one is needed for the
open excavation. lf the immersed part is extended the excavation can be made snorter and
shaUower, whk:h means that the weil-point system can have a much smaller capactty. For this
andother reasons the immersed part of the Hem Railway Tunnel was continueo weil bevond the
dike.
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Summary
The immersed tube method can be appNed
to af! kinds of sub-aqueous crossings (ra;;-
ways, subways, pipeJines etc.) but by wayof
example the paper will deal with road tun-
nels. The main aspects are: the influences of
the traffic and the navigation on the geometry

of the tunnel, the cnotce of the construction
method (blJift in-situ or immersed tube me-
thod) and the outtines of the structural de-
sign.
The inftuence of the floating transport on me
dimensions of the cross-section will also be
revlewed.
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Construction of
Immersed Tunnels

ImmersIen •• 8 Construction Method
Considenng the immersed tunnel concept purely as a construction method, two major aspects are
decisive for the attraetivity to the constructor; it is the programme and the wor\< mat has to be
implemented apart trom the tunnel itself in its final shape, such as temporary works and special
equipment.
The construction programme of an immersed tunnel is more or less an ideal one, because most of the
main construction activities run parallel and contain a fair degree of repetition. Aprogramme with
construetlon activities running in parallel means that the job is relatively simple to ,control and is of
low intricacy. There is in fact less chance that something getting out of hand would cause major spiral
type escaIations of repereussions in other parts of the construction programrne. Repetition in
construction activities offers the facility of making tuil use ofthe most advantageous Iearning curve as
regards efficiency.
It further allows the acceleration of certain jobs on the critical path when there is the threat of the
onginal planning of such a job proving to be wrong and possibly leading to escalation of the schedule.
Figure 1 illustrates this paragraph. The dry doek construction activitIes and both approaches con-
structed in situ show the main streams of construction jobs. The repetition in the segmental construc-
tion of the tunnel in the graving doekand the sequential construetion of walls, bottom and foundation
of the approaches may be elear.
Temporary works, special equipment and all other cost types affecting aspects that do not serve the
tunnel in its final function are influencing the tatal costs of the construction method. Next to the
programrne it is the conclusive aspect for the selection of a construction method.

1
Maln construction streem« far immarsad tun-
nal

The imrnersed tunnels as constructed in the Natherlands do not use many materials whereas
overdirnension is nat required tor their structural function, i.a. 10resist hydrostatic pressura and other
Ioads they have 10carry. This is e.g. different from a tunnel constructed of pneumatic caissons where
the whole pneumatic chamber is in fact subsidiary wor\< needed for construction only.
Anather axample is e.g. the shield driven tunnel. The final structural huil remaining in the ground
shows the expensive traces of the construction, with small segments bolted together, to ensure
watertightness resulting in far more space than is functionally required because of the circular shape
dictated by the shield.
The imrnersed tunnel only requires a graving doek for which existing facüities can sornetirnes be
used as a major cost-affecting facility. In most cases in the Netherlands graving doeks are used for
the construetion of several tunnels. The Heinenoord doek, originally construeted for the Heinenoord
tunnel in 1965 hes since then been used for four other tunnels. The remaining speciai investrnents for
the construction of an immersed tunnel ara comparitively !ow to the rest of the costs.
They consist of the temporary bulkheads, temporary access shafts, water ballast tanks including
pumps and the immersion equiprnent such as ths f1otation pomoons, winches and guide- and
controle towers. Part of these provisions cao be used for further tunnels and may be composed of
standard equiprnent and matenais.

start

segmental constructIon
foundation of walls and bottom

mental construction
foundation of walls end bottom

tunnelsegmentalconstruction

dredging tunnel troncll
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2
Rotterdam subway construction; tunnel unit
f10ating in sheetpile strangthered tranch
a. sheetpi/es; b. guiderai/; c. stnns

3
Walljoint between two tunnel segments and
between two tunnel units at Vlake Tunnel
a. airex 1 x 8 cm; b. polyurathane mesüc;
c. polyethylene tosm; a. asbestos cement;
e. buthyl rubber; t. rubber sealing strip (Gi-
na); g. permanent rubber sea/; t. wooden
shuttering; j. concrete fil/; k. rainforcement

e
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All this makes the immersion concept for the construction of a tunnel an ideal one. Especially for
langer tunnels and for areas where more underWater tunnels have to ba constructed one could not
think a cheaper, less intricate or faster way of construction.
For this reason the method is nat rastricted to sub-aqueous crossings but can economically ba used
on land as tor instance in the case of the first Rotterdam subway !ine, where a canal in batwean sheet
piles was dredged first for transport and subsequent immersion of the tunnel units (fig. 2).

TM Dry Doek Constructlon Activltles
Most immersed tunnels in the Netherlands have been construeted in a graving doek, where all units
for the tunnel under construetion could ba construeted simultaneously. In the case of comparitively
long tunnels, such as for the Rotterdam subway and the Amsterdam IJ-tunnel, specially constructed
dry decks with doors were used offering space for the simultaneous construction of one or two units
only.
Most aspeets of the construetion of the graving doek constitute a straight-forward engineering job.
The bottom construction however needs some attention, as it has to allow for aqual distribution of the
water pressure to develop undemeath the tunnel unit bottam sa as to allow controlled floating up of
the unit to take place.
$everal methods have been used. For tunnels with a permanent watertight skin, a gravei bed was
used on top of whièh tha watertight bottom skin was baing assembled from 6 mm thick steelptate
panels. Where na waterproof skin was appIied, use has been made of a 150 cm thick 'no-fines'
concrete layer on top of a gravel bed ti> provide theréquired stiffness of the temporary fouridation;
also a 0.3 mm thick steel plate was used to separate the bottom concrete which was to ba cast on the
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4
Formwork tor Vlake immereed tunnel roof and
wafls
a. anchor in floor; b. anchoring wall shutte-
ring; c. wheel with rail; ä. jacks; e. shutte-
ring of board; f. steel frames with peri-sup-
ports

5
Tunnel bulkhead
a. rubber sealing (Gina); b. temporary con-
crete wall; c, pull-in construct/on; d. bracket;
e, supports; t. support beams
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dry doek bottorn. Although no serious difficulties were ever encountered in the Netherlands during
float-up of tunnel units it is always assumed that at least 100 kg/sq.m adhesion may devetop. This
may ba due to silting up of the gravel bed for instance.
Most of the immersed tunnels in the Netherlands have no pile foundations. This neccesitates a
flexibility in the longitudinal direction to altow for uneven settlement. bacause otherwise very high
stresseswould develop. This flexibility is created by waterproof hinged joints every 15 to 30 m (fig. 3).
A numbar of such segments are assembied with prestressing cables to one floating unit of usualty
over 100 m length. After immersion the prestressing cables are released. The length of the segments
is structurally Iimited to about 40 to 50 m for reasens explained above. The construction programme
however, the practicability of concrete pours of a certain size and the construction capacity, costs and
handling oHhe formwork to ba used in sequence tor the walts and roof dictate a tar shotter segment of
about 15 to 20 m length (fig. 4).

The construction of the tunnel units does distinguish itself from conventional work by the required
aceuracy of !he dimensions and the attention to ba paid to the watertightness.
The smalt tolerances in dimensions are required to assure freeboard and to minimize trimming. The
bottom slab is usually poured first. Walls and roof are cast later simultaneous. The formwork used is
tunnel shaped and nas a timbar face on a very stift steel support frame.
The formwork can ba skidded after jack-controlled releasing of the timbarface from the poured
concrete across the pre-poured tunnel bottom to the next segment wal! and roof to ba poured.
Measures to ba taken in order to obtain watertightness with or without an extra watertight skin wil! be
explained in Mr. Jansen's paper.
Before the flooding of !he dry doek, watertight bulkheads are instalted (fig. 5). Only in a tew cases
steel bulkheads are used. The same applies to the multiple use of bulkheads; this was the case where
one drydock was used several times for tunnel construction, consequently altowing the instaltation of
used bulkheads on newly coristructed units. The most common bulkhead type used is a composite
structure of a 15-20 cm thick reinforced concrete walt supported by steel girders.
Before the tIooding of the drydock !he remaining equipment required for controlled immersion, such
as the access shaftS: bällàSt tanks, provisions for the temporary foundations and of course the
bollards and other equipment for the marine operations are instalied. The ballast tanks are then
Ioaded to pnMWlt early float-up during !he flooding of !he drydoek.

The Marine Chapter of the ConstnretIon
Simultaneously with the construction of the tunnel units and the approaches, a trench has been
dredged under the original channel mudline. Especialty in deep access channels for modem ports
this causes problems as the usuai high-production standard dredging equipment is of course
designed to dredge to draft levels of, say, 60-70 feet only. During the Eighth World Dredging
Conference a iecture wiU deal wlth !he special technlques baing developped for thls type of dredging
work and also with !he problem of earty silting up of sueh trenches in a river bed.
Tests ware performed in !he Delft Hydraulics Laboratory on this siiting up problem, especiaUy where
in tida! sequence salt- and fresh water passes the trench. The tunnel units. consisting of a certain
numbar of segments are f10ated up in !he drydoek by de-baUasting. The totallength and consequently
the number of segments in one such unit chosen is as high as possible. This is governed by the
drydock dimensions and the local possibilities of manoeuvring the units from the drydock to the
installation site.
It may ba clear mat a snorter length, and consequently more segments involve more oosts, because
of !he additional numbar of bulkheads and other immersion provisions as weil as additional time.
because of more immersion operations. After float-up a tunnel is usually mcored to a jetty where it is
trimmed and equiped with immersion towers, pornoons and other repeatedly used equipment.
The papers by Mr. van Loenen and Mr. Molenaar will deal with the specialities of towing and
immersion; therefore on!y a rough sketch of these operations wil! foUow here.
Figure 6 inustrates a tunnel unit ready for immersion. The towers and immersion ponteens are
insta!1ed on top of the unit after they have been used for the previously immersed unit. This eperation
govems the time involved in between two immersion operations, which can ba redeeed to one less
than a week.
From this position the unit to ba plaoed is towed by tugs to the site of immersion. Here control is taken
over by a winch-controlled wires. These winches are usually piaced and controlled in ons of the
towers on the unit. After immersions position control is taken over by jacks in the tunnel base. These
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jacks can control the distance relative to an L-shaped temporary support plate on both sides of the
tunnel unit front. These L-shaped support plates are usually suspended trom the tunnel as shown in
figure 6. On the rear side, where a previous unit has been installed, the new unit is supported by a
bearing. For these three steps of control which call for ever greater handling accuracy, tugs, winches
and jacks are essentia!.
The actual immersion usuaUy takes place by the intake of ballast into tanks in the unit, when the
immersion pontoons are fixed with by tensioned wires on the tunnel roof. After the tunnel roof has
been fully immersed and the pontoons have reached more than their own draft, the immersion
winches on the pontoons are released for further immersion of the unit.
This operation is continued until the unit cao be supported and controUed by the above-mentioned
system of bearings and jacks.
The mating with the previously instalied unit is a very simple one. The newly instaUed unit is pulled by
jacks towards the previous one. The mating surface consists of a soft rubber nose on a solld rubber
strip to function as a gasket all round the perimeter of the tunnel. The space created by both
bulkheads and the cantilevering walls of the tunnel, imparted a watertight connection by the rubber
strip known as GINA-profile, so called by their inventors and manufacturers 'Vredestein', is subse-
quently drained. This causes the pressure to be atmospheric on the rear bulkhead of the newly
installed unit, where the full waterpressure is still acting upon the front bulkhead. The difference in
force increases the preesure on the rubber strip so far that a safe watertight joint is created in between
the two units.
Now the finishing of the joints, the permanent foundation and the backfill of tunnel trench can start. Mr.
van Tongaren's paper wiJl deal in detail with the foundation aspects.

Summary
This paper wiJl deal in general with those as-
pects of immersed tube tunnel construct/on
that distinquisn this metbod from convemionel
clvi! engineering construct/on. The construc-
tion of me tunnel units in the dry doek, with
tne specific details to obtain watertightness
end the provisions tor floating transport
(bulkheads). wi/l be emphasized.

Conclusion
You may gat the impression that these papers about design and construction of immersed tube
tunnels are presenting about everything mat can be said about it. One should however reallze that in
engineering about only 1% ofthe problems can be detacted behind your desk, 10% ottne snags may
be encountered during detailed design behind the drawing board and in the laooretory, but the
remaining 89% of possible questions that have to be solved are encountered and overcome in the
practice of construction.
Only experience counts here; hers is the area where engineering really proves to be an Art. An Art, as
we in the Nether1ands know, because we had the opportunity of constructing so many immersed
tunnels ourselves.
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dilatatievoegen
~xp"H'llion jointa

1
Scheme of tunnel

2
Cracks in the tunnel walls caused by tempe-
rature inffuences

Waterproofing of the
Tunnel Structure

Introductlon
A tunnel to be built by the 'immersed
tunnelling' method is made up of 'sub
assembiies': the immersion units, with a
length of 70-120 metres. These units each
consist of sectons, approx. 20 metres long,
between which expansion joints have been
designed (fig. 1).
The use of these joints prevents the
generation of large tensile stresses due to
shrinkage after concreting and uneven
settiements in the subsoU after immersion.
They allow for minor rotations, due to
settiements, and a small longitudinal
displacement, due to shrinkage.

A tunnel must be watertight. This implies that
na water may penetrate through the concrete,
the working- and expanson joints, or the
seals between the tunnel units. The
impermeability of the concrete is sa very
important because corrosion of the
reinforcement must be prevented.
In this article we wiU discuss in brief how the
impermeability of concrete and joints can be
ensured.

IMPERMEABIUTY Of THE CONCRETE
Cau••• of Cracklng
The most important cause of cracking within
the concrete is uneven sMnking.
The shrinkage can originate from:
a. Orying-out
When the tunnel units are still in the dry doek,
micro-eracks may appear on the outside
caused by drying-out of the concrete. After
the immersion and placing of the units these
cracks wiU be closed again by the swelling of
the concrete in water.
b. Climatic changes in temperature
Ouring a change in ambient temperature, a
temperature gradlent win occur in the walls,
the roof and the fioor. In genera! this gradient
is too low to cause large stresses.
c. Temperature changes due to hydration of
cement
Hydration heat is the heat that evolves from
chemical reactions which take place during
the setting of newly-poured concrete. As a
result of this prooess, a temperature increase
occurs in the core of a heavy concrete
structure. In relatively stender structures the
heat dissipation to the environment is sa
extensive that a temperature increase
scarcely develops at all.
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Ouring the construction of a tunnel, the
hydration heat evolved can cause two kinds of
problems:
• A higher temperature will anse in the care
of the f1oor, the walls and the roof than in the
outer layers of these parts. As a result of the
temperature gradient, the cooling down of the
outer layers will cause the concrete on the
outside to sMnk at a higher rate than the
concrete in the core. Therefore tensile
stresses will occur, with the danger of
cracking.
When the formwork is removed from a
concrete wall while it still has a high
temperature a thermal shock will result.
Especially during the night, the surface
temperature of the concrete can decrease
considerably in such cases. From calcelenons
it follows that in concrete structures such as
tunnels, a temperature difference of 15-20 oe
causes cracking. This has been confirmed by
practical experience. As the stress zone
expands during cooling down, a typical crack
will progress further inward. When the
temperature in the core decreases, the crack
will close.
• Ourlng the pouring of the walls upon the
f1oor, difficulties arise because the fresh
concrete will not behave in the same way as
the older concrete of the f1oor. The
deformatien of the new mass of concrete is
interfered with by the floer. In the wall,
hydration wil! increase the temperature. The
heat dissipatien to the floer is only limited and
the fioor temperature will lag behind. At first
the wall can freely expand but in the process
of hardening of the concrete, the coneson
with the floer will come into play. With a
further increase of the temperature in the wall
by hydratlon, compressive stresses wil! occur
in the wal! and tensile stresses in the floor.
Ouring cooling down, the opposite takes
place: compressive stresses wil! arise in the
foor and tensile stresses in the wall and the
latter will begin to crack (fig. 2). In this case
the stress wil! occur at a later stage than in
the previous example of the interaction
between the core and the outer layer,
because the whole concrete wal! must cool
down first. In the meantime, the tensüe
strength has increased. At the ends of the
section wall the stress is nU; but it increases
in excess of the ultimate strength and there
cracking sets in. This process repeats itself
lengthwise.
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3
Hydration heat of different types of cement
1 = blast furnace cement A - 325 kg
2 = blast fumace cement B - 325 kg
3 = portland cement A - 325 kg
4 = portland cement B - 325 kg
5 = portland cement C - 325 kg
6 = temperature of environment

In the upper part of the wall and in the roof, a
zone of compressive stresses may develop.
As a result, the shrinkage cracks wilt not
extend to the roof. Research has proved that
the placing of Iongitudinal reinforcement near
the floor cannot prevent cracking. In this way,
however, the crack-width can be limited and
the occurrence of cracks distributed more
evenly along the length of the tunnel.

Mee8UrM agaln8t Cracking.
There are many remedies against cracking.
Not one single method is effective enough, so
that a combination of measures is necessary.
The most important methods will be explained
below. They refer to the composition of the
concrete mixture, the decrease of the sharp
rise in temperature difference between floor
and walis, and special measures during
constructIon.

Composition of concrete
The following measures are considered:
a. Seiection of a suitable cement
The chemical composition of cement has a
large influence on the hydratlon heat.
Especially cements with a latent hydraulic
binding agent, suen as puzzolane, fly ash,
fine, ground volcanic stone or slag (blast
furnace slag) develop relatively little hydration
heat. In figure 3 the hydration heat data of
some cements widely used in Holland are
compared,
b. Decreasing the cement content
A decrease of cement content is attended by
a decrease of hydration heat. However,

5
Cooling setieme

requirements with regard to strength and
imperrneability of concrete demand a
minimum limit of the cement content. In many
cases a quantity of 250-300 kg of cement per
m3 of concrete is used,
c. The use of coarse aggregates
When using coarser aggregates, less fine
grained material (cement etc.) can be used, if
the partlcle size distribution is adequate. For a
satisfactorily dense concrete around the
reinforcing roos, a mortar with a limited
maximum partiele slze is needed, while on the
other hand, reasonabie workability requires a
certain amount of fine-grained materia!.
Beside cement, stone mea!, trass, glacial
sand etc. can be used for this purpose.
d. Decreasing the amount of mixing water
A lower water/cement ratio results in a
reduced arnount of hydration heat per unit of
time; however the workability wil! decrease.
The additional use of aplastifier and
air-entraining agents can improve the
workability .

Decreasing differences in temperature
VarIous methods can be applled to reduce the
temperature differences between the core and
the outer layers of the walls, the fIoor and the
roof and on bath sides of the working joints.
a. Reducing initial temperature of mortar by
coolîng

O_Co

Cooling the mortar has two effects:
• the maximum temperature in the rnortar is
decreased.
• the setting of the concrete takes more time,
by which the evolution of heat is spread over
a longer period of time.
The temperature oecrease can be attained by
cooling the raw materials end by using ice
water as mixing water. In tunnel construction
this method is seldom used, since it calts for
extensive installatIons.
b. Cooling the newly-poured concrete in the
walls
This coolîng method has proved to be
succesfu!. lts purpose is: to obwn a gradual
temperature piot between the relatively cold
floor and the roof. (fig. 4). An automatic
cooling system is used, by which cooling
water is pumped through a concreted-in
piplng system. See flow schema in tlgure 5.
The water fIows through the wall trom the
bottorn to the top and is heated up during
circulation. As a consequence, the cooling
capacity of the water decreases as it flows
upwards.
By meens of therrnocouples the temperatures
of ambient air, inlet water, outlet water,
concrete at various levels, concrete below
working joints are measured. A recorder
records the temperature plot.

4
Temperature rise without and with cooling
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7
Temperature range in the concrete, with and
without cooling

The degree of cooling depends on:
• diameter, length and spacing of cooling
tubes;
• lemperature difference between inlet water
and concrete;
• flow capacity of water;
• the dimensions of the tunnel section;
• the properties of the concrete mix.
EspeciaHy the distanee between the pipes is
an important factor.
For the determination of the position of !he
cooling pipes and of the flow capacity, given a
certain initial water temperature, usually the
calculation method of W.Mandry is used, This
calculation is based on numerous
simplifications; marginal conditions such as
heat insulation capacity of formwork, changes
in ambient temperature, length of tunnel
secnon, etc. are left aside.
The method provides average concrete
temperatures without and with cooling (fig. 7).
As a consequence previous experience plays
a very important role in every new project.

r---
'23 '20 '22

S
Cross sectlon tunnel unit no. 1, toceuon of
cooHng tubes and measuring points

9
Recorded temperature plot, time in days (tor
toceüon of measuring points see fig. S)

o 12 186

When setting up the automatic cooling
system, the fol!owing criteria apply:
• with an increasing concrete temperature,
me cooling system remains in operation;
• should a temperature decrease occur,
c00ling continues;
• should the temperature decrease continue
over a certain pertod of time (e.g. 5 beurs),
c00ting is stopped;
• if after shut-down the temperature
increases again, cooting is recommenced.
For every concrete pour the foliowing
preconditions are determined:
• the position of the measuring points;
• time delay of c00ling start-up after
switch-on of automatic system;
• discharge of cooling water;
• time delay between set-in of temperature
decrease and c00ling shut-down;
• the maximum c00ling time (approx. 50-60
hours).
The correct operanon of the equipment and
the temperature plot within the concrete are
checked at regular intervals. In illustration, the
fol!owing figures show the cooling
arrangement for No. 1 tunnel section of the
Amsterdam Airport tunnel:
figure 8 - Sectional view of tunnel wall and

position of C00ting tubes and
measuring points;

figure 9 - The recorded temperature plot.
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It can c1early be seen that the objective: a
more gradual change of temperature, nas
been attained; it is also remarkable that
fluctuations in ambient temperature have no
influence on the concrete temperature. When
no c00ling is used, this effect does occur
however.
The total costs of the cooänq system are
rather high, but they should be compared to
the significantly higher costs of a waterproof
outer lîning. Moreover, steel cooling tubes can
permanently serve as shrinkage
reinforcement.

c. Heating of !he floer
A decrease of the temperature difference
between the flO0r and a wall can also be
effected by heating the floor, e.g. by
circulating hot water through concreted-in
tubes. This method is seldom used. In
practice, one example is known: the
construction of the Underground Tunnel in
Stockholm, in which case the longitudinal
cabie doos for the prestressing roos were
used to this end.

The method of heating the f100r may be
combined with the cooling of the wal! method:
the heated up water from the upper part of
the wal! is circulated through tubes in the
üoor, Thereafter, the water is cooled.

T(OCI
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10
Expansion joint with rubber/metal waterstop
and polyurethane putty
1 = airex strip, 2 = rubber/metal waterstop,
3 = steel angle, 4 = polyethylene foam, 5 =
polyurethane putty, 6 = glued butyl strip

11
Expansion joint with 'Oubbeldam' rubber-strip
1 = Thioko!, 2 Airex, 3 = rubber/metal wa-
terstop, 4 = faam rubber, 5 DubbeJdam
rubber-strip, 6 = heat resisting foam plastic,
7 = PVC sheet, 8 = Ruberoid v/trix, 9 = wa-
tertight cover

Measures during construction
a. Postponing removal of formwork; insulating
the top of the roof. By using formwork with a
reasonable heat insulation capacity, the
temperature diflerence between the core and
the outer layer of a waR is decreased, while
the temperature gradient becomes iess
abrupt. Since wood insulates better than steel,
wooden formwork is prefared.
Removal of formwork must be postponed until
the whole section has cooled down to an
acceptabIe temperature. As a consequence,
the formwork should not be too thick-walled.
The newly-poured concrete of the roof may
be covered with a layer of insulating material.
b. Continuous pouring
An eiegant solution for the problems
encountered in pouring fresh concrete onto
older concrete is obtalned by continuous
pouring of the whole tunnel section. In general
this can easily be done with comparatively
small tunnels., but not with the large and wide
tunnels for road trafIic.
In Holland this method has been used in the
construction of a siphon under the
Amsterdam-Rhine Canal, a pipeline-tunnel
through the Hollandsch Diep Estuary and the
Rotterdam METRO-politan railway TUNNEL
under the Nieuwe Maas River.
The siphon and the pipeline-tunnel were built
up of sections with a length of 3-6 rn, poured
in upright position. The sections of the
Metro-tunnel could be poured in one
operation thanks to the compact
spectacles-shaped profile and with the use of
very ingeniously designed formwork.

Additional impervious !ayer
Until recently the methods described above
were not considered to be adequate and
every large tunnel was provided with an
additional waterproof layer. Such a layer
consets of several layers of fibreglass or
another non-organic mate rial, impregnated

with asphaltic bitumen; the layer can bridge
crack widths of approx. 0,2 mmo At the
expansion joints, the layer has an extra
reinforcement, while it is not pasred to the
concrete over an area stretching tor several
centimeters at both sides of the joints. In this
way longer lengths of this material can take
up the expansion that occurs,
For the upper part of the walts and the roof,
this bitumen waterproofing is proteered
against darnage (e.g. falling anchors), by
means of a reinforced concrete slab which is
secured to the tunnel structurs with watertight
fasteners.
The covering of tunnels with an expensive
additionat impervious layer bas recently gone
out of use. Modem methods to prevent
cracking, (mainly cooting of concrete) are so
satisfactory that such a layer is no longer
needed.

WATERTIGHTNESS OF JOINTS
Working Joints
The working joint between a tloor and a wall
is a potential souree of leakage; its
construction caäs for carefut supervislori.
Mostly the joint is provided with an iron strip
to ensure an impermeable bond.
Seslde the norm al measures to treat a
working joint, such as rough chipping and
grouting with cement mortar the shape of the
joint is a matter to be studied carefulty. The
working joint may be tlush with the top of the
tloor or extend by about 60 to 100 mm above
it.

ExpansIon Joints
The sealing of expansion joints generally
consiste of two devices:
a. an inner joint, consisting of a rubber-metal
joining strip (fig. 10);
b. an outer joint covering consisting of
polyurethane putty (fig. 10) or the so called
'Dubbeldam' rubber strip (fig. 11).

t ~I .
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12
Detail injection tubes neer rubber-metal wa-
terstop

The second seal was used because the
concrete around therubber·metal joinlng strip
often contalnedgravel pock.ts caused by
sepl9ration of the coarseaggrl&Qate trom the
concr.te.
In the construetion of the Hem railway-tunnel,
an improved version of the rubbEtr-metal
joining striphasbElltn appfied (fig. 12).
A foamrubbef strip was bOnded 10 the ends of
the metal strip$; throughsteel tubés, pressed
againstthis strip, the concrltte around the
rubber -metal strip$ cao be injected with l&PQxy
r.Sin. This method tumed out tobe sa
satisfactory thet the outer sealing jointcould
be omîtted.

~rMry
Thispapf!J:r describes the measutes to be
taken to ensure the watertightness of a
tunnel. These meesures8te:
• manufacturing a dense concrete without
cracks,
• redueing the effects of shrinkege and
sett1ements by designing expansion joints
requiring special double water stops,
• cIosing the joints betweenthe tunnel units
by applying $peciSlly designed rubber
ga$kets.
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3. Stoffers, H., Cracksby shrinkageand
temperature in walls and floors, Cement nr.
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4. Brakel, J., Submerged TunOltlling, TH-Delft
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DelaN finat joint in the walt
1 = priInJrJy seafingj. 2 = foIded steel sheets,
3 '" permanent sealing (rubber), 4 '" steef
support, 5 =fireproof cover, 6 = watertight
cover, 7 = concrete protection
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1
Laboratory equipment tor measuring of torces
F = force, d displacement

Part of a plotter enen

The Floating Transport
of the Tunnel Units

Introductlon
After the units have been cast in the building doek and prior to immersion at their final position, the
units have to ba transported.
Some espsets of this transport operanon are:

a. testing of the behaviour of the tunnel element as a ship;
b. the towing forces;
c. the set-up of the towing operation;
d. the navigation;
e. the procedure of deelsion making during the operanon.

laboratory Tests
In the building doek the units are provided with temporary watertight bulkheads at bath ends allowing
them to float during transport.
Other provisions tor the submersion are already baing instalied during concreting of the units in the
construction stage. These include facilities for temporary foundations, matching with other units and
sandstreaming the units, aceess to units in varlous stages, systems for water-ballasting, communica-
tlon, energy, surveying, anchoring, suspension, etc.
As soon as the construction of the units is finished the ballast tanks in the units are filled with water to
prevent them trom floating once the building doek is filled with water.
Before the tow-out of the units laboratory tests are made in order to determine the forces exerted on
the units during the towing (fig. 1j.
These forces are given by the formula F = '/2 A.r. V2.R.

A = the exposed section of the unit perpendicular to the outrent
r = specific volume of the water
V = relative veiocity
R = friction coefficient
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Laboratory tests
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Measuring of additional mass: Km. a

Transport of a unit

The relative velocity is the difference between the speed of the unit and the velocity of the water with
respect to the bank in an undisturbed cross section.
The frictien coefficient depends on the shape of the unit. Apart trom tnat, factors sucn as relation
betweendraughl and water depth and relation between lhe cross sectien of Ihe flow have influence
This friction coefficienl vanes from about 1.5 under very favourable circumstances to about 3 or 4
normally end becomes vet higher under unfavourable conditions.
Special attention has to be given to special circumstances during the tow-out sucn as conditions at
lhe building doek, Iributary rivers. bends and Ihe anchoring at the immersien treneh. These situations
wiJl in general determine lhe minimum power required during the towing eperation. In these oircum-
stances the flow is perpendicular 10the unit axis. The friction coefficient lhen increases and can reach
a value of 6 or higher.
The coefficienl can be so high that some activities may have to be planned at special moments with
respect 10 the tide and this may gavem the whole time schedule of the towing operanon.
A model study wiJl be made in a hydraulic laboratory including lhe immersion trench, tributary ril/ers
and other difficult stretches of Ihe transport channe!. In the laboratory tests Ihe stream velocity, water
level and unit position wiU be subject to venanon.
Furthermore it is possible to study the influence of changes in shape of some of the cross sections
e.g. by dredging narrow passages or shaping sharp bends. The friction coefficient is also determined
in the model. The result can also be used for identical circumstances existing along the transport
channe!. The model tests allow the study of how to manipulate the units aiong the difficult spots.
Currents can have unexpected effects. In Ihat case the way of manipulating has to be determined by
tests. This implies !hat constralnts have to be imposed regarding speed or position of the unit and Ihe
moment of passing dif-ficult spots with respect to the tidal flows. In general the entire time schedule
for the transport can only be made on the basis of !he outcome of these tests.
The model tests always include the most difficult part of the whole transport, Le. Ihe arrlval of the unit
at the immersion trench (fig. 2). Upon arrival at the treneh, !he unit has to be tumed to coincide wilh
Ihe tunnel axis which is often perpendlcular to the centre-line of the river. There the unit has 10 be
ancbored into an anchoring system. The model test fumishes an excellent insight into the fixing of the
unit to its anchors and into !he type of forces to be expected during anchoring.

Beside the torces caused by !he current there is another aspect to be taken into account in the design
ofthe anchoring system. Units have a big mass, The surrounding water aods to the rnass, This means
that it takes time to impart speed to the unit, but also to slow it down. At the immersion trench, in the
beginning the unit is initially held in position by tugs with an inaccurancy of many decades. Then it is
gradual!y anchored with heavy cables. Experience has shown thaI in that case substantie! cabte
ïoroes arise as a consequence of the unit belng caught by lhe cables.
Fig. 2 shows the laboratory equipment used in determining the overall mass of the unit including the
added rnass of water. The calculation is based on Newton's formula: K = M.a.
A constant force K pulls the unit. Due to this force the unit is accelerated and !rom Ihe relation between
time, speed and force the total mass can be calculated.
The added mass depends upon the direction of the movement, parallel or perpendicular to the axis of
the unit. The mass of the unit and the additlonal mass determine Ihe torces necessary tor accelerating
or slowing down the unit.

Towlng Force/Wldth of the Transport Channel
The instalied numbers of horsepower required to tow the unit is influenced by several factors.
First of all there is the friction coefficienl in relanon to the relative velocity of Ihe current which can be
expected during the programmed time schedule, Then the fluctuation of cutrent velocity due to
changes in the norm al tide has to be taken into account. Apart trom the horse power required for
towing the units, additional capacity is needed to steer the units. These steering requirements depend
upon the width of !he waterway and the problems arising in specific stretches of the transport like
bends, tributary rivers etc. The mass also influences !he required steering power.
lt must also be possible to hold Ihe unit with the tugs or with an anchor during one tide in case of
emergency.
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Unit near the immersion trench

There is a certain relation between the installed horsepower of a tug and Ihe maximum pUil (± 1::> Kg
tor each HP), though this is influenced by the type of propulsion, etc. Generally the tugs cannot work
constantly under full power. Furthermore the River Authorities may make their permisson tor such a
transport dependent upon all safety espacts thereof including a safety margin on the installed
horsepower. To the Authorities the loss of a unit is iess important than the consequences of blocking
the waterway, specifically in the case of an important waterway and/or where no alternative routes
are available.
All these additional requirements fike steering, efficiency, safety etc. result in a tug boat configuration
having 2 or 3 times the theoretical horsepower computed from the test.
Before the units are towed, a transport channel may have 10 be dredged.
An optimization study shows that Ihe center fine of the transport need not coincide with the middle of
the river. The total amount of dredging work involved in the preparation of the transport channel may
be redueed by following the deepest guUy, or alternative routes.
In general the units have very fittle freeboard.
The depth of water must be sufficient for the units to be towed even at low tide. In case of great relative
velocity with respect to the water, the front of the unit dips down. This has influence on the draught
required. To check the depth of water an intensive echo sounding program me has to be carried out.
Special attention has to be paid to the shallow areas of the river snd to obstacles on the river bed. The
obstacles may damage the units and especially the rubber profile at the front which serves to join the
units may be affected. Echo sounding nas to be repeated prior to Ihe transport of each unit. Before
towing, the areas may have to be dredged to the required level and obstacles removed.
The width of the transport channel has to be determined by, first of all, the width of the element.
Swinging during transport requires extra width of the channel.
This swinging is due to the mass of the units and factors like over-corrections, misunderstandings
during communication, and so on. In certain places the transport channel may have to be wider if
circumstances are more complex due to bends, tributary nvers, and so on.

Anchoring of a unit
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Filling an excavation pit

Survey towers, equipped with winches

Navigation equipment

Time Schedulefor the TowlngQperatlon
As a rute the towing operationis not set up to work under any tidal conditions. For this reason an
intenSive stUdy nas to be made of a whote tidal cycle.
The relation between different tidal conditioos and the frequency of their occurance may be important.
The normal tide may be influenced by astronomical aod meteorological aspects aod by the mscharge
of the riverso Economie motives may result in the operation not being based on the most extreme
cond/tiens. Optimization of costs and omer aspects determine the conditions - with frequency
distribution relativethereto - during which the operanon may stil! proceed.
Basecl on the average tidal situatien a time schedute is prepared which serves as a provisional plan
for further elaboration. The whote transport is related to the tide. The difficult stretches of the transport
get special attention. These parts have to be passed at favourable moments as to the tide.
Just before the start of eacn operation the last adjustments to the time schedule are made in
accordanee with information on astronomieal, meteoroiogical and river discharge forecasts.
It must be possible to reach positions in time with the availabte tugbeat capacity .
In order to bring f1exibility into the towing programme, places are included in the time schedule where
the transport can wait for a shorter or a longer period. In this way oorreenone can be made with regard
to the tide.
Ouring transport data are coltected by survey beats, stations, etc. In a control centra experts reeerve
these data by radio and use them tor updating the forecast programme.
At the end of the transport operatien the unit has to be moved into an anchor system. A script tor
anchoring spel!s out this procedure in detail.
Handling has to be done carefully as 'being caught by the cables of the units results in excessive
anchor forces. The anchoring operation requires special attention because of the fact that many
beats, pontoons etc. are assembted in a smal! area, whilst cables are fixed in the water from unit to
anchor.

Navigatlon
In general the channel will follow the deep stretches of the river wherever possibte. Where it is not
possibte to mark tlle transport channel in an optical way by means of buoys, an automated navigation
system may present a solution.
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3
Navigation
System t: measuring of fength CA/CS
System IJ: measuring of length AC, angle «

Modem equipment allows the Iocating of positions over long distances with great accuracy.
FI9. 3 shows two navigation systems. System I measures radiographically the distances to two fixed
beacons.
The transmitter is on board the unit. The stations on the river bank reflect the signal to the receiver and
the position is worked out.
In system 11the station on the bank determines the distance trom, and angte with the unit as indicated
in the above-rnentioned figure.
In both systems the position of the axis oftheunit can ba observed by a gyro-co.mpass. This system is
more expensive than an optlcal survey, but radio systerns stil! funetion when there is a light fog.
The data of one of theee systerns are put into a computer. This computer controls a display or a
plotter. The computer shows the position of the unit in the river. The display, or the plotter must give a
continuausregistration of the Iocation.
Expenmental tows may test thesystem and indieate which additional safeguards and devices have to
ba observed or introduced.

COndItions durlng the Towlng Operatlon
During preparation of the tow, the tielal, the current and the weather conditions have to ba monitored
contlnuously. The whote transport system is designed for a specific tielal situation.
As soon as it is known with sufficient certainty that the tide and the current will go bevond the
admlssible conditions, the operation hu to ba cancelted. Storm, heavy fog or !ow temperatures may
llkewise prevent the operation trom baing carried out.
In genera! reliable forecasts as to wind and temperature can ba made; however, forecasts related to
visibility seem to be more difficult.
Dt.tring the transport and imrnerslon operation, shipping may be obstl'ucted. The time schedule of tnis
traffic öbstruetion hu to be announced in advance. In the interest of the public in general and the
parties inVOlVed in such an operation a cancellation hu to ba announced as eariy als possible,
preferabiy togettler with an indication of a new date for the operatien.

Summary
Afther the construction of the units they have to be fitted with facilities tor transport and immersion.
Before tow-out begins laboratory tests are to be made in order to determine the behaviour of the
eJements dUring the towing operation.
On the basis thereof a calculation ean be mede tor the required horsepower during the towing
operation.
Extra horsepower is required to overoome speciaf conditions torsteering pur poses and to serve as a
safety margin.
Apart from the torces caused by the stream there is another factor te be taken into account. The
water around the unit increasesthe mess of the element. Laboratory tests determine the additionaf
mass based on Newton's formula.
Bem towing the units, a transport channel may have te be dredged. In generaf the units have very
littIe freeboard. In order te check the depth ot the water intensive echo sounding is appfied to show
up the shaJlow parts otthe water and obstacles in the river bed. Theobstacles may damage the unit,
the rubber profile at the edge is very important, and even the temporary bulkheads may be holed,
with eatastrophk; consequences.
An intensive study is mede it the al&8 of towing is a tidaf.
Economie motilles may resuft in a tewing pfan that is not focussed on the most extreme tidaf
oonditions. A time schedule is prepared with the average tidaf conditions as a guide/ine. Just before
the operation starts the last adjustments te the time schedule are made according te the influences
of riller flow, astronomieaf and meteoroiogicaf forecasts.
In order te reduce the quentity of materiel to ba dredged the transport channel naad not coincide
with the centra fine ottheriver. Where it is not possible te marl< the deep transport channel by means
ot buoys, asoJution may be found by en automated navigation system.
The whole system is preparecJ for aspecific tidal situation and tor specific weather conditions.
Once it is known with sufficient certaînty that prevaiHng conditions will go beyond the edmissible
conditions, the operation has to be cancelled as soon as possible in order to save costs and reäuc«
inconvenience to the general public.
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Units

Introduetlon
AA imrnersed tunnel is a cross-river communication which consists of individually immersed units
which are conneded under water and finally - together - form a tunnel.
This sort of cross-river connecëon can serve for all kinds of transport like road-traffic, railways and
pipelines. The techniques applied are oot necessarily restricted to cross-river connections. Outfalls
can also be constructed in a slmilar way.
In the following elucidation it is oot possible to discuss all techniques in detail as the time available is
too short. However, you will find a summing up of all possibilities of immersinQ in relation to the
circumstances under which they take place. The first thing to do will therefore be arr overview to
determine outsidé influences which may affect the progress of the job.

Survey
The following factors and elements will have to be investigated.
Current
The direction and strength of the energy generated by water currents are determinative for the
heaviness of the equJpment used. Extensive laboratory tests will have to be done. In the laboratory
the various stages of immersing are simulated and tested under different circumstances such as:
changing water-levels, flow direction and veiocity. The forces measured on the model wil! have to ba
'translated' - by using sca!es - into the forces whlch wil! occur in reality.
The veiocity of flow can change over a period of time. With ebb and flow the veiocity of the current will
vary within a very short time and even change its directien. It is obvious that this can greatly affect the
tota! job.
It is necessary to follow these movements for a ieng periode and to record them very accurately.
Except for the lide, the flow force cao also vary as a result of seasonal influences. Higher veiocities
quadratically increase the flow forces.
When detennining the equipment to ba used, it is oot necessary to cope with the highest flow forces.
In each case the optimum will have to be calcuJated. Whan the dimensioning of the equipment is
determined it will be necessary to watch its manageability.
The veiocity of flow is also determinative for the dimensiens of the tunnel elements. For example it is
possible - which happened when the Hemspoor tunnel was constructed - to manoeuvre units of
about 280 m long. The Hemspoor tunnel is immersed in a channel with 00 current at all. The recently
buJlt Dracht tunnel and the Kil tunnel, however, ware immersed in swift flowing rivers. Consequently
the units used here ware only 120 m long.

Cross-profile of the River
In addition to the flow velocity the cross-section of a river is of graat influence. For, as the river is
biocked by the tunnel units, the flow force on them will increase. During tne constructions of the Kil
tunnel, e.g., itwasnecessaryto transporttheunit whlchwas to be positioned in the middleofthe river,
by way of a treneh that ran below the current.
The model tests allow us to find a factor which is the drag coefficlent of the dimensions of the river
cross-section and of the tunnel unit. In this case it is essential that the tests be equivalent to reality. A
scale of 1 : 50 and a river langth of two kilometers has proved to be adequate.

Specific Gravity of Water
The tunnel elements cao be f10ated or - dependent on the waight ofthe element - ba suspended trom
a transport system.
In the first instance the necessary waight to sink the element will be obtained by pumping water into
the baUast tanks of the tunnel unit bafore it can be Immersed. In bath cases the resulting weight under
waterwill have to be sufficient so as to a!low the tunnel units to sink to the bottom of the tranen despite
an increasing gravity of !he water. Particularly in case of large dimensions of the tunnel units the
necessary ballast system can be very votuminous.

Waves
In rivers waves and swells wilp hardlybe ooticeable and no or hardly any consideratien will have to ba
given to these phenomena. However, when building takes place in a river mouth/estuary or at sea (for



example outfalls in the strip before ths coast) things are different. Because of the tact that the greater
part of ths tunnel unit is under water, it will hardly move. However, when it is suspended trom floating
bodies (e.g. pcntoons) and is dependent on the proportions of its rnasses, it can begin to move or else
the fcrces in the suspension system will become intolerable. Immersion by means of jack-up
platforms or semi-submersible pontoons will !hen be the only way.

Depth for Immersing
When immersing a tunnel unit the depth of the trench is an important factor. Until recently it was
thought essential to have the unit within reach during tbe operation. This implied that it was not
possibIe to immerse tunnels in waters deeper than 20 m. Meanwhile techniques have been devele-
ped, also by the offshore industry, which enable us to immerse at depths which are multiples of these
recently worked on.
In particular these techniques are direeted to diving, coupling, rubber joint profiles, and so on.

Dimenslons tor Tunnel Elements
Up to now we have discussed outside influences on ths choice of !he immersion equipment. An
important factor in this choice is of course the shape and the dimensions of the tunnel units.
We have already mentioned that!he dimensions of the unit affect the flow force. Evidently. when
using a larger unit, we are restricted in ths choice of our system. With an increased mass of the
element, tor instance, the use of a jack-up platform will become increasingly difficult. One can
imagine that the torces occuring in e.g. a unit for the pipeline tunnel with a water displacement of
approximately 3,000 tons and an element for the Drecht tunnel with a water displacement of approx.
45,000 tons will differ.

1
The system delineated above shows the tun-
nel unit suspending from the pontoons (a).
The ballast tanks (b) are tilled with water. For
the horizontal movemenie of the tunnel unit 6
moored cables (c) run to winches on both
ends of the tunnel unit and via a system of
pul/ey-blocks and pulley-sheaves (d) these
cables are connected with tne winches at the
top of the towers (e).
Tne tunnel unit is temporarily placed on jacks
(f) on concrete sJabs (g) pJaced in the trencn
and on supports (h) on the previous unit

The System
Since we want to carry out a radical BOdrather risky operation within as short a time as possible, and
since much of the operaton takes place under water, it is essential that we adept ths highest possible
simplicity of operatIen. There are several reasoos for !his short period. The major one being that we
do not wish to disturb shipping traffic longer than neeessary, particularly in larger ports and harbours.
It is also possible that tidal influences necessitate a limited schedule. In aU foliowing systems the
simplicity of the operation wiU be recognized.
After !he tunnel unit has been taken over trom the tugs onto the system which will take it to lts final
locatlon, the immersing operanon can be divided into a number of steps.
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2
The tunnel suspends from fIoating pontoons
(a) wh/eh are secured tn the trench by spud-
po/es (b).
The horizontal movement is effected by winch
cables (e) wh/ch are connected to the tunnel
units via sheaves (d) on the poles. Further-
more the system is identical to that of figure
1. The direct connections have a h/ghly in-
creasing effect on the job. With smaH tunnel
sections the immersion of one unit per day
has appeared possible

Verfical Positioning
The tunnel unit whleh is suspended trom a number of pontoons, or trom a jack-up platform, will siok
because ofa built-in 'overweight' (smatl cross-sections) or because of the fact that!he unit has been
filled with banast, usuatly water.
Thisoverweight win have 10be accurately calculated by measuring the gravity ofthe water. Ourlng the
construetion ofthe unit the tolenmees in wal! thickness and the establishment ottne specific gravity of
the concrete ussd win have to be minutely foUowed.
The vertleal posltioning of the element tal<es· place in a number of steps,becoming increasingly
smatler unti! the elementhas been posItioned onto its supports. This positloning as a rule isdone by a
construction in which the tunnel unit rests on the previously immersed unit and by temporary supports
with jacks allowing height correctons.
The jacks are positioned at the tree end of the unit and supported by piles mounted on slabs placed in
the troneh.

Horizontal Positioning
When appIying this rnethod, cabIes are secured at the sides and the ends of the element. These
cables run to fixad points at the bottom of the river or at the pontoons or jack-up platform. Winches
placed on the pontoons or !he jack-up platform allow for a very accurate horizontal movernent of the
tunnel unit.
Also in thiscase the manoeuvring is done in steps, becoming smaller as the previous unit or the land
sections are approached. The strength of the cablesis determined by calculations in wlliell the factors
mentionedbefore - such as flow force. dimensionsand so on - are taken into account. Should,
however, the forces·on the anchorage systern become such under infiuence of these factors, that!he
systembecomes inoperable, we can resort to special measures.

As an example we take the immersion of the central tunnel unit of the Kil tunnel wIlleh was immersed
in a sheltered part ofthe treneh and then transported undemeath the current to the place where it had
to be finally posItioned.
Once the tunnel unit has been manoeuvred towards the previous one and placed on a support systsm
on this unit and a separate support system at the tree end, the last horizontai movement wUI take
place tor the final connection.

Joint ConstructIon
The joint constructions mostly applied are these based on the principle of the Gina profile. A Gina
profile is fitted to the free end of the unit to be immersed wIlleh is to be connected to the previous unit.



3
In order to bring the influence of the waves
on the manoeuvre to a minimum, a jack-up
plattorm is used.
The rest of the manoeuvre is similar to that in
figure 2. When the dimension of the tunnel
unit are too t!ig in proportion to the jackup
platform and waves, semi-submersible
equipment is used.

This Gina profile oonsists of a rubber ring with a soft rubber tip at the fore-end (approx. 25° shore
hardness). The large mass of the Gina profile is hard rubber (share hardness approx. 45"), but the
hardness and the profile may vary depending on the cross section and the depth at which the unit nas
to ba immersed.

By drawing up the unit ag.ainst the previous unit by means of a special jack construction or cable, the
fiTst oompression is obtained by the soft rubber tip of the Gina profile. It is useless to try and tighten it
now because the water in the chamber thus created wiM oot allow this.
Subsequently the water is pumped out of this chambar, but the water pressure remains at the tree
outer end. The pressure inthe joint ceases to exist, but the hydrostatic pressure iS so great that the
unit is pressed further against the previou$ unit.

The Sealing Joint
After the final tunnel unit nas been immersed, a space of approximately 1 m width exists batween the
last two units. This space is fixed by the placing of a numbar of wedges in the joint. Without these
wedges the two units would be moving towards each other as a result of the pressure in the Gina
profiles in the previous joints. Thus opening these joints.
Subsequentfy, watertight bulkheads are oonneeted onto the sealing joint. The space thus created is
pumped dry aod the tunnel oonneetion batween the last two immersed units cao ba completed.

Summary
The immersing of tunnel units depends on the
circumstances on the spot where they wiNba
immersed. Model tests have to ba made in or-
derto ascertain the totces to ba expected on the
tunnel units under different circumstances.
These farces can change with me water level,
the current velocity and the specitic gravity of
the water and the depth at which the tunnel is
immersed.
Theequipment to be enesen also varies with the

dimensions of tne tunnel units. Up to now tne
tollowing equipment has been useä;
• floating pontoons;
• spud pontoons;
• semi-submersible pontoons;
• jack-up platforms.
Theway in which tne tunnel units are conneetea
unäer water has been developed in suen a
mannar that nearly no force is necessary using
special rubber profiles and the under-water
oreesure.
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The Foundation of
Immersed Tunnels

Introduetion - Foundation Characterlstics - General Soli Conditions

n..;wra.ngIY In most cases the bearing capacîty of the SUDSOn Wlll oe sumctent woon tOOtunnel IS
founded directly on the bottom of tOOexcavated treneh, The preceding remarks apply to the situation
in the middle of the waterway but even in the embankment areas wOOreexcavations may be deeper,
the bearing capacîty will in general not present any probIem.
It has become general practice in the Netherlands la design imrnersed tunnels with expansion joints
each 20-25 m. These joints are designed in such way they will prevent differential vertical movernents
of tOOadjacent sections end allow for rotation at the same time. As a consequence the tunnel will as a
Iinked chain follow the settlernents of the subsoU without introducing bending moments.
Where in most cases the subsoil conditions and the loads do not change very abrubtly along the
tunnel settlements wilt fiuctuate regularly. Hence, as regards to settlements as weil as bearing
capacity a direct foundation on the subsoil wil! in praetice be possible in most cases. However,
sometimes local conditions or special requirements can force the designer to another solution which
in most cases wil! result in a pile foundation.
In the Netherlands most of the imrnersed tunnels have sofar been constructed in the westem part of
the country.
Soil conditions tor this part of the country may in general be described as follows (fig. 1):
The upper layers down to a depth of 10 to 20 m below O.O. consists of mixéd sand and clay layers of
low reslstance. When measured with the Outch statie penetration cone a resistance varying trom 0 to
5 Nlmm2 wilt be found.
Below this depth a sand layer is found with cone resistances of about 10 N/mm2, in same cases rising
to 30 N/mm2.')

As most immersed tunnels will have a height of 8-10 m and as the level of the roof wil! be situated
between O.O. and 20 m below, it is obvious that soUcharacteristics may vary considerably along the
tunnel.
In conclusion it een be stated that the choice of foundation for en imrnersed tunnel in the Netherlands
will be determined by the purpose ofthe tunnel (rail or road traffic) and fluctuations in the magnitude of
the settlements to expect alang the tunnel.
In most cases a direct foundation is possible. Oue to structural principle of a lînked chain, tOO
charaeter of the subsoil wil! exert no further influence upon the structural design of a tunnel directly
founded on the subsoil.

Development of Foundation Methods tor Immensec:lTunnels in the Netherlands.
The first immersed tunnel in the Netherlands, the Maas Tunnel at Rotterdam, was built some forty
years ago.
It is an interesting fact, that the construction of this tunnel led la the introduction ofli f~ndation
system whieh since then in principle has been used for numerous tunnels throughout th$::~rId, i.e,
the foundation on a sand bed cast in situ after the temporary installation of the tunnel in àdredged
trench.
The design for the Maas Tunnel specitied by tOOauthorities provided for two traffic duets situated in
two independent tubes (fig. 2). The contractors, however, proposed alternatively mat the two traffic
duets should be combined in one rectengular cross secton. whieh was then easily completed with
tubes tor cyclists end pedestrians (fig. 3).

As a guideline cone sounding values (in
N/mm2) may be convertee to the N-value of
the standard penetration test (SPT) by muiti-
plying them with a factor of 2.5.
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Maas Tunnel,
cross-secton according to specifications

3
Maas Tunnel,
cross-section as built
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This solution was quite logical. In fact identical solutions have been considered many times before,
but nobody did find a proper solution for the foundation problem.
For the Maas Tunnel this problem was solved in the following way:
The tunnel was placed in the dredged trench on temporary foundations leaving a clearance between
the bottorn of the tunnel and the trench. By using a gantry which did ride on the roof of the tunnel a
sand water mixture was jetted into the open space to form a foundatiçn layer.
After completion of the Maas Tunnel there was an interval of many years in which no immersed
tunnels were built in this country.
In the nineteen-sixties immersed tunnel building started up again with the Cosn Tunnel in Amster-
dam.
Here a sand foundation was provided similar to the Maas Tunnel usinga somewhat modified sand
jetting gantry. Construction of other tunnels followed.
Around nineteen-seventy the design of a crossing through the Westerschelde river was iniated. This
design includes a tunnel at greater depths than executed hitherto. Besides it has te be imrnersed in
the river with intensive shipping traffic to Antwerp and current veiocities up to 2 m/sec.
It was obvious that the idea of a sand jetting gantry riding across the river on the roof of the tunnel
wouid present many difficultles. A new system comprising a sand-water mix injection through the
bottorn of the tunnel structure was developed. This so called sand flow method has provided to be
successful in a great number of tunnel projects during the last 5 years.
Meanwhile, other methods such as foundation on driven and on bered piles and foundations on
pre-made gravel beds have been applied in special cases.

The following summary indicates the numoer of various foundation methods applied for immersed
tunnels in the Netherlands since the construction of the Maas Tunnel.

Tunnels founded on sand according to the sand injection (sand jetting) method
Tunnels founded on sand according to sand injection (sand flow) metbod
Tunnels founded on bored piles
Tunnels founded on driven piles
Tunnels founded on gravel beds
Other immersed tunnels

4
4
1
1
1
1

Total number of immersed tunnels built in the Nethertands 12

Sand Jettlng Method
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Maas Tunnel, sand jett/ng gantry
a. bridge, movable aiong tunnel ax/s
b. tower, movable along bridge ax/s
c. sand supply
d. jetting pipe vert/cal part
e. jetting pipe horizontal part
f. ternporary support
g. vertical jacking device
h. dredged trench

5
Benelux Tunnel, sand jett/ng gantry
a. gantry movable along tunnel ax/s
b. plpe system for sand supply
c. temporary foundation
ä. jetted sand

t
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space uneler the tunnel completely. By adding $uction pipes to both sides of the supply pipe a regular
flow pattem is created, which wUIcause the sanel to settle in a regular pattern. Moreover the filUngcan
ba controlied by observmg the preseoce of sand in the retum water in the suction pipes. As soon as
the presence of sand is noticed the pipesystem will ba retraeted and shifted into a new position.
The whole pipesystem is connected to a gantry which is abIe to ride on the roof of the tunnel.
in case of the Maas Tunnel the connection to the gantry was in such a way that the pipe system could
ba moved in the direction perpendicular to the tunnel aleis only (fig. 4).
For later tunnels this was changed in such a way-that the system was able to revolve around the
vertical pipe (fig. 5). Any jetting position could ba reached by riding along the tunnel axis anel by
revolving the pipe system.

Sand arriving in berges is supplied into the pipe system by a barge suction dredger.
The grain size of the sand is limited to mean diameters above app. 0.5 mmo In all cases a quality was
used as is oormal for a concrete aggregate.
The reach of the jetted sand may ba adjusted by a nozzle on the jetting pipe changing the exit veloeity
of the sand.
On average the concentration of the sand-water mixture wil! arnount to 10 per cent of volume and has
in sorne cases been increased to 20 per cent for $harter periods.
The packing of the sand will ba rather Ioose with avoid ratio of 40-42%.
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Small scale test of sand flow system, 'Rivel
clearly vis/bie
Photo: Ballast-Nedam/Dredging DMsion

In general the thickness of the sand bed will be about 1 m as it is determined by the spsce necessary
for operating the sand jetting pipe, and a certain amount of overdredging. By releasing the tunnel unit
from its temporary foundation after the sand jetting is finished, the tunnel will settle about 5-1 0 mmo
The final settlement of the tunnel wilt to a great extent be determined by !he settlement of the subsoil
due to the backfill of the trench.
In one particular case a 3 m thick layer of bad soil had to ba replaced locally. After construction
settlement at this place did not deviate much trom the rest of the tunnel.

The sand jetting gantry een be used as weil for the rernoval of silt in the clearance under the tunnel. By
jetting with only water the silt will be brought into suspension and can be rernoved through the suction
pipes.
In order to avoid as much as possible the silting up of the trench, it is advantageous to jet unoer each
tunnel unit immediately aftar having it placed temporarily. However, this implies as a disadvantage
that the sand jetting equipment as weil as the immersion equipment will operate on the water at the
same time and thus produce more hindrance to the shipping.
Therefore it is, in rivers with Iow contents of silt, preferabie to start jetting first after all units have been
p1aced.

Though the jetting method nas proved its practical usefuiness for a number of tunnels, in later years
the method was in the Nether1ands replaced by the sand flow method for tOOfollowing principal
reasons:
1. Most Dutch tunnels are situated in waterways with heavy shipping traffic, to which tOOsand jetting

gantry presents a hindrance.
2. The use of a fioating crane for transporting the gantry from one side of the tunnel to the other

makes the system expensive.
3. A relatively coarse sand is needed which is rather expensive.

Sand Flow Method
As mentioned before, the sand flow method was developed woon a crossing through the river
Westem SCheidt was destgned.
The first idea was to provide the bottomslab of the tunnel with revolving jetting nozzles for!he injection
of a sand waler mixture. However, during initial model tests it became obvious that mere jetting qelf
through an opening in the floor did already result in an almost complete filling up of the clearance
under !he tunnel.
The physical principle of this process of filling up may be described as follows (fig. 6).

In the first phase of !he process, the sand after leaving the discharge opening, will be transported
horizontally in all directions in the clearance under the tunnel.
At a certain distance from the opening the horizontal velocity of !he current will have decreased so
much that the sand will settle. This results in !he building up of a circular shaped kind of dike. After
some time a crater will have been crested within this dike. The current is of such turbulence that no
sand is able to settle here. Sedimention will now take place at the outer slope of the circular dlke.
At a certain moment the top of the dike will reach the bottom ofthe tunnel. At this moment a new phase
of the process will start. At a moment a sort of 'river' will break through and start to flow transporting
!he sand to the outer slope of the dike. There, the sand will settle and widen !he dike.
Due to the lengthening of the river the friction resistance builds up so high that after some time !he
river will seek anottler bed of shorter length and Iess resistance (fig. 7).
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This process wiR be repeeted again and again. By means of this revolving river the diameter of the
deposit will get greater and greater. In this way the entire clearance under the tunnel will be filled up.
To maintain the current in the nver, a gradient is necessary which means that the water pressure in
the erater must be higher than at the edge of the deposit.
In the river itself !he pressure drop is linear. On the remainder of the contact surface of deposit and
tunnel bottom, the decrease in water pressure is deterrnined by Darcy's law.
For a certain type of sand the depth of Ihe river appears to be approx. constant for different
discharges if the concentration of sand is kept constant. In most cases the depth amounts 10 about
O.OSm.

The width of !he river (b) may be found from the formula:
b = K.O y (0 = discharge)
where lhe exponent will be nearly equal to unity. The factor K depends on the type of sand and on the
concentration of the mixture.
The diameter of the crater (de) eppears to be propornonel 10 the square root of the discharge:
de=do + «, Vëi
where do denotes the diameter of the discharge opening.
The variation of water pressure in the contact surface between deposit and tunnel bottorn at a radius r
is deterrnined by:

H
lnrmax-lnr

=ilH----
lnrmax-lnre

where rmax denotes the radius of the deposit and fê the radkJs of the erater.
The water pressure in the erater. ilH, whieh will depend on the length of the river, has to be found
experimentally. As a result of the higher water pressure in the erater. a vertical force will act at the
bottom of !he tunnel in an upward direction. Norrnally the upward force is nmited to a few thousand
(1000 to 3Ooo)kN by limiting the diameter of the deposit. A greater upward force means more ballast
water in the tunnel whieh leads to higher costs for !he ballast tanks. On the other hand limiting the
diameter of the deposit means more discharge openings.
An optimization procedure will yieid the most economie combination.
In principle all types of sand may be used for this process. There is no evidence that a coarse sand will
result in a better foundation layer. Besides, an execution with the usa of coarse sand can inciude
some doubts. Coarse sand will tend to have a larger perrneability, which means that the discharge
has to be rather high. All the discha.rged water could be iost by ground water flow through the deposit
and as a consequence, no 'river' win originate.
The sand flow process will give results of the same quality as mentioned for the sand jetting system.
The minor drawback of endtng up with a erater and ariver, which is not filled up, may be e1iminated by
diminishing the discharge at the end of !he process. This means that the wldth of the river will be
redeeed. Theoretically it wil! be possible 10 fUl up the whole surface.
The practical applieation of the process may be iUustrated by reporting the first appncation tor the
Tunnel of Vlake. Later appIieations do not differ much. The amount of instrumentation has been
reduced somewhat as a resuIt of the observations made during thls first application.

The Vlake Tunnel consists of !wo immersed units of a length of 125 m each. The tunnel contains !wo
duets and has an overall width of app. 30 m. Pumping trom one end of the tunnel, the maximum total
length of !he pipeUne was about 300 m. The pumping unit, moored to the bank of the river did consist
of a pontoon mounted with pumps and a crane to handle !he suetion pipa (fig. 8).
The pipefines, one in each tunnel duet, were 200 mm steel pipes. The pump had a capacity of 300 m3

per hour at 28 m water column. The velocity in the pipeline amounted to about 3 m per sec. max. At
distances of 20 meters c.c, discharge openings ware situated in the fioor, 13 in each duet.
The radius of the deposit was chosen at 12 m (fig. 9).
This discha.rge openings ware provided with bali valves fitted with rubber coated steel balls. When
pumping water through !he opening, !he baRwiJl be forced downwards thus allowing the sand-water
mixture to pass. As !he flow stops, !he bali is toreed bakc to its seat by the water pressure (fig. 10 and
11). FinaUy aU inflow openings will be blocked this way.
In each tralie duet the supply line was connected to three discharge openings at a time. When the
area through one opening had been filled up, the area under the preceding opening was re-injected.

'8
Vlake Tunnel, sand flow equipment
a. suction unit
b, sand barge
c, ponteon
d. dragline
;3. pipaline connections
~' wateJtigIJt bulkheads
h. bali valve in tunnel bottom
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11
Bali valve before casting of tunnel bottom
Photo by courtesy of Van Hattum &
Blankevoort
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12
Vlake Tunnel, cone sounding through tunnel
fIoor

This was doneinorderto fillup any small Interstices which might have formed due to settlement of the
sand foundation.
Whentheprocesshad been cornpleted for the three openings in one traffic duet, the injection unit was
transferred to the next threeopenings. Meanwhile the injection process was stalted in lhe other traftic
duet.
In order to check the proeess and also to verify the theories which had been developed, the sand
injection was monitorad by an extensive amount of instrumentatlon.

The foltowing data ware recorded:
1. Water pressure at dîscharge opening.
2. Jack pressure of temporary foundations.
3. Concentrationof the mixture.
4. The amount of sand suppliad.

To a certaln extent theprocess was autornated. Thus, e.g. the registration of the eonceruraäon was
used to keep the concehtration constant by adding water through nozzies at the suetion mouth.
The sand-water supply pump would be automaticatly switched oft as soon as lhe upward pressure
against the tunnel bottom should exoeed a certain limit
Further, to control the fiflingof the clearance under the tunnel, a number of small openingsis provlded
to givein1orrnation abou! the degree of filling slmply by opening them to see what eernes in. Thls
system dîd oot work very weil. Depth soundings by hand and by echo soundingaiong lhe outer wal! of
the tunnel appearad to be the best method to control the filling.
Furthermore to control the qualityof a foundation layer, openings ware providad through which It was
possible to make cone soundings.
lt appearad that in mos! cases the cone valoe of the foundation waseetter lhan coutd be expected
when taking into consideration the low stress level. Al the transition belween foundation layer and the
originaJ subsoillow cone valves ware 1ound, possibly CUeto an insignificant thin layer of silt (fig. 12).
After the tunnel nas been released trom lts temporary foundations, settlements ware controlied
during a long period. The maximum settlernent of about 70 mm appeared at the location of !he last
injection (fig. 13).
Thls may be doe to accumulation of silt a! thls place.
The magnitude of the settlement may seem considerabie. Howaver, as previously pointad out, the
construction principle allows for difterential settlemen!s aiong the !unnel.
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13
Wake Tunnel, settlements of tunnel e/emants
a. settlement of joint between TE1 ena TE2
b. settlement of end joint west
c. sett/ement of centra/ part TE2

14
Hem Tunne/, sand flow system
a. sand pumping device
b. sand supply barge
c. pipa/ine
d. cast-in sand supply pipa
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After completion of the work an attempt was made to correlate the water pressure at the dlscharge
point with the upward force excerted on the tunnel and with the concentration of the mixture. This
proved impossible due to the complicated statie system of the tunnel units influenc~ by the sand
already injected, the temporary foundations, and the flexible rubber gasket joints batween the
elements. In general it may ba said, that the upward forces as calculated by the theory were not
exceeded.
The whole tunnel was injected in about 200 working hours during 30 days. Theoretieally about
11 000 m3 of sand would have been necessary. Actually about 13 000 m3 were used mainly due to
the accumulation of more sand than expected aiongthe outer wail of the tunnel.
The main grain diameter of the sand used varied batween 160 and 27~m.
To conclude this chapter, it can ba mentioned that a major tunnel under construction, the Hem Tunnel
for rail tnlffic in Amsterdam, will atso ba founded on injected sand.
In order to avoid the application of bali vaives as waterstops in the tunnel f1oor, it was decided not to
supply the sand trom inside but trom outsIde the tunnel through cast-in tubes in the floer (fig. 14). This
solution is closely connected with locsl circumstances such as tidal f1uctuation, local currents and
shipping traffic becausa it is introducing the use of f10ating equipment again.

Temporary Foundations
Obviously the method of jatting or injecting a sand-water mixture under animmersed tunnel can only
ba used when the tunnel is temporarily kapt in a position with its bottom above the bottom of the
dredged trench. This is done by means of temporary foundations on which the tunnel is supported by
vertical and horizontal rams thrusting out of the concrete structure of the tunnel.
Inside the tunnel the rams are provided with hydraulie jacks so as to keep the position of the tunnel
adjustable after the immersing operation. The proper foundation consists of a concrete slab with
dimensions of about 5 x 5 rn, and 1 m thiekness (fig. 15).
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Benelux Tunnel, temporary foundation
a. concrete foundation block
b. suspension point
c. horizontal jack
d. velt/cal jack
e. suspension rad
f. horizontaJram
g. velt/cal ram

16
Screeding gantry tor gravel beds
a. tower structure
b. movable gravel supply
c tunnels tor gravel supply
d. adjustable suppott

17
Rotterdam Metro Tunnel, cross-sectien
a, concrete tunnel structure
b. taunaetion pi/es with adjustable head

The temporary foundation system has developed trom a system with 4 pieces per tunnel unit into a
system with the tunnel unit resting at one end by means of consoles on the preceding unit and at the
other end on two foundation bIocks.
The method of applying horizontal corrections by means of horizontal jacks nas also been changed:
this is now done by jacks in the joint between the units.
While the foundation bloeks for the earlier tunnels ware cast on the dry doek bottorn and attached to
the tunne~ the blocks sre nowadays placed on the bottom of the trench separately before the tunnel
unit arnvea In this way the draught of the floating tunnel unit could be reduced which meant that a
smaller depth of the dry doek was possib1e and a smaller capacity of the equipment could be used to
tower the ground water.

, The temporary foundation bloeks were placed on gravel beds in the trench because of the Iimited
stroke of the vertical jacks. The gravel beds were finished at the exact level by means of ascreeding
gantry placed on hydraulic lags in the trench (fig. 16).
However, in later years it has proved more economie to invest in jacks with tonger strokes and
stronger foundation blocks and to place the bloks directly on the dredged bottorn of the trench without
any gravel bed.

Otf1er foundation Mathods - Plte Foundation - Gravel Beds
In the previous texl the foundation oftunnels on a sand bed has been treated extensiveiy, this method
being the most commonly ussd in the Netherlands. However, as mentioned, other methods have also
been used in special cases.
For the construction of a tunnel under the River Maas at Rotterdam for the underground rallway, a
special pite foundation was developed (fig. 17).
The reasons for a pite foundation were the following:

a. The stiffness of the subsoit varied considerably along the tunnelline, so that differential settlements
couldbe unacceptable.

b. The mass of the tunnel is rather smaU in relation to the dynamic loads of the train passing the tunnel. It
could therefore be feared that the tunnel might be subject to vibrations, which again would be
transferred 10the subsoi! and effect unacceptable settlements had the tunnel been founded on the
eend directly.
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"efdam Metro Tunnel, adjustable pile headP;i/e head
b. nylon s/eeve

lrout pipe conneetion
uide rad

. . refab plle section
f. grout injection
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I·Tunnel, foundation method
foundation pi/es
capping beem

c, ·reinforced concrete diving bell
a. pontoon

'.

hoIiOW concrete block anchores
air loek (persons)

. air loek (material)

I

As it would be impossible to drive the piles to exactly the required level, a special type of pile with an
adjustable head was developed. The piles were constructed in the following way:
First a steel tube, outer diameter 0.62 m, with a cast iron toe was driven into the soil.
At the bottom oUhe tube 0.5 m3 grout was cast on the cast iron toe. Now a prefabricated concrete pile
waslowered into the steel tube pushing aside the grout thus forming a good connection between the
pile and the cast iron toe.
The steel tube was withdrawn afterwards and as aresuIt the enlarged pile toe contributes censioera-
bly to the bearing capacity of the pile.
The prefabricated piles were provided with an adjustabie pile head consisting of a separate concrete
part connected to the rest of the pile by a nylon sleeve (fig. 18). The tunnel units were immersed and
temporarily placed on an alignment beam, fixed to four special piles.
After placement of the tunnel unit on the temporary structureand ensuring an accurate position, the
adjustabIe pile heads were pressed up against the tunnel bottom by means of a cement grout
injection into the sleeve, carried out by divers. Slight deviations of the pile from the vertical were taken
up by the rotation capacity ofthe pile haad. A feit layer on the head ofthe pile provided for uniform load
transfer.

Another example of a tunnel founded on piles is found in the road tunnel under the river IJ at
Amsterdam. The poor soil conditions at this place led to the choice of a pile foundation.
As most suitable system bored piles were chosen with a diameter of 1.08 mand a maximum pile toe
depth of 90 m below O.O. The piles were produced by using a jack-up p.latform.
Each tunnel unit is supported by capping beams which interconnect a group of 8 or 10 piles. The
capping beam was construeted in a reinforeed concrete c1ivingbell suspeneed from a fIoating double
pontoon anchored to hollow concrete blocks on the bottom of the river (fig. 19).
After the tunnel unit had been immersed to rest on Ihe capping beams by three temporary footings,
the definite foundation of the tunnel was realized by groutlng 24 rubber slab tootings to make contact
with the capping beam. The footings did rest on a sliding support made up of chromium-plated steel
plates, with teflon as sliding medium. This was Introduced in order to prevent transfer of horizontai
farces to the piles doe to movements of the tunnel as a result of temperature changes.

As a last example of the foundation of a tunnel structure by other means Ihan jetted or Injected sand
the siphon under the Amsterdam-Rijnkanaal at Jutphaas nes to be mentloned.
Thls siphon as a whole did consist of only one immersed unit with a length of 122 mand a width of
8.89 m. In such a case It is advantageous to look for a method which does not involve expensive
equipment.
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Sand flow system, large scale test
a. concrete slab 10 x 10 m
b. concrete basin
c, sand-water pump
d. discharge opening
e. water oressure meter
f. electric load cell
g. concrete slab removeä after test
n. sand depot

21
Result of large scale test, imprints of
formwork used for test slab are clearly seen
in the sand deposit.
Photo: Baliast-Nedam/Dredging Division

Summary .
The artiele is dealing with various aspects of the
research, design end construction of founda-
tions for immetsed tunnels in the Netherlands.
Emphasis is given to the foundation type where
the tunnel is bearing directfy on sand which is
placed in situ by special methods. Attention is
given to the development in the field of these
methods, the theoretical and physical proper-
ties as weil as the practical applications.
Bes/des, the art/cle describes shortly the condi-
tions leading sometimes to application of other
types of foundations enä principles ot the way
they were actually constructed.

22
Relation between concentration of
senä-weier mixture and gradient along 'tiver'
a. meen velues
b. limits of test results

•

The solution was found by appIying a fixed screeding gantry which had previously been used for
maldng gravel beds for temporary foundations of road tunnels. With this gantry gravel beds were
produced with a finishing level tolerance of + and - 1 cm.
TOObeds were arranged in some sort of chess-board pattem so that a part of the lower surface of the
siphon would not be supported directly. This non-uniform support was taken into conslderation in the
calculation of the siphon structure.

Research In the Field of foundation Methods
TOOdevelopment of tunnel foundation systems in the Netherlands during the past 15 years involved
the carrying out of a large number of experiments, msny of toom to full-scale, in order to ensure that
the foundation would work out as intended.
As an examp.1e of this research, a short outline of the research program coneerning the sand flow
method wil! be given.
In order to understand the mechanism of the process small-scale tests were carried out at first. The
test models were built from plexiglass, so that tOOwhole process could be clearty observed. In the
small-scale tests no attempt was made to measure coneentration or upward prsssures, as it was
consIdered that the scale laws would be ratoor complicated. After completion of tOOsmall-scale tests
a rull-scale test was carnsd out.

For that purpose a large concrete model was built. A concrete slab of 10 x 10 m was suspended in a
slightly larger concrete basin in suoh a way that a sand-water mixture couid be injected through a
discharge opening in the middle of the slab (fig. 20).
The slab was supported on tOO four corners by eleetrical load eens. Further it was provided with
observation windows, water pressure meters, soU pressure meters and openings for making cone
soundings. Discharge and concentration of the sand-water mixture were recorded as weil.
Aftar completion of one experiment, tOOslab was floated in order to enable inspection (fig. 21 ). In this
way a large number of experiments was carried out using different types of sand and varying
discharges end coneentrations.
As a result of the tests it was possible to quantify tOOprocess, particularly the relation between the
concentratien of tOOmixture and the gradient along the sand 'river' (fig. 22).

Later on, small size tests were executed on the effect of bottomslabs being spherical instead of flat.
FurtOOrrnore there has been done theoretical research for tOOapplianee of the sand flow system for
tOOfoundation of sea platforms of the gravity type. OtOOr struetures seem to offer an interesting field
tor tOOappliance of this method.
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Introduction

~

ince Dutch tunnelling specialists were being
nfronted with quite numerous unsolved ques-
s despite the knowiedge and experience that

could bEldeveioped in this country with its speci-
fic soil conditions, vanous study groups were

'

ugurated in recent years.
will try to give you an impression of the results
ained by seven study groups up tilt now. Sin-

oe, however, the work performed covers a much

E·er range than the subject ofthissymposium, I
lil not bEl able to give you all the results.
.or those who are interested in going further into
the material produced, the complete reports, in

Esmuchas they are stilt available, will furnish the
'red information.

ne further remark should be made at the outset
however. The study results shown in these se-

lenreports do not cover all that has been done in
he Netherlands, of which only a part was publis-
ed up till now. Partly the reports may be out of

date since further studies may have been per-

'

rmed slnce,
• point straseed by several of the study groups
hich i would iike to strongly support, is that

much research work and many results of measu-
rements were never published neither in this

!Iountry, nor in other countries.
•. think it is very important that every one having
ëlata of interest at his disposal should pubiish
them somehow. In this respect it might bs a 9000

~

ggestion to have research work better organi-
and coordinated between all our countries.

. • erhaps the International Tunnelling Associ-
ation could take an initiative in this respect as we

f:edooe in our Iocal situation.
subjects being studled are the following:

•••Watertightness of immersed structures (study
group no. I);

I. Measures taken to prevent immersed struetu-
es from fIoating (study group no. 11);
The inf1uence of temperature differences on

tunnel struetures (study group no. Hl);

IRecharge weU pointing (study group no. VII);
Costaspectsoftunnelling (studygroupno. V);
Ventilation of tunnels
rail tunnels (study group no. IV);
road tunnels (study group no. VI).

t.he reports were published in the periOO from
973 to 1978.

Watertlght/le$s of Immel'llled Structures

~

study group reviewed the requirements
nceming watertightness of tunnel struetures.
se requirements can be formulated trom the

I

Research done by Tunnelling
Section of the Royal
Institution of Engineers
in the Netherlands

point of view of the use that is 90ing to be made
of the tunnel but there are also requirernents as
to the maintenance and preservation of the tun-
nel strueture itselt. During tunnel construetion
several measures can be taken to meet these
requirernents.
The first thing that is necessery is to determine
what degree of watertightness wil! be required
from the users point of view. Does it concern a
tunnel strueture that has 90t to be dry under aU
cireumstances, is some leakage now and then
permissible or may the strueture have so much
water leaking through that the water can be re-
rnoved economicaUy by pumping.
These requirements together with the water
pressure outside the strueture mainly deelde on
how the tunnel units as weil as the joints have to
be construeted.
Watertightness can bs oblained by an extra co-
ver around the tunnel structure that is often
made of steel plating, metal foil, or by several
layers of bitumen.
Another way which is becoming more and more
popular today is to take special measures during
construction to prevent cracking and make the
concrete as a construetion material more water-
proof.
The period overwhich the strueture has to main-
tain its watertightness mayaiso be of impor-
tance. An auxiliary construetion iike a sheet pile
wau on the one hand, or a permanent construc-
tion iike an immersed tunnel tube on the other,
as!< tor quite a different approach.
The report gives an inventory of the different
construction systems in use;
• the eut- and cover method (open trench);
• the under-the-roof method;
• pneumatic caissons;
• the immersed tube method;
• shield driven tunnels.
Since the immersed tube method is the issue of
this symposium I wil! givesome of the conclusi-
ons conceming this construction systern only.
Since tunnel units as used for the immersed tube
method are gene.rally built in an open trench,
both ways of waterproofing are appiicable.
When a watertight cover is made special measu-
res must be taken as te the transportation of the
units. Thebottomcover, forinstance, maynotbe
damaged when the tunnel element is detached
from its supports during floating. Also the cover
of walls and roof have te be very weU protected.
Waterproofing of the joints iS a very important
factor that largely charaeterises the immersed
tube method.
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The report then deals extensively with the diffe-
rent construetion methods and joint construeti-
ons.
The next chapter is written of tunnel constructi-
ons without a separate waterproof cover. Atten-
tion is given to all factors that may lead to orae-
king and how the latter might be preventso.
A further chapter is dedicated to tunnels with a
waterproof cover furnished either by steel pla-
ting, by aluminium or copper foil, or by different
layers of bitumen or synthetic materiais.
Coping with possible leakages might prove to be
problematic because it is often very difficult to
trace the spot where the waterproof cover is
damaged.

In tunnels without waterproof cover good results
can often be achieved by iocal in:jections.
The study group concludes that a tunnel struc-
ture can be made sufficiently waterproof without
a special cover.
They have found that frequently the designer of
the tunnel knows too little of waterproofing pro-
blems and relies toa much on the knowledge of
the suppller of the waterproofin:g materia!.
Designers should generaUy wor!< out the systern
ofwaterproofing tegether with supplier and labo-
ratories te get a better knowledge of the techno-
logical charaeteristics and app6cability of syn-
thetic materiaIs.
The study group further advises that new mate-
rials should ba tested that seem to have good
chances on smaller projects where watertight-
n:ess is not sa criticaUy important.
It is of great importance that experience obtai-
ned with new materials becomes known as soon
as possible.
The study group stresees another very important
point of which very little seems to be known, i.e.
the subject of stray currents and the danger they
represent for concrete struetures.
EspeciaUy the reinforcement steel can be very
badly affeeted by them.
In the meantime a Dutch FIP study group has
done some research on this point which yielded
some interesting results.

Mee.ure. taken te prevent Immeraed Struc-
t~re. trom Floating
When an immersed tube and its connecting
abutments and open approaches are build, one
of the very important points is to make sure that
the structure is not going to float.
There are several possibilities ta make a con-
struction stable when immersed. lt is, however,



considered unattraetive to US$ more materiel in
order to add weight beeause that makes the
structurs generally more expensive.
The study group working on thls problem only
ooncentrated on Duteh soli oonditions; rock for-
mations have therefore not been taken into ac-
count. Furthermore vibrations in the subsoil
eausec by earthquakes ware not considered.
The costaspsets have not been evaiuated since
Iocal situations influance this factor sa heavily
that a general conclusion was oot possible.

Tne report first reviews the measure taken with
the immersed tube itself to prevent floating.
These comprise, e.q. adding more weight to the
tunnel unit by placing an oVérburden on the roof.
In addition the side walls of the tunnel can be
made raugh to add more friction resistance and
even a IIttle obliqua so that the tunnel cross
section becomes trapezoid, whicn imparts to the
tunnel addltional resistance against upward for-
ces.
Measures can also be taken undemeath the
tunnel by mobilizing the weight of the subsoil
through tension elements.
Since not eoough was known of this subject
quite an extensive research programme has
been carried out on piles, anchor rods, anchor
roos together with injection, anchors serewed
into the grOUnd, etc.
Another group of measures that cao be taken is
to reduce the upward forces developed by the
groundwater by Iowering the groundwater pres-
sure. This is generally oot applicable where
there is any danger to adjoining structures. This
may, however, be compensated by recharge
weil pointing, by creating a waterproof mem-
brane, by injection, by applying a sheet pile wall,
by making a narrow slit ftlled with bentonite as is
aiso used for diaphragm walls etc.
The main point to be considered here is that
undemeath the strueture the soU must be very
permeabie so that no water pressure can ever
build up again. Drainage of these underlying
layers must ba clone on a permanent basis. In-
jections'that were performed and will have a
permanent function must remain intact.
The report then goes in more detail conceming
the quastion of how much ground can be mobili-
sad to act as a counter weight, by the different
kinds of tension elamants mentioned (fig. 1).

1. Tension elements with anchor piates per-
pendicular to the anchor rods at the foot. sere-
wed into the ground or ioserted by vibrating it loto
the ground (the so called 'rOttel verianren').
2. Tension elements anchored to the lower side
of the rod, called injection- or grout anchors.
3. Tension struetures where the anchoring ca-
pacity is mobilised along the whoIe length of the
unit as for instance prefabricated pIles or piles
cast in situ in the ground.

Vibrated or screwed anchors
Vibrated or serewed anchors are realised by
inserting into the ground steel plates 10which the
strueture that is to ba anchored against floating
is tied with roos. When the anchor plate is not
located very deep, it is just the cylinder of ground
above the slab that provides the counter weight.
When the anenor slab is situated muoh deeper
then the cylinder is not only taiier but also
spreads more beyond the diameter of the anchor
slab. When tension elements are a.pplied as a

group, each element wiU influence the others.
Then again practica!!y the whole block of soil
between the bottom of the strueture and the foot
of the anchorsystem may be taken into account.
When screw anchors are apIlied we should con-
sider that the whole cylinder of ground has been
disrupted by the insertion ofthe anchor plate into
its position. A strongly reduced tensile force will
then result. On the ather hand in the case of
vibration anchors, especially in sandy soli, very
good density is achieved because of the vibra-
tion of the soli when the anchor slab passes. As a
result these anchors can absorb much larger
tensile farces than the serewed anchors.
In the Netherlands screw anchors, like vibrated
anchors, are not often used,

injectîon- or grout anchors
Here the forces are carried by friction along the
rod wherehigh pressure injeetion has been ap-
plied.
There are soma weil known systems for the pro-
duetion of these anchors.
Since the succes of injecting the grout largely
depends on Iocal soU condit!ons, muoh care has
to be taken in essessing tlle allowable tensile
force.
ft was found trom experiments with obliqua an-
chors for sheet plle walls that very large tensile
forces cao be coped with succesfully.
On vertical anchors, however, very tew tests
have been done up to now.
Generally speaking. it is advisable to test-Ioad
eaeh anchor after it has been placed.

Tension piies
These are used mueh more extensively in this
count/)'. Many systems have been developed
over t~ years. The report deals extensively with
prefab~ed and made in situ concrete plles.
steel piIeS, and wooden plles.
Not only the weil known systems are being dealt
with but also some newly developed systems
are mentioned.
Since atension pile has to derive lts resistance
against pulling mainly trom friction within the
surroundlng ground, the method of produoing
the piles is of very great importance.

Figure 1
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Extensive experiments have taken place in re-
cent years of which the report gives many detal-
led results. The study group coneludes that
knowledge of. and experience based on these
and other results have grown to such a degree
tilat pe~issible tensile forces can reasonably
ba predicted for different plle systems in given
soli conditions.
In the report two calculation methods are given.
The first method was introdueed by the Delft Soil
Mechanics laboratory in 1969 and is based on
mantIe friction results. The second method uses
the friction characteristics of the 9found itself.
The first method is mainly based on the total
friction batween ground and plie shaft whieh is
found by integration of the local friction over the
totallength of the pile. The secend method sta-
t~s ~hat most of the tensile force isgiven by the
frietionof the ground on the pile shatt in the lower
part of the plla only.
Neither ealculatlon method however is based on
a theoretical analysis of theproblems. Some
coefflcients had to ba introduced which were
specially derived tor Outch soU oonditions. in soil
conditions differing from ours the formulae
should therefore only ba applied with great care
untU new coefflCients have been elaborated.
Another point to ba considered is whether the
pile is being pulled at the bottom or at the top. In
the first case only compressive stress is exerted
on the piIe shaft. When pulled at the top tensile
stresses will be the result whicn can easily lead
~ocracks. The deformation of the pile wil! rapidly
lncrease when cracks are starting to form.
There is no opportunity now to go into the details
of the extensive information given in the report.
However, I wouid like to draw your attention to
the good results from experiments with wooden
piles on which many of our structures have been
built for ages.
in corlClusion the report yet stresses some im-
portant points 10 be considered.
A very considerable advantage of tension plles
over the other anchoring systems is a mucl1
more rigid foundation.
Tensioning the rods of both vibration- and grou
ted anchors before the required tensile force i
exerted on the structure will not only result i
deformations taking place. but also the anchot
wil! not ba abIe to absorb any compressive fo
ces. Piled foundations can take both tensile ar
compressive forces, which is of consideral::
importance in Outch soil conditions.
Further the report states that since nowada
more and more underwater concrete is appli
there is a tendency again toward structUI
where the deadweight is much higher. Thls '
be necessary often because we are no Ion
allowed to Iower the ground water table dUI
construction. However. ballasting materia!
der water has only a limited effect; moreov,
requires deeper excavation with Ionger st
pile •• or diaphragm walls. Mostly it wil! there
turn out to be a more expensive solution.
advantage however is that these construcl
are much more safe, especially under ext!
circumstances when for instance liquifacti
sand may ba caused by an earthquake.
The advantage of prestressing or post-'
oning of anchor rods on the ofher hand i
each anchor cao easily be test-Ioaded.

Permanent anchors must be protected a
stray cummts that may occur around me
railway tunnels.



The Influence of Temperature Dffferences on
Tunnel Structures
The study group was asked to report on the
following items:
• what kind of temperature changes may have
an effect on tunnel structures;
• to design a method for calculating the tempe-
ratureeffects;
• to provicle for measures that can ba taken in
the structure toprevent excessive stresses.
Since !here was only about a year available to
compile a report, the study was Iimited to the
bahaviour of completed tunnel structures under
temperature effects coming trom outside. Ef-
fects caused by !he hardening prooess were
therefore not studled although the study group
stresses that this has to ba done also.
Thework that has been done gives a state of the
art of the knowledge and experienee gathered in
!he Nethel1ands.
Thère is a striking statement namely that little on
this subject could ba found in publications trom
abroad except three extensive German articles
on the Rendsburg tunnel. Since most of !he US
immersed tube tunnels are built with a double
steel mantIe, temperature craCks wlli not have
much influence if they occur at all. This does not
apply however to ether tunnels with a rectangu-
lar cross section. Often even these win have to
operate under extreme temperature fluctuati-
ons.
The report is divicled into two main parts.
1. Basic information for statie caiculations. In
this chapter temperature data are gîven for con-
crete designers unfamiliar with tunnelling tech-
niques.
2. Detaifing of the structural design; a further
explanation is given for the concrete designer
how to use the acquired data in hls calculations.
The report then gaas into details on how to as-
sess !he temperature gradient through the wall
of a tunnel in different situations and how to
calcuiate bath in transverse as weil as in Iongitu-
dinal direction the stresses caused by tempera-
ture differences.
In this respect tunnels differ from each ether to
some extent according to the purpose for which
theyare used.

Road tunnels are generalJy veryintensively ven-
tilated, hence no gradual building up of tempera-
ture occurs. A rail tunnel however isoften much
longer and the cross section is much smaller in
comparison to the trains passing through. A for-
ced ventilation system is not appIied often. Be-
catJse ofthese conditionsin a rail tunnel, gradual
heating up cao take place more easily.
The tube might ba compared to either a cooling
or a heating pipe, depending on the temperature
of the surrounding ground water.
The way in which !he immersed tube rests in the
ground and !he clistances batween joints indi-
cate what movements can ba made in longitudi-
nal direction.
After some examples showing how to calculate
the effects of temperature fluctuations on tensile
stresses in the concrete structure some very
interesting conclusions are drawn.
When data of !he thermic bahaviour of the mate-
rials used in the stucture are determinecl, the
temperature drop throughout a concrete section
cao ba assessed rather easily.
The thermal characteristics of the materials are
generally sufficiently known. The boundary con-

ditions inside the tunnel are predictabie from
existing data or can ba determined trom calcula-
tions. At a given temperature of the surrounding
groundwater the temperature gradient in the
tunnel wall can ba determined. Only Iittle is
known of variationsin groundwater temperature,
although it never wiJl ba more than a few centi-
grades.
Once!he temperature fluctuations and!he resis-
tance of !he structure against transformation
have been determined, !he resulting farces and
tenslons canba caiculated. The role !hat tempe-
rature effects play in the total baaring capacity of
the tunnel structure is, however, generally not so
graat.
Thère are acceptable theoretical calculations on
!he resistsnee of a tunnel structure against tem-
perature effects in the longitudinal direction; the-
se, however, have not been sutrlClently borne
out by test results so faro
With the trend towards ever wicler tunnel sec-
tiens, 50 m and more, the ground resistance
perpendicular to the axis should also ba taken
into account.
Tunnel elements Iying in a gradlent have the
tendency to creep graduaKy downward because
of temperature fluctuations. No sufficiently clear
observations exist regarding this phenomenon.
Only measurements on joints have become
available.

Forces ceused by temperature have no influ-
ence on the laad condition at fallure and hence
neither on the safety of !he cross section of a
tunnel, assurning that the rotation capacity of the
determining sections is sufficient to allow for re-
distribution of the forces. Temperature tensions
however do influence the norrnallaad situation.
Cracking of !he concrete and sometimes even
banding, especially in combination with tensions
caused by ether Ioads and by shrinkage may
grow worse when temperature effects are added
as weK.
One wouk:l expect that tensions caused by year-
Iy temperature cycles would ba lergely reduced
by relaxation; this, however, is only partly true.
Attention shouk:l also be paicl to transformations
caused by temperature changes that can hardly,
if at all, ba prevented. These transformations
might influence the width of cracks and !hereby
!he watertightness.
Trying to prevent crack formation by applying
more· reinforcement steel generally does not
work; only !he width, and the distance of cracks
trom each other could perhaps ba influenced to
some extent.
When too lîttle reinforcement is apptied in the
Iongltudinal direction, the steel wiJl yield as soon
as !he first cracks appear. The forces caused by
the laad will nat ba redistributed because the
structure is statically determined. A tunnel cross
section however is usually statically indetermi-
nate; hence redistribution of the farces is ade-
quately possible; when cracking occurs, failure
is not expected.

When a tunnel and two adjoining ventilation
buildings are joined together tensile stresses
may result.
In long tunnels, also in cases when they are not
connected to ventilation buildings, and compo-
sed of units fixed to each other, a temperature
drop wUI cause movements. Ground friction wUI

ba the result; thls wiK again cause tensile farces
to arise in the longitudinal direction, increasing
towards the centre of the tunnel.
To prevent craCks as described above expan-
sion joints must ba made.
Knowledge has so far progressed by now that a
reinforcement can ba designed wtlich wiJl not
yleld tor bending marnents imposed by tempera-
ture differences which lead to exceecling the
permissibletensile stresses. However, very Iittle
is known about !he crack pattern that will occur.
When these stresses have te be combine<! wtth
tensile stresses of other origin (other tempera-
ture influenees, shrinkage, hydration heat, set-
tIements etc.), no advice can as yet ba given
regarding the necessary reinforcement.
Thè temperature gradlent through the concrete
structure of a tunnel can ba favorably influenced
by adequate insuiation on the side where the
largest temperature differences occur.
In !he building of tunnei units attention should ba
given not only to the effects of hydration heat but
also to direct heating by the sun, followed by a
rain shower or trost at night which can cause
large temperature gradlents. There are however
hardly any data on the extent and the depth to
which these temperature influences penetrate
into the structure and in how far hair cracks
caused by this effect may be harmful.
It seems worthwmle to study whether the con-
crete cover that is anchored te the strueture by
rather light anchors only is influenced by tempe-
rature changes and what extent ths forces as-
sume that work on the anchors. Subsequently
we should consicler whether the concrete cover
should also ba divicled by expansion joints.

Recharge weil Polntlng
One of these days research results on rechafge
weU pointing wiK ba pubJished. The study group
considered mainly three items:
• an invernory of projects implemented;
• an inventory of the circumstances under
which recharge weli pointlng is a realistic possi-
bility;
• te draw up a set of requirements to which an
installation of recharge weil points must answer.
Inventory of projects irnplernented
To answer this item an Inquiry was set up. Twen-
ty-one questionnaires were sent out of which
fifteen came back.
It turned out that the foliowing facts had given
rise to difficultles:
• oxygen was shown to react with iron that was
present in the ground water forming iron oxyde
which is insoluble. In this way recharge wells
were choked up;
• gas originally baing dlssolved in the water
may form bubbles whèn the water pressure is
golng down and as a result might choke up the
recharge weil;
• sulphate reduction by which reaction iron
sulphate might ba changed into iron sulphide by
the action of bacteria. Thls again might clog bath
the weil and the recharge weil. Moreover the
bacteria grow and may choke the wells also;
• sand sometimes penetrated into !he welis be-
cause insufficlent attention had been paid to the
necessity of designing a filter bed round the weil
that was in accordance with tha local soli infor-
mation;
• because of the over-pressure in the recharge
weil it is inclined to rise, and ground water will
consequently creeping upwards along the weil.



It was not possibie nonetheless to get a clear
impression of interdependence of the resu!ts of a
project and th& materials being used, the soit
conditions that were met, and the output of the
wel/s.
The resu!ts of long term projects varied from 'not
so good' to 'very good'. There were only four
projects that ran into really severe dîfficulties. In
three of these cases the probiems were however
solved after some time when the expected re-
sults were reached.
One project, an underpass in Zeist, was unsuc-
cessful. This was the only' drainage project in
phreatic water where lhe groundwater table had
to be keptintact because of a near-by park.
Through porous upper layers ralnwater contai-
ning much oxygen could reach the groundwater
!hat was originally rich in iron. In the pumping
wells an intensive mixing of both types of water
took p1ace whleh led to the forming of the already
mentioned insoluble iron oxyde wlttl subsequent
choking up of the recharge wells.
Possibly aeration of water in the wells took also
place because ofthe forming of a seepage zone.
Mixing wnh air in the pump may have led la extra
aeration. Aeration via the filter bed round the weil
points is however most Iikely because this filter
bed was contlnued upward ioto the top I.ayers,
also dewatering these.
The study group thlnks that also in this case it
should have been possibie la find ways to render
the method successful. For this purpose an ex-
periment wilh recharge weil pointing wil! be star-
ted in November 1978.

Inventory of the circumstances where recharge
weil pointing will ba reaJistic
The study group has come 10 the conclusion that
in the case of upper layers of !ow permeability it
wil! be technically possible 10 recharge ground-
water sufficiently just the same.
In each new situation however a cost-benefit
analysis will have to be made in comparison with
other possibilities such as underwater concrete,
injection ofthe subsoil, pneumatic caissons, eet.
Situations somparabie to the Zeist project give
as vet rise to doubt whether they can ba succes-
fui. The study group hopes that the experiments
will provide an adequate answer so as to
achieve good results also in simUar cases Iike
this in phreatic groundwater.

A set of regulations wh/eh an /nstallation of re- i
charge weil pointing must satfsfy I
The results of the inquiry and some theoretical
studies have led to considerable requirements (
for a projeet where recharge weil pointing can be
sussessfully used.

Cost Aspects of Tunnettlng
The study group investigated al! possibie me-
thods oftunnel construction in use in the Nether-
lands. A description of each method is given;
they are divided into three maln groups accor-
ding to the 1970 OECD conference at Washing-
ton DG:
• Immersed tunnelling;
• Cut- Md cover constructions;
• Sof! ground tunneling.
The fourth group, rock tunnemng, does not apply
to Dutch soil conditions.
In order to give arealistic cost comparlson all
designs were made for the same double track
rapid transit system tunnel. The soil- and

groundwater conditions were standardised to a
Dutch situatîon as we might find in the West of
the country.
For each design the eest per linear metre of
tunnel was caiculated based on tota! iengths of
400, 800 and 1200 m and an overburden as
cover of 4.5 m and 1.5 m Md where that was
realistic, even 0 m. The eosts, given in Duteh
currency, include only the cMI engineering part
and are based on a COs!level of 1972. Taxes and
design COs!Sare nol included either.
The final seleetion of a construetion method can
never ba solely based on costs. Attention has to
be given to the fOllOwing items as weil:
The effect on the envifl:mment of the construc-
tion system can be of gr~t importance especi-
ally in densely populated areas and streets with
heavy traffic congestion. Settiernents by weil
point drainage caused by Iowering of the
g.roUndwater table may affect foundations of
buildings and may cause damage to streets and
publlc service mams. Noise produetion by ram-
ming sheet pIling or concrete foundatton pIles,
by power stations and by pouring and vibrating
concrete must be taken ioto account.
The report gives an interesting exampie of how a
cost analysis can be made for a given situation
and where the main aspects to be considered
can be inclOOed.
It is worthwhile also tor those who want 10 see at
what point immersed tunnelllng is becoming of
interest. There are however many factors that
were not taken into account, such as the under-
ground station construetion which often will be
the most expensive part of an underground rail-
way system. No attention has been given 10
comparing construction methods for roed tun-
nels either. Moreover tor present-day use it gi-
yeS prIce indications only, comparing different
construction methods slnce costs have gone up
considerably after the report was reieased.
Because of the relative value of this report to-
day and the fact !hat it does not specifically apply
10 the imrnersed tube rnethod I wlll not go into
more detail now.

Ventllatlon of Tunnels
Rail tunnels
The study group was asked to review probiems
of ventilation of rail tunnels both for metro- and
railway use, Md to try Md fine! practical soluti-
ons whare necessary.
A study of available literature comprised: theore-
tlcal calculations of air movernent; heat produc-
tion in tunnels and stations; thermo-dynamic
problems; measurements of speed of air move-
ment; as weil as some specific problems of rail
tunnel ventilation.
In underground rail transport, requirements as to
heat produetion and draught playan important
role for the publico Diesel engines will produce
exhaust gasses.
The theoretlcal approach is much more compli-
cated than for road tunnels, because oHhe much
more complicated flow paltern of the air in a
tunnel profile fitting much closer round !he train
profiie.
Heat produetion is mainly caused by the train
and cao be calculated rather easily. II takes
p1ace only periodleally just before and in a sta-
tion during braking or the puliing out of trains.
The bulk of the heat disappears via ventilalion
shafts and staircases, a relatively smail amount
of heat is taken up by the walls.
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local climatologleal circumstances together
with the type of trains, the way they are run, the
cross section ofthe tunnel al'ld stations and whe-
ther the tunnel is situated very deep under the
ground or not are main factors to ba taken into
consideration. A lot of data are given concerning
these items.

Road tunnels
The report dealing with ventilation of road tun-
nels has reviewed the following items extensi-
vely:
• CO-emission standards that are considerably
lower than those usually applied, based on new
measurements of the CO-emission of passen-
ger cars;
• a new approach to the CO-threshold limit,
taken as a funetion of the tunnel length;
• a modified rnethod for determining the tunnel
ventilation system in case of longitudinal ventila-
tion by booster fans, based on fullseale expert-
ments in a tunnel.
Since tunnel ventilation is not a specitic problem
of tunnels built according to the immersed tube
method these reports wil! not be dealt with in
greater detail now, although they provide a lot of
important information on a subject of which too
Iitl:le is known.

Summary
The actiVÎties of the Tunnelling $eet/on in-
etude !he studies cemea out by working par-
ties. The paper will give a short desertption of
their main subjects and findings; cosrs of dif-
ferent construction methods; waterproofing;
temperature effects on tunnel structutes, ven-
tHation;methods to prevent uplift of tunnels in
ground water and recharge weil pointing.



Tunnels in the Netherlands

The techniques described in the previous articles have lead to 15 tunnels sa tar (1978). TOO most
important information of those tunnels follows on the next pages.
One ramark must be made here: tOOcosts are in Dutch guikiers and are spent in tOOperiod. of tOO
construetion!
It is self-evident that not only immersed tunnels are built in the Netherlands, sa a few of moor types are
also mentionecl. 000 should realise that this list of other types is not complete, there are just a few
examples.
As said before the information of the tunnels (immersed or other types) is oot complete. If you need
more detailed information, you cao contact the designers or involved contractors.

SITUATION DUTCH IMMERSED TUNNELS

1 MAASTUNNEL

2 METRO

3 COENTUNNEL

4 IJTUNNEL

5 8ENELUXTUNNEL

6 HEINENOORDTUNNEL

7 CULVERT AMSTERDAM-RUNl<ANAAL

8 PIPELINETUNNEL HOLLANDSCH

9 PlPELINETUNNEL OUDE MAAS

10 VLAl<ETONNEL

11 DRECHTTUNNEL

12 PRINSES MARGRIET TUNNEL

13 KILTUNNEL

14 HEMS.POORTUNNEL

15 80TLEKTUNNEL
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1. Maastunnel

Type:
roadtunnel (also for pedestrians and cyclists)
Location:
Rotterdam, under Nieuw Maas-river
Construction penoä:
1937-1942
Designer
Rotterdam Municipal Works
Acfvisors:
Christiani & Nielsen (sand jetting system)
Delft Soil Mechanics Laboratory
Laboratory for Aero- and Hydrodynamics at Delft (ventilat"lOO)
Construction costs:
f 18,000,000.
Method of construction:
9 immersed units of 62 m length, 2 pneumatieally founded ventilation
buildiogs, 2 open ramps on pile foundation.
Mein contract or:
NV Maastunnel, joint venture of NV NOOeriandsche Aanneming Mij (now
membar of Ballast-Nedam Group), Christiani & Melsen, Ven Hattum &
Blankevoort (flOW membar of Stevin Group), NV Intemationale Gewapend
Beton Bouw (flOW membar of Royal Bos Kalis Westminster Group)
Subcontractors:
Franki (pile foundation)
Gusto - Penn & Bauduin (steel watertight lining)
NV Utrechtse Asfaltfabriek (bituminous watertight tining)
Suppliers:
Werkspoor (ventilation)
Philips (lighting)
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2. Metro
Type:
rapicl transit railway tunnel (2 x 1 tracks)
Location:
Rotterdam, under Nieuwe Maas-river and in the city centre
Construction penod: .
1960-1966
Designer:
Rotterdam Munieipal Works
Advisors:
Delft Hydraulics Laboratory
TNO Delft (Applled Sclentiflc Research Organisation)
Slevin Laboratory of Delft University of Technology
consaucuo« casts:
f 45,000,000 for river crossing
about f 15,000 per m' for land part
Method of construction:
8 units of 91 m, 4 units of 75 m length for river crossing
24 units of 65 m (including station units) for land part. The units tor the lend
part are constructed in two artificial basins in the city-centre end immersed
in waterfiiled cenals batween sheet piling.
All units are founded on concrete piles with adjustable head to come to
equal load for every pile.
Main oomrectot:
Combinatie Bouw Metrotunnel, joint venture of Christiani & Nielsen and
Hollandse Beton Mij (membar of HoHendsche Beton GfOup) for river cros-
sing.
KoninkHjke Nederhorst Bouw (now member ofOGEM Building Division) for
the land part
Subcontractors:
Royal Adriaan Volker (dredging)
Cindu Key & Kramer, now called Cekasol (watertight !ining)
Troost Pernis (excavation end backfilling)
Rietveld (pile dfiving)
Suppliers:
Vredesteln Loosduinen BV (watertight gaskets, type Gina end Omega)
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le~oentunnel
lad tunnel

Eation:
• erdam, under Northsea canal
struct/on period:

961-1966

~

• .. ~er.~ublic Works Department, Locks and
'rs DMsien

visors:
leIfl Soil Mechanics Laboratory

IHydraulics laboratory

.
ionallnstitute tor Watersupply (weil pumping

.. em)
\I'chltectenburaau De Vlaming, Salm en Fennis

Ehitecture)
•struction costs:
. ,000,000 civii engineering
5,000,000 equlpment

E·of construction:
•. ... sed units of 90 m length, open ramps

on piles made In open excavation
4ain contractor:

EmingsmaatschapPij Hillen & Roosen BV
tractors:

.•'stiam & Nielsen (Immerslng of !he units and
land· jetting)

~

•·.Yal Bos Kalis Westminster Gro.up (dredging)
y en Kramer, now called Cekasol BV (water-

linlng) sorbing ceilings) Stork (ventilation)
an Swaay (Iighting and controt centra) Suppliers: Pannevis, now membar of ASV Group (pumps)
INApparatenbouw (sun louvres and sound ab- Vredestein Loosduinen BV (watertight gaskets) Philips Nederland (Iightlng)

1-----------

I

1I~~Jtunne'
~d tunnel
Location:

I..sterdam under IJ-river
nstruction period:
61-1968

Des/gner:

E...rtment of !he Public Works service of Am-
rdam
v/sors:

Delft Hydraulics Laboratory

I.....tio.nall~stitute for Watersupp!y
nstructlOn costs:
142,500,000 civil engineering

f 13,500,000 equipment
Method of construct/on:I.iîmmersed units of 90 m length, founded on
Itred cast in situ piles of max. 90 m length;
tine section made by means of 4 pneumatic
caissons;

EsectionSon prefabricated piles made in open
cavation between steel sheet piling walis;
section on prefabricated piles made in open

excavation

f contractor:
lJT joint venture of Bataafse Aennemings

" Nederlandse Aannemings Mij (now mem-
ber of Ballast-Nedam Grollp), Aannemersbedrijf

EJ. P, Broekhoven, NV Tot Aanneming van
erken v/h H. J, Nederhorst (ncw member of
EM Building Divisien), Hollandsch Aanne-

mersbedrijf Zanen en Versteep, Ways & Freitag,

EiliPHol:zman
bcontractors:
.. n BV (weil pumplng)

Key & Kramer - now ca/led Cekasol BV (water-

I
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tight lining)
Nederlandse Staal en Aluminium Industrie (sun
touvres and sound absorbing ceiling)
Greeneveld en Van der Poli- now member of
GTI (electric cabIes)

Suppliers:
Vredestein Loosduinen BV (watertight gaskets)
Stork (ventilation)
Philips Nederland (Iighting)
Schokindustrie BV (prefabricated pi les)
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5. Beneluxtunnel
Type:
road tunnel
Location:
Rotterdam, under Nieuwe Maas-river
Construction period:
1963-1967
Designer:
National Public Works Department, looks and
Welrs DIvision
Advisors:
Delft Soil Mechanics Laboratory
Delft Hydraulics Laboratory
Nationallnstitute for Watersupply (wen pumplng
system)
Architectenbureau De Vlaming, Salm en Fennis
(architecture )
Construction costs:
f 72,000,000 civil engineering
f 8,000,000 equipment
Method of construction:
8 immersed units of 93 m length: steel sheet
plling and under water concrete for the deepest
parts of the openramps; the other parts of the
open ramps founded on prefabricated tension
piles made In open excavation
Main contractor:
NV Nestum 11,joint venture of NV Amsterdam-
sche Ballast Mij (now membar of Ballast-Nedam
Group), Christiani & Nielsen, Van Hattum &
Blankevoort (now membar of Stevin Group), Hol-
landsche Beton Mij NV (member of HoIIandsche
Beton Group), NV Nederlandsche Aanneming
Mij (now membar of Ballast-Nedam Group),
Bato Jansen NV (now membar of Royal Bos
Kalis Westmlnster Group)
Subcontractors:
Key en Kramer, now called cekasot BV (water-
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tight linlng)
Pre-system BBRV Spanstaal BV (prestressing
of the units)
Van Swaay (control centre)
NV Apparatenbouw (sun louvres and sound ao-
sorbing celUng)
Van der Bor (pumps)

Suppliers:
Vredestein Loosduinen BV (watertight gasketsl
Flygt (pumps)
Philips Nederland (lightlng)
ACeC (control centre)
Stork (ventilation)
Derks Verf- en Lakfabriek NV (palnt)

6. Heinenoordtunnel
Type:
road tunnel
Location:
near Rotterdam under Oude Maas-river
Construction pèriod:
1965-1969
Designer:
National Public Works Department, looks and
Weks Division
Advisors:
Delft Soli Mechanlcs Laboratory
Delf! Hydraulics Laboratory
Nationallnstitute tor Watersuppiy (weil pumping
system)
Architectenbureau De Vlaming, salm en Fennis
(architseture)
Construction casts:
f 52,000,000 cMI engineering
f 6,000,000 equipment
Method of construct ion:
4 Immersed units of 115 m length,
1 immersed unit of 111 m length,
open ramps on cast In situ concrete tension piles
made In open excavanon
Main comrector:
NV Nestum 11see Benelux tunnel
Subcontractors:
Key en Kramer, now called Cekasol BV (water-
light linlng)
Pre-system SBRV Spanstaa! BV (prestressing
of the units)
NV Apparatenbouw (sun louvres ans sound ab-

sorbing ceiling)
Groenpol, now membar of GTI (contro! centre
and Iighting)
Van der Bos (pumps)
Suppliers:
Vredesteln Loosdulnen BV (watertight gaskets)

Derks Verf- en Lakfabriek NV (palnt)
F1ygt (pumps)
Heemaf (standby equlpments)
ACEC (controi centre)
Stork (ventilation)
PhUips Nederland (ilghting)
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7. Culvert Amsterdam-Rhine canal

Type:
culvert tor watertransport
Location:
near Utrecht under Amsterdam-Rhine canal
Construction oeroä:
1970 -1971
Designer:
National PubHc Works Department, Locks and Weirs Division
Adv/sors:
Delft Soil Mechanics LaboratOfY
TNO Delft - Applied Scientific Research Organisation (testing glue for
joints)
Construction costs:
f 9,500,000
Method of construction:
1 immersed unit ~f 130 m length formed by 44 prefabricated parts.
The parts, of which 40 have equal dimensions and 4 near the ends are
different, are cast countermoulded in avertical position and coupled by
means of prestressing and epoxy-resin in the joints.
The land paltS are built in open excavation batween steel sheet piHng walls.
Maln contractor:
NV Nestum 11, see Benelux tunnel.
Subcontractor:
Pre-system BBRV Spanstaal BV (prestressing)
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8. PipeUne tunnel HoUandsch Diep

Type:
tunnel for a great numoer of pipelines
Location:
under Hollandsch Diep
Construction petioä:
1971 -1973
Designer: National Public Works Department, Locks and Weirs Division
Adv/sors:
Delft SOU Mechanics Laboratory
Delft Hydraulics Laboratory
Construction casts:
f 19,000,000 cMI engineering
f 500,000 equipment
Method of construction:
27 immersed units of 60 m length. Each unit consists of 6 m long sections,
cast in avertical position and coupled by means of prestressing and
injection of epoxy-resin in the 15 mm wide joints.
Land parts made by maans of steel sheet piling and underwater concrete.
Main contractors:
Kombinatie Tunnelbouw, joint venture of: Dirk Verstoep (mambar of the
Royal Bos Kalis Westminster Group), Koninklijke Nederhorst Bouw (now
membar of OGEM Building Division)
Subcontractors:
Royal Bos Kalis Westminster Group (dredging)
Ibis (prestressing with Freyssinet system)
Boildt BV (injecting with epoxy resin)
Suppliers:
Vredestein Loosduinen BV (watertight gaskets)
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9. Pipeline tunnel Oude Maas
Type:
tunnel for a graat number Of pipelines
Location:
under Oude Maas-river
Construction period:
1972 -1975
Designer:
National Public Works Department, Locks and Weirs Division
Advisors:
Delft SOUMechanics Laboratory
Delft Hydraulics Laboratory
Construction costs:
f 13,500,000 cMI engineering
f 500,000 equipment
Method of construction:
8 immersed units of 60 m length (similar as pipiline tunnel HoUandsch Diep)
One abutment by means of steel sheet piling and under water concrete, the
other as an immersed caison.
Main contractor:
Kombinatie Tunnelbouw (see pipeline tunnel Hmlandsch Diep) tor immer-
sed parts (tunnel and abutment), Bato Jansen BV - member of the Royal
Bos Kalis Westminster Group (steel sheet piling and underwater concrete
abutment)
Subcontractors:
Royal Bos Kalis Westminster Group (dredging), Ibis (prestressing with
Freyssinet system), Bolidt BV (injection with epoxy resin)
Suppliers:
Vredestein Loosduinen BV (watertight gaskets)
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10. Vlaketunnel

Type:
raad tunnel
Leeation:
under canal in south-westem part in the Nether-
lands
Construction period:
1972 -1975
Designer:
National Public Works Department, Locks and
Weirs Division
Advisors:
Delft SOUMethanics laboratory
Nationallnstitute for Watersupply (weU pumping
system)
Architectenbureau De Vlaming, Salm en Fennis
(architecture)
TNO-Delft - Applied SCientific Research Organi-
sation (testing concrete for cooling system)
Construction costs:
f 36,000,000 civii engineering
f 4,000,000 equipment
Method of construction:
2 immersed units of 125 m lenght
open ramps on cast in situ concrete tension pi-
les, made in open excavation
Main contractor:
joint venture of NV Amsterdamsche Ballast Mij.
(member of BaUast-Nedam Group) and Hoi-
landsche Beton Mij (mamber of Hmlandsche Be-
ton Group)
Subcontractors:
Nederhorst Grondtechniek - member of Interna-
tional Foundation Group (cast in situ Vibro-piles)
Pre-system B8RV Spanstaal BV (prestressing)
Emiss (injecteren)
Tjaden BV (weil pumping system)
NV Apparatenbouw (sound absorbing ceiling)
Sigma Coatings bv (palnt)
GTI (control centre and Iighting)

Van der Bor (pumps)
Suppiiers:
Vredestein Loosduinen BV (watertight gaskets)
NV Apparatenbouw (sound absorbing ceiling)

CRAWLER

Eternit bv (Giasal plates)
Heernat (standby equlpment)
Philips Nederland (lighting)
Flygt (pumps)
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tion:

Erdrechtunder Oude Maas-river
tion period:
1977

'1ner:
~i' Public Works Department, Looks
.:s Division

SOUMechanics Laboratory

f'raulics Laboratory
Institute tor Watersupply
enbureau De Vlaming, Salm

ennis
it1'uction costs:
115oo,000 cMI engineering
.00,000 equipment
'öd of construction:
nersed units of 115 m length land parts formed by diaphragm walls

E'
sheet piling walls into a clay layet at about 25 m depth so in this
rmanent Iowering of the ground water level was possible.
ractors:

binatie Tunnelbouw, joint venture of Koninklijke Nederhorst Bouw BV

E,mber of OGEM Building Division), Dirk Verstaap BV (member of
sKaIis Westminster Group) and Van Hattem en Blankevoort BV
r of Stevin Group)

:ontracters:

~

s Kalis Westminster Group (dredging)
Kramer, now called Cekasol BV (watertight !ining)

stem SBRV Span staal BV (prestressing)
Idboorbedrijf J. Mos (weil pumping system)
[ratenbouw (sound absorbing cemng)

~rinses Margriettunnel
tunnel

E:nal in the north of the NetherlandS
tion period:

H978'Ier:al Public Works Department, Looks and
Division

'sors:

E.,Mechanics laboratory
I Institute for Watersupply

, enbureau De Vlaming, Salm en Fennis
,itecture)

Etion casts:
., ,000 civil engineering
,000 equlpment

I
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48.80 m

CROSS nCTION

Sigma Coatings BV (paint)
Vogel Spuitbeton (snotcrete for wall finishing)
GTI (controI centre and !ighting)
Industria (Iighting)
Van der Bor (pumps)
Suppliers:
Vredestein Loosduinen BV (watertight gaskets)
Etemit BV (Glasal plates)
Heemaf (stanby equipment)
ACEC(control centre)
Philips Nederland (lighting)
Stork (ventilation)
Flygt (pumps)

Method of construct/on:
1 mmersed unit of 77 m length buUt in one of the
open ramps
Immersing of the unit by means of flooding the
open ramps and dredging the tempory dikes.
After mmersing the joints were closed by pneu-
matic rubber gaskets.
The open ramps are founded on cast in situ
concrete tension piles and made in open exca-
vation.
Main contractors:
Aannemerskombinatie Prinses Margriettunnei,
joint venture of BV Aaannemingsmij v/h H & P
Voormolen (mamber of OGEM Building Divi-
sion) and DURA Aannemingsmij BV
Subcontractors
J.G.Nelis & Zn Ijmuiden BV (dredging and ex-
cavation)

Adriaan Volker CivU Engineering BV (immersing
of the unit)
Cekasol BV (watertight !inlng)
Nederhorst Grondtechniek - member of Intema-
tional Foundation Group (cast in situ Vibro-piles)
Sigma Coatings BV (palnt)
Van der Bor (pumps)
Installatie Techniek Bredero BV (control centre
and lighting)
Suppliers:
Vredestein Loosduinen BV (watertight gaskets)
Flygt (pumps)
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13. Kiltunnel
Type:
road tunnel
Location:
under Dordtse Kil, river near Dordrecht
Construction period:
1974-1978
Designer:
National Public Works Department, Loeks and
Weirs Division
Advisors:
Delft Soli Mechanics Laboratory
Delft Hydraulics Laboratory
Nationallnstitute ror Water supply
ArchitectenbUreau De Vlaming, Salm en Fennis
(architecture )
Construction costs:
f 76,000,000 cMI engineering
f ·5,000,000 equipment
Method of construaion:
3 immerseá units of 110 m length. Deepest parts
of open rernps formeá by concrete strueture
founded on cast in situ concrete rension piles;
higher parts formed by steel sheet piling into a
deepclay layer, so a permanent lowering of tha
groundwater level was possible.
Main contractors:
Kombinatie Tunnelbouw (see Drechttunnei)
Subcontrators:
Royal Bos Kalis Westminster Group (dredging)
Nederhorst Grondtechniek BV - memoer of In-
ternational Foundation Group (cast in situ Vi-
bro-päes)
Pre-system BBRV Spanstaal BV (prestresslng)
Vogel Spuitbeton BV (shotcrete tor wallfinishing)
GTI (control centre and lîghting)
Van der Bor (pumps)
Suppliers:
Vreáestein Loosduinen BV (watertight gaskets)
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Type:
railway tunnel
Location:
Amsterdam. under Northsea canal
Construction period:
1976-1980
Designer:
Nationel Public Works Department, Locks and Weirs Division
AdVisors:
Delft Soil Mechanics Laboratory
National Institute for Wetersupply
TNO Delft - Applied Scientific Research Organisation (ventilation)
Construction costs:
f 110,000,000 cîvil engineering
Method of construction:
4 immereed units of 268 m length, 3 of 134 m length;
open ramps founded on cast in situ concrete ten sion piles made in open
excavation
Main comrector:
Combinatie Hemspoor, joint venture of Dirk Verstoep BV (memberof RoVal
Bos Kalis Westminster Group) and Van Hattum en Blankevoort BV (mem-
ber of Stevin Group)
Subcontractors:
Roval Bos Kalis Westminster Group (dreáging and excavation)
J.G. NeUs & Zn Ijmuiden BV (excavation building doek)
Mij. Grondbouw BV (cast in situ Van Parera-piles)
Suppliers:
Vredestein Loosduinen BV (watertight gaskets)
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Gebr. Prins Bouwstaffenhandel BV (sound eb-
sorbing ceiling)
Eternit BV (Glasal ptates)

FIVgt (pumps)
Heernat (standby equipment)
Nordisk (ventilation)

14. Hemspoortunnel
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1
1 15. Botlektunnel

I
1
IType:

road tunnel
Location:

I_ near Rotterdam, under Oude Maas-river
Construction {)&riod:
1976-1980
Designer:

1Rotterdam Municipal Works
Advisors:
Delft Hydraulics laboratory
TNO - Applied Scientific Organisation (danger

1of explosion, fire proofness)
Construction costs:
f 126,000,000 civi! engineering
f 20,000,000 equipment

1Method of construction:
45 immersed units of 105 m and one of 87,5 m
length;
open ramps founded on prefabricated concrete
tension piles made in open excavationI-Main contractor:

• AannemerscombinatIe Botlektunnel, joint ven-
ture of BVAannemingsmij. v/h H & P Voormo!en
(member of OGEM Building Division) and Ways

1& Freitag
- Subcontractors:

Breejenbout NV (dredging)
BV Grondboorbedrijf J. Mos (weil pumping)

ICivie!co (prestressing)
•Troost, Oosterwijk and Romers (excavation and
backfilling)
Supp/iers:1Vredestein loosduinen BV (watertight gaskets)

I
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Other tunnels

I-A. Ve/sertunne/sTy{)&:
raad and raUwaytunnels 2 x 2 !anes and 2 tracks)
Location:

I.under Nothsea canal near coast
Construction period:
1954-1957
Designer:

1__.National Public Works Department, locks and Weirs Division
Main method of construetion:
cut and cover
Length:

1closed section road tunnel 768 m
tota! length road tunnel 1644 m
ciosed sectiorl raiiway tunnel 2067 m
totallength railway tunnel 3324 m

IMaincontractor:

_NVAmsterdamsche Ballast Maatschappij (now memberof Ballast-Nedam
Group)

yi.. ft pm Ohpy'
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B. Aquaduct Ringvaart Haarlemmermeer
Type:
raad tunnel (2 x 2 lanes)
Location:
under cana! near Amsterdam
Construction period:
1957-1960
Designer:
National Pub!ic Works Department, locks and Weirs Division
Main Method of construction:
cut and cover
Length:
closed section 35 m
total length 393 m
Main contractor:
NeUsUitgeest (now membar of OGEM Building Division)



C. Schiphol road tunnel
Type:
road tunnel (2 x 3 tanes for highway and 2 x 2 lanes for Iocal traffic)
tooeuo«
under part of Schiphol Airport
Construct/on period:
1964-1966
Designer:
National·Public Works Departrnent. Locks and Weirs DMsion
Main rnethod of construction:
cut and cover
Length:
closed section 530 m
totallength 660 m
Maln contractor:
joint venture of NV Amsterdamsche Ballast Mij (rnernebr of Ballast-Nedam
Group). Koninklijke Wegenbouw Mij (now rnembar of Stevin Group). P. C.
Ztmen

D. Plpelinetunnel Scheldt-Rhlne canal
Type:
tunnel for a great nomber of pipelines (± 9.5 ml! cross-section)
Locatlon:
under canal in the southem part of the Netherlands
Constructien period:
1973-1976
Designer:
National Public Works Department. Locks and Weirs DMsien
Main method of construct/on:
cut and cover
Length:
closedseetion 330 m
total length 330 m
Maln contractor:
LBMAannemingsmij

E. Pipeline tunnels Roosendaalse Vliet and Dintel
Type:
tunnels for a great numbar of plpelines (10 ml! cross-sec:tion)
Locatlon:
under rivers in the southem part of the Netherlands
Construct/on period:
1975-1978
Designer.
Natienal Public WorksDepartment. Locks and Weirs Divisien
Main method of construction:
cut and cover
Length:
197and187m
Maln contractor:
BV Bredase Beton- en Aannemingsmij

F. Metro Rotterdam. aast-west line (fitst parts)
Type:
rapid transit tunnel (2 tracks)
toceüon:
Rotterdam
Construction period:
1975-1980
Designer:
Rotterdam Municipal Works
Maln methods of constructien:
underpinning under railway viaduct. school and apartments (foundation on
tunnelroof) cut and cover batween steel sheet plling waRs; prefabricated
waRs + roots together plaoed on cast in situ concrete floor in open excava-
tion between steel sheet piling walls
Length:
underpinnings 4 x 24 m
prefabricated walla . roof 1050 m
Maln comrector:
Van Hattum en Blankevoort BV (member of Stevin Group)

71

G. Metro Amsterdam
Type:
rapld transit tunnel (2 tracks)
Locatlon:
Amsterdam
Constructien period:
1970-1980
Designer:
Department of the Public Works Service of Amsterdam
Maln method of construct/on:
pneumatic caissons; joints forrned under coverage of fra,
diaphragm wall panels
Length:
3200m
Main contractOfS:
AMCO. joint venture of Bataafse Aannemings Maatsct
mingsmaatschappij v/h Hillen en Roosen. Philip Holzmann.
namersbedrijf Zanen-Verstoep.
Cospoor, joint venture of Amsterdamse Ballast Beton ~
(mambarofBallast Nedam Group), Van Hattum en Blanke\l
bar of Stevirl Group), Hollandsche Beton Maatschappij (1"1
landsche Beton Group). Bouwmaatschappij Nederhorst (r
OGEM Building Divisien), Ways & Freitag

H. SChiphol rallway tunnel
Type:
raitway tunnel (2 tracks)
Location:
Airport Schiphol
Constructlon period:
1966-1967 and 1974-1980
Designer:
Netherlands Railways Ltd.
Main methods of construction:
excevation batwe&n steel sheet plling, bottom closed ~
underwater concrete;
concrete struclure founded on cast in situ concrete tensk
bricated tension plles
Length
5780m
Maln contractors:
Combinatie Spoortunnel Schiphol, joint venture of Konin
Bouw BV (now rnember of OGEM Building Division), H<
Maatschappij (mambar of Hollandsche Beton Group)
Group;
Kombinatie Schiphol 4, joint venture of Dubbers Malden
group, Koninklijke Wegenbouw Stevin BV (memoer of S1
VerstoeP BV (rnembar of Royal Bos Kalis Westminster

I. Gouwetunnel
Type:
road tunnel (2 x 6 lanes)
Location:
under river in centre of the Netherlands
Construction period:
1976-1981
Designer.
National Public Works Department, Looks and Weirs r

Maln method of construction:
open excavation batween steel sheet plting and unde
Length:
closed section 70 m
tota! length 699 m
Maln comrector:
Hollandsche Beton Maatschappij (membar of Hollands
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